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NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN
U.S. LEGACY CITIES
KELLY L. KINAHAN
ABSTRACT
Legacy cities – also known as shrinking, rust belt, and post-industrial cities – are
places facing persistent population decline, disinvestment, and structural economic
challenges. Scholars and practitioners argue that historic buildings are among the key
assets for neighborhood stabilization and revitalization, yet demolition of existing
buildings is a dominant public policy approach in legacy cities. Using a mix of
quantitative and qualitative methods, this three-essay dissertation (1) develops a typology
of legacy city neighborhoods across five cities (Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Richmond, & St. Louis) and five census decades (1970-2010), (2) identifies patterns of
federal historic rehabilitation tax credit (RTC) activity and evaluates the effects of RTC
investments on racial, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics across legacy city
neighborhood types from 2000 to 2010, and (3) examines how and why RTCs are
deployed as a preservation tool in different neighborhood contexts. Hierarchical cluster
analysis and discriminant analysis are employed in the first essay, identifying eight
distinct neighborhood types (Established & Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated;
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling; Educated Newcomers; White Immigrants;
Declining & Black; Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged; Collapsed Urban Core) and
supporting the coherency of legacy cities as a meaningful analytic grouping. In the
second essay, descriptive statistics show the distribution of RTC activity across all legacy
city neighborhood types, and a difference-in-differences regression model counters
ix

arguments in the existing literature that RTCs contribute to revitalization or gentrification
in legacy cities. Using key person interviews and a comparative case study approach of
two St. Louis neighborhoods, the final essay uncovers key lessons as to how and why the
RTC functions as a preservation and reinvestment tool across different types of
neighborhoods in a declining citywide context, including the size/scale of historic urban
fabric, importance of stable neighborhoods as testing grounds for RTC investments, role
of situational conditions and cultural contexts, and the economic and cultural values
rooted in RTC decision-making.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the wake of prolonged population decline, substantial economic restructuring,
and the associated challenges of vacancy, abandonment, and blight in their built
environments, the state of U.S. legacy cities is among the key urban problems of the early
twenty-first century. Many of these places, also known as shrinking, rust belt, and postindustrial cities, reached peak prominence during the early and middle decades of the
twentieth century, powered by their strength in manufacturing production (America
Assembly, 2011; Beauregard, 2009; Dewar & Thomas, 2012; Franklin, 2014; Mallach,
2012a). While all cities have pockets of disinvestment and abandonment, the long-term
nature of legacy cities’ decline sets them apart from other places. Despite their receded
stature, these cities remain important components of national economic competitiveness,
continue to house large portions of the U.S. population, and contain important
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components of American history reflected through their historic urban fabric (Dewar &
Thomas, 2012; Mallach, 2012a).
This three essay dissertation is grounded in a set of broader conceptual
frameworks that are inherently related but remain disconnected in the scholarly literature.
In legacy cities, similar citywide and regional phenomena including large-scale
population losses, extensive economic restructuring, and social upheavals resulted in high
rates of unemployment, persistent racial segregation, and neighborhood housing markets
that are oversupplied with an (at least partially) obsolete stock (American Assembly,
2011; Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Mallach, 2012a; Mallach & Brachman, 2013). These
broader economic and demographic shifts noted throughout the legacy city literature
connect to the neighborhood level in that changes flow from regional shocks and diffuse
across housing submarkets (Galster, 2001, 2012). The resulting neighborhood changes
include shifts in the physical, demographic, and socio-economic characteristics, with less
competitive places experiencing increases in vacancy, abandonment, and lower-income
households (Galster, 2001, 2012).
These changes imply that “the type and even existence of neighborhoods can and
often does vary across urban space” (Galster, 2012, p. 86). Mikelbank (2011, p. 318)
further argues that “both time and space play critical roles in understanding the way in
which neighborhood types evolve over time” and identifies a process of “neighborhood
déjà vu” where the same neighborhood types appear and reappear over time in different
geographic areas. Although the broader legacy city narrative is dominated by the
challenges of economic restructuring, vacancy and abandonment of the built
environment, and massive depopulation, there is recognition within the literature of the
2

varied nature that exists among neighborhoods and places within the confines of legacy
cities (American Assembly, 2011; Dewar & Thomas, 2011; Mallach, 2008, 2011;
Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014). The longitudinal, cross-city
typology of legacy city neighborhood developed through this research serves as “a
foundation into which data can be integrated and analyzed in the future,” to inform ongoing policy discussions around what kinds of neighborhoods exist in legacy cities, the
key drivers of neighborhood types, and how neighborhoods shift between types over time
(Mikelbank, 2012, p. 961).
With the acute challenges of low demand and oversupply, the legacy city
discourse and rightsizing policy discussions related to the built environment are often
dominated by strategies for demolition of vacant and abandoned housing, managing and
reusing vacant land, and stabilizing housing markets in disinvested neighborhoods, all of
which rarely consider preservation as a means of mitigating these issues (Bertron &
Rypkema, 2012; CUCD, 2011; Mallach, 2010, 2011, 2012a; McGahey & Vey, 2008;
Ryberg-Webster, 2013). A major theme within the grounded legacy city literature is the
idea of asset-building, a concept that has its roots in the community development
literature (Green & Haines, 2007; Phillips & Pittman, 2009) and connections to amenitybased economic development approaches (Clark, Lloyd ,Wong, & Jain, 2002; Florida,
2002; Glaeser, Kolko, & Saiz, 2001). The asset-building framework organizes strategies
around the opportunities that exist in legacy cities and it blends both community and
economic development goals by harnessing various types of local capital to create or
enhance competitive advantage (American Assembly, 2011, 2013; CCP & NSG, 2013;
Friedman, 2003; Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Vey, 2007).
3

Within this asset-building framework, historic buildings and neighborhoods are
commonly featured key components for neighborhood revitalization and stabilization in
legacy cities (American Assembly, 2011; Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Vey, 2007). The
federal historic rehabilitation tax credit program (RTC) is a widely used tool promoting
reinvestment in historic buildings and provides a 20% income tax credit that is a vital
incentive for encouraging private real estate developers to pursue historic rehabilitation
projects (Howe, 2003; NPS, 2015). Although the RTC is a longstanding (1976) and
widely used preservation program, analysis of its effects is limited to the state and
national levels using standard economic impact analyses in reports that are largely
advocacy-oriented (Accordino & Fasulo, 2014; Coffin et al., 2010; Cronyn & Paull,
2009; CUPR, 2015; HTTC, 2010; Lendel et al., 2015; Listokin, et al. 2001; Listokin et al.
2011; Listokin, et al., 2012; O’Brien, 2011; Rypkema & Wiehagen, 1998; Schwartz,
2013). RTC projects are also directly linked to revitalization (ACHP, 2014; Listokin,
Listokin, & Lahr, 1998; NPS, 2015; Ryberg-Webster, 2013, 2015a) and gentrification
(Smith, 1998; Swaim, 2003; Werwath, 1998), yet no research directly measures of the
impacts of RTC investments on neighborhood changes.
As a widely used form of preservation and a financially-based incentive, the RTC
is commonly understood through a lens that reflects the economic values – often
intrinsically individualistic and self-interested – rather than cultural values inherent in
historic preservation that reflect “the intellectual, moral and artistic aspect of human life”
(Throsby, 2001, p. 3-4). The social and political dimensions of preservation – and
specifically the RTC – offer a viewpoint that highlights the actors, organizations, and
decision-making processes of these investments, which is not widely examined in the
4

existing discourse. In legacy cities experiencing significant shrinkage and decline,
recognizing the value of preservation from a social and cultural perspective is important
because the economic benefits may be muted by the larger weak market context and is
relevant to legacy cities’ documented struggle with longstanding racial and spatial
divides (Mallach, 2015a; Tighe & Ganning, 2015). As Kaufman (2009, p. 330-331)
argues “cultural identity supports social status, and because heritage supports cultural
identity, it is impossible to insulate the treatment of heritage from fundamental questions
of social justice.”
This dissertation applies these conceptual frameworks to investigate
neighborhoods, revitalization, and historic preservation in five U.S. legacy cities:
Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis. These cities are
commonly featured within the legacy and shrinking cities literature (Brookings, 2006;
Hollander et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2011; Mallach, 2014; LCD, 2015; LCP, 2015), and the
RTC data used in the second and third essay is only available for these five legacy cities.
Using a three essay format, this dissertation improves the existing understanding of the
variety of neighborhoods across legacy cities, the long-term patterns of neighborhood
transition, and the spatial distribution of types and transition patterns. It also investigates
the role of historic preservation, specifically the historic rehabilitation tax credit (RTC),
as a tool for neighborhood change and revitalization in the broader context of shrinkage
and decline.
The overarching research design combines quantitative and qualitative approaches
and addresses the following research questions: (1) What neighborhood types are found
in legacy cities? What transition patterns between neighborhood types are found in legacy
5

cities? (Chapter 2/Essay 1); (1) What is the distribution of RTC activity across legacy city
neighborhood types and transition patterns between 1998-2007? (2) What is the
relationship between historic tax credit activity (1998-2007) and changes in
neighborhood racial, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics from 2000-2010?
(Chapter 3/Essay 2); and (3) How are historic tax credits used as a preservation and
reinvestment tool by various actors in differing neighborhood contexts? (Chapter 4/Essay
3). Each essay includes an introduction, literature review/conceptual framework,
methodology and data, analysis, findings, policy implications and conclusions specific to
the research questions outlined above. While the essays are written as stand-alone pieces,
there are common threads and essays 2 and 3, in particular, build on the frameworks,
analysis, findings of established in earlier sections.
Chapter 2 (Essay 1) adds to the literature on the nature of neighborhoods (i.e.
census tracts) in legacy cities by developing a typology over space (Baltimore, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis) and time (1970-2010) using hierarchical cluster
analysis and discriminant analysis to examine 43 census variables from the Geolytics’
Neighborhood Change Database. The typology identifies eight distinct legacy city
neighborhood types that fall into two overarching groups:
Stable: (1) Competitive, Educated, & Struggling (2) Educated Newcomers (3)
Established & Stable Homeowners and (4) Highly Bifurcated
Highly Distressed: (5) Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged (6) Collapsed Urban
Core (7) Declining & Black and (8) White Immigrants.

6

Key results show that: (1) more than half of all neighborhoods (56%) are in the
Highly Distressed category; (2) four types (Highly Bifurcated; Competitive, Educated, &
Struggling; Declining & Black; Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged) are becoming more
common across the legacy city landscape over time; and (3) only 8% of all tracts
transitioned from Highly Distressed to Stable neighborhood types between 1970 and
2010. The findings comport with Mikelbank’s (2011, p. 318) finding of “neighborhood
déjà vu” and conclusion that “both time and space play critical roles in understanding the
way in which neighborhood types evolve over time.” This work provides legacy city
planners and policy makers with a framework for creating policies and strategies that can
address the needs of the full spectrum of legacy city neighborhoods, indicates that
strategies may successfully transfer across legacy cities, and highlights key variables
differentiating places in legacy cities.
Chapter 3 (Essay 2) identifies patterns of federal RTC activity across the legacy
city neighborhood types established in Essay 1 and investigates the relationship between
RTC activity and changes in racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics of
legacy city neighborhoods between 2000 and 2010. Using descriptive statistics and a
difference-in-differences regression model, Essay 2 provides a refined picture of
preservation-based revitalization within the context of urban shrinkage. Neighborhoods
(i.e. census tracts) in five legacy cities – Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Richmond,
and St. Louis – are the unit of analysis for this research. Essay 2 shows that: (1) RTC
activity occurs across all legacy city neighborhood types; (2) Stable legacy city
neighborhoods capture more RTC investment (80%) and projects (60%) than Highly
Distressed types; and (3) there is no strong evidence of significant revitalization or
7

gentrification effects from RTC activities in Stable or Highly Distressed legacy city
neighborhoods. This research shows that reinvestment in historic buildings through the
historic tax credit is a viable option across all legacy city neighborhoods. It also counters
arguments in the existing literature that the RTC is a key force for revitalization or
gentrification in neighborhoods.
Finally, chapter 4 (Essay 3) employs a qualitative approach to investigate how
and why RTC projects contribute to revitalization in different neighborhood types and
addresses calls in the literature for in-depth studies of the politics of preservation
decision-making (Mason, 2008). This chapter builds on the frameworks and findings of
the preceding chapters, connecting these concepts to discourses on the values and politics
of historic preservation and their influence at the neighborhood level. Using a
comparative case study of two St. Louis neighborhoods – Lafayette Square and Grand
Center/Midtown Alley (GC/MA) – Essay 3 facilitates an understanding of the role of
RTC projects played in both stable and declining neighborhoods from the late 1990s
through 2010. Lafayette Square and Grand Center/Midtown Alley had differing
trajectories in the late 20th century, with Lafayette Square transitioning from Highly
Distressed to Stable and GC/MA transitioning from Stable to Highly Distressed. Yet, the
neighborhoods experienced comparable levels of federal RTC projects and total
investment between 1997 and 2010. Eighteen key person interviews are the primary data
source for this analysis, with additional information from city-wide and neighborhood
specific planning and policy documents, as well as local and national media. Five key
lessons emerge from this research: (1) The RTC is a flexible and adaptable tool that is
successful across different neighborhood settings; (2) The size, scale, and land use of the
8

historic urban fabric, a fixed asset, influence RTC activity; (3) Stable neighborhoods are
important testing grounds for developing the expertise needed to use the RTC; (4)
Situational conditions and cultural context (e.g. citywide policy responses, local
governance structures, anchor institutions, existing history and networks) influence RTC
investment decisions; and (5) Despite the structure of the RTC program as a financiallybased incentive, decision-makers also value the non-economic facets of historic resources
(e.g. heritage, meaning, history, culture) and these nonpecuniary aspects help motivate
projects that are complex and risky, particularly in a weak market context.
As a whole, this dissertation connects the related literatures examining legacy
cities, historic preservation, and neighborhood change. The mixed methods approach
acknowledges the complexity of the urban problems at the center of this inquiry. While
each essay employs a separate conceptual framework, they are not isolated pieces. The
core concepts in each individual essay connect to the earlier frameworks and add more
nuanced layers of explanation and understanding. The three essays triangulate evidence
using a variety of methods that help explain phenomena and deepen knowledge and
understanding related to the role and meaning of historic preservation within legacy city
neighborhoods. Collectively, the essays of this dissertation highlight the varied
landscape of legacy city neighborhoods, which is dominated by places enduring longterm distress, but also includes a subset of neighborhoods stable and improving areas that
diverge from the dominant trend of decline.
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CHAPTER II
LEGACY CITY NEIGHBORHOOD TYPES AND TRANSITION PATTERNS
1970-2010 (ESSAY 1)

Introduction
The state of U.S. legacy cities is an increasingly important line of inquiry within
early twenty-first century discourses surrounding urban policy and planning practice.
Legacy cities (also known as shrinking cities, rust belt cities, or post-industrial cities)
face persistent population decline, disinvestment, and structural economic challenges
(American Assembly, 2011; Mallach, 2012a). The fate of these cities is of primary
concern within the current urban policy discourse for several reasons: their contribution
to national economic competitiveness and productivity, the value of their existing assets
(e.g. historic built environments and civic institutions), their role as places that offer
affordable real estate options for a significant portion of the nation's population, and their
potential as compact and efficient cities that are environmentally sustainable with ample
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natural resources (Mallach, 2012a; Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Legacy Cities Partnership,
2015). While legacy cities collectively face a myriad of larger-scale economic and social
problems, the literature also indicates a range of conditions across the localized urban
fabric of these places, from thriving to declining (American Assembly, 2011; Mallach &
Brachman, 2013; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014). Furthermore, recent work by Mallach
(2015a) shows that legacy cities experienced increased population and jobs in their urban
cores during the early 21st century, but these developments also reflect a greater spatial
disparity between the nodes of economic activity and the bulk of legacy cities’
population.
The conditions of legacy city neighborhoods are influenced by a variety of factors
including their past and current demographic, socioeconomic, and physical attributes,
various resources that fluctuate within space over time, and an assortment of actors (e.g.
households, property owners, business owners, local government) that both consume and
produce the neighborhood (Galster, 2001). Neighborhood changes are then
“fundamentally driven by forces originating externally to the neighborhood that
reverberate through the metropolitan housing market” (Galster, 2012, p. 91). In this
model, the process of neighborhood change flows from regional shocks diffusing across
housing submarkets, which are then reflected through changes in the physical,
demographic, and socio-economic characteristics of neighborhoods, with less competitive
neighborhoods experiencing increases in vacancy, abandonment, and lower-income
households. The resulting changes are externally driven, non-linear, and socially
inefficient and inequitable (Galster, 2012). This theory connects the broader economic
and demographic shifts of legacy cities noted throughout the literature to the
11

neighborhood level based on the similar experiences in terms of economic restructuring,
social upheavals, and large-scale population losses, which resulted in high rates of
unemployment, persistent racial segregation, and neighborhood housing markets that are
oversupplied with an (at least partially) obsolete stock (American Assembly, 2011;
Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Mallach, 2012a; Mallach & Brachman, 2013).
Building from this theory and the associated observations, this research uncovers
how these similar city and regional level circumstances translate to description and
classification of neighborhoods to establish whether legacy cities exhibit a common set of
neighborhood types, if these types persist over time, and the prevailing patterns of
neighborhood transition between these types. The research questions at the center of this
inquiry are: (1) What neighborhood types are found in legacy cities? (2) What transition
patterns between neighborhood types are found in legacy cities?
Typologies provide a useful framework through which scholars and policymakers
understand and organize a wide range of information (Hill, Brennan, & Wolman, 1998).
This article employs hierarchical cluster analysis and discriminant analysis to create a
typology of legacy city neighborhoods using census variables from the Geolytics’
Neighborhood Change Database. The unit of analysis is census tracts from five legacy
cities (Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis) and the time period
analyzed includes the five census decades between 1970 and 2010. After establishing the
neighborhood types, the analysis proceeds to trace the patterns of neighborhood transition
between types over time using descriptive statistics and maps.
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This research builds upon recent work in the literature in its systematic approach
to understanding longitudinal patterns in legacy cities (Mallach, 2014), and complements
case study-based approaches (Hollander, 2011; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014) by
exploring changes in neighborhood conditions over a cross-section of cities. The
findings comport with Mikelbank’s (2011, p. 318) conclusion that “both time and space
play critical roles in understanding the way in which neighborhood types evolve over
time” and this work provides legacy city planners and policy makers with a framework
for creating policies and strategies that can address the needs of the full spectrum of
legacy city neighborhoods.
The remainder of this essay proceeds as follows. First, the relevant literature on
legacy cities, neighborhood patterns, and typologies is reviewed. This is followed by an
explanation of the methodological approach, quantitative methods, and data sources. The
results are then presented along with key tables and maps. Finally, the essay concludes
with a summary of key findings and policy implications.
Literature Framework
Legacy Cities
The state of U.S. legacy cities is an increasingly important line of inquiry within
twenty-first century planning and urban policy literatures. The term ‘legacy city’ became
part of the urban lexicon relatively recently, with the American Assembly (2011) coining
the label because it “invokes thoughts of both extraordinary inheritances and obsolete
relics – [and] is a suitable descriptor for a group of American cities that have rich
histories and assets, and yet have struggled to stay relevant in an ever-changing global
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economy.” Although significant population loss is often the unifying theme that connects
places within the legacy city rubric, a clear operational definition of what is and is not a
legacy city has yet to be laid out in the scholarly literature. Beauregard (2009) identifies
the “persistent nine,” or cities that lost population in each decade between 1950 and 2000.
Hill et al. (2011) highlight a larger group of 59 central cities that experienced different
types of population loss from 1960-2010, including continuous loss, short-term gain
followed by long-term decline, loss interrupted by short-term gains, and erratic loss. The
Legacy City Partnership and Legacy City Design identify 48 of these cities, characterized
by an industrial past, population and job loss, elevated vacancy rates and poverty, and
lower median household incomes (LCP, 2015; LCD, 2015).
The causal factors of sustained population contraction include exogenous
influences such as deindustrialization and economic restructuring, suburbanization,
demographic shifts, natural disasters, social upheaval and race relations, and anti-urban
federal policies (Großmann et al., 2013; Hollander et al., 2009; Morrill, 2014). These
factors resulted in a myriad of economic, social, and physical challenges including
extensive job losses and unemployment often concentrated in the manufacturing sector,
high rates of poverty, diminished municipal coffers, and widespread property
abandonment and vacancy (American Assembly, 2011; CCS &NSG, 2013; Dewar &
Thomas, 2011; Hobor, 2013; Mallach, 2012a; Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Hill et al.,
2012; Ryan & Campo, 2013; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014; Vey, 2007; Wolman et al.,
2008). Moreover, legacy cities also suffer from locational disadvantages compared to
their neighborhood communities, with push factors such as poor quality-of-life, crime,
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density, lacking public services, building obsolescence, and high taxes repelling residents
and businesses (Hill et al., 2012).
A larger international literature on shrinking cities (Oswalt, 2005; Buhnik, 2010;
Bernt, 2011) began to gain traction as an important research agenda in the field of urban
and regional studies during the first decade of the twenty-first century and the U.S. legacy
city discourse is a subset within this broader dialogue. Through both quantitative
analysis and case study approaches, these works established that “urban shrinkage is
neither a marginal pattern of urban development nor a short-term divergence from the
‘usual’ growth path” (Großmann et al., 2013, p. 221). Collectively, this literature marks
an emerging paradigm shift within urban planning research towards models, theories, and
ultimately policies that stem from non-growth frameworks (American Assembly, 2011).
For example, Hollander and Nemeth (2011) formed a foundational theory for evaluating
planning in shrinking cities that builds on smart decline, or “planning for less—fewer
people, fewer buildings, fewer land uses” (Popper & Popper, 2002, p. 23) and the values
of equity and social justice
Despite this evolving paradigm shift, many responses to this sustained decline and
shrinkage remain rooted in pro-growth planning schools of thought. One framework
includes attempting to regain population by building on local assets (Green & Haines,
2007; Phillips & Pittman, 2009) and amenities (Clark et al., 2002; Florida, 2002; Glaeser
et al, 2001). Other approaches call for harnessing various types of local capital to create
or enhance competitive advantage (American Assembly, 2011 & 2013; CCP & NSG,
2013; Friedman, 2003; Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Vey, 2007) through strategies such
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as downtown revitalization, public-private redevelopment projects, and other physical
improvements (Hollander et al., 2009; Hollander, 2011).
Strategic, geographic targeting (SGT) of resources is a prominent approach to
addressing the myriad of problems facing in legacy cities, particularly in light of
diminished city coffers and dwindling revenues from depopulation, deindustrialization,
and legacy pension costs. “Middle neighborhoods,” or places that “possess a mix of
socio-economic characteristics and have less need for assistance than high-poverty
neighborhoods” are often the focus of these efficiency-based initiatives (Thomson, 2013,
p. 104), which build off of past efforts of “urban triage” (Marcuse, Medoff, & Pereira,
1982). While SGT and triage are criticized from an equity standpoint (Marcuse et al.,
1982), Thomson (2008) argues that traditional, fair-share approaches to community
development rarely provide resources for all areas in need. He adds that “SGT provides
an objective framework for such decisions,” (p. 652) and that equity concerns can be
ameliorated by targeting the highest-need areas within middle neighborhoods.
Some cities use market-based neighborhood typologies to direct investments
under the broader SGT rubric, with Baltimore and Philadelphia among the most
prominent examples (Goldstein, 2012). In line with the existing critiques of SGT, these
typologies rely heavily on market indicators (e.g. sales prices; vacancy, foreclosure, and
ownership rates; share of commercial land use; rental subsidies; and density). Existing
typologies do not include other important components of neighborhoods, particularly
race, nor do they consider longitudinal patterns and transitions. As van Ham, Manley,
Bailey, Simpson, and Maclennan (2012, p.13) note, “[t]he reputation of a neighbourhood
is not necessarily based on current attributes, but can be rooted in the history of a place.”
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Scholars call for federal level interventions to address the needs of legacy cities
(Brachman, 2012), but there is a dearth of cross-sectional studies that could support this
higher level framework. Much of the existing literature is practitioner oriented and offers
a wide variety of strategies (Boehlke, 2012; Morrison & Dewar, 2012; Schwartz, 2012),
principles (Brachman, 2012), and policy frameworks (Mallach, 2012b) many of which
stem from case studies and best practices. While the existing literature provides some
general descriptions of legacy neighborhoods, they are mostly broad observations and not
rooted in rigorous empirical analysis. For example, the American Assembly (2011, p. 6)
notes that “vital neighborhoods [are] adjacent to areas that have been largely abandoned
and thriving downtowns [are] just blocks from acres of empty factory buildings.”
Mallach and Brachman (2013) broadly characterize the urban fabric of legacy cities as
using three general areas – the urban core, intact neighborhoods, and disinvested places.
Research also indicates varied pathways for how the urban fabric of legacy cities
came to be in its current state. Hackworth (2014, p. 10) notes that while depopulation is a
key component of land abandonment, understanding the relationship between the two is
nuanced and complex and must account for the “geographical unevenness of population
loss, changes to municipal boundaries, regional growth, and existing regulations.” In his
case studies of three Flint, MI neighborhoods, Hollander (2010, p. 135) found that the
process of depopulation varied across neighborhoods and that while the “physical form of
some neighborhoods changed to accommodate a smaller population and a smaller
number of occupied housing units; other neighborhoods did not change, resulting in
lower quality neighborhoods for the residents left behind.” Similarly, Boehlke (2012, p.
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147) more generally notes that “patterns of decline are different, even though they stem
from a similar loss of population and the related loss of investor confidence.”
This research contributes to existing scholarly calls for an improved discursive
framework for analyzing legacy cities (American Assembly, 2011; Hollander & Nemeth,
2011). The longitudinal, micro-level, comparative analysis of neighborhood types and
transition across five cities enhances the legacy city discourse, which is currently rich in
case studies and often focused at the city or regional scale (Franklin, 2014). Vicino,
Hanlon, and Short (2007, p. 364) note “[t]he building of metatheories precariously
balanced on just recent changes in a narrow range of cities…is unlikely to lead to a
nuanced understanding of the variation and complexity of urban change around the
world.” To begin to address this issue in legacy city research, this analysis is longitudinal
and multi-city.
Neighborhood Patterns and Typologies
The existing literature provides some references for the types of spatial patterns
we might expect to see across the legacy city neighborhood landscape. Recent work by
Mallach (2015a) shows that legacy cities experienced some positive revitalization trends
during the early 21st century, but a deeper examination of these developments reflects an
increasing dichotomy between the nodes of economic activity and the bulk of legacy
cities’ population “further exacerbating the economic, spatial, and racial divides that have
historically characterized these cities” (Mallach, 2014a, p. 2). Based on these insights,
we might expect patterns of stability around the urban core and in other nodes of
economic activity between 2000 and 2010, with distress and instability characterizing the
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remaining spaces. On the other hand, Hollander et al. (2009, p. 227) note that the
patterns of growth and decline are less clear-cut across legacy cities, citing the example
of Cleveland where “the fastest growing and fastest declining parts of the city are right
next to each other, often intertwined.”
In his neighborhood typology of the Cleveland metropolitan region, Mikelbank
(2011) finds a process of “neighborhood déjà vu” where the same neighborhood types
appear and reappear over time in different geographic areas. Struggling AfricanAmerican neighborhoods increased in total and expanded geographically over time
(1970-2000), while Struggling non-African-American neighborhoods did not follow the
same pattern of proliferation, which may be attributable to these populations (white,
Hispanic, foreign-born) having “spatial choices…that did not replicate the patterns of
poverty…left behind in their previous neighborhood locations” (Mikelbank, p. 332).
Also of note was the ephemeral nature of Suburbia neighborhoods, which are
characterized by high-income households, newer housing, high occupancy rates, low
unemployment, and high education levels, and accounted for more than 45% of all
neighborhoods in 1970 but only 25% by 2000.
Studies examining national patterns of emerging neighborhood trends over the
past several census decades offer additional insights. Galster and Booza (2007)
investigate the presence of mixed-income or “bipolar” neighborhoods across the 100
largest metropolitan regions, finding pronounced increases in these neighborhoods that
are characterized by large shares of persons with very high- and very low- incomes as
well as racial diversity and greater share of middle-aged persons and renters (Galster &
Booza, 2007) . In their report on population change over five decades (1970-2010) in the
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nation’s high-poverty census tracts, Cortright and Mahmoudi (2014) find a 182%
increase in the number of high-poverty neighborhoods (from 1,100 to 3,100), with
minority populations accounting for about three-quarters of the population in these
places. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of high-poverty neighborhoods (95%)
experienced continued decline (not stasis) and only a handful of neighborhoods followed
patterns of gentrification, where their concentration of poverty fell below the high
poverty marker of 15%. Finally, recent work from Sampson (2015, p. 3) argues for
greater understanding of neighborhood contexts in the larger discussion on individual
economic mobility and inequality, finding that “legacies of neighborhood inequality are
more resilient than commonly assumed” and that these neighborhood inequalities are
strongly tied to race, with African Americans disproportionately experiencing this
burden.
A typology of legacy city neighborhoods is a useful framework for improving
understanding of broad neighborhood patterns over time in the larger context of decline
and depopulation, as well as providing a foundation for theory-building within the
emerging paradigmatic shift in planning discourse away from a singular focus growthoriented approaches (Hollander & Nemeth, 2011; Owens, 2012). Establishing
longitudinal patterns helps planners and policymakers “to gain a richer understanding of
complex phenomena,” (Mikelbank, 2012, p. 961) which is particularly important for
places experiencing dramatic changes, such as legacy cities. Furthermore, typologies can
form “a foundation into which data can be integrated and analyzed in the future; this is
one of the benefits of relying on easily obtainable data that can be updated” (Mikelbank,
p. 961). Galster, Cutsinger, and Lim (2007, p. 167) point out that, “[d]espite their
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importance, the dynamic processes of how neighbourhood conditions change are poorly
understood empirically.” The authors’ cite the call from Sampson, Morenoff, and
Gannon-Rowley (2002, p. 472) for “rigorous longitudinal studies of neighborhood
temporal dynamics.”
Scholars use typologies for a variety of purposes: to direct the investment of
capital (Goldstein, 2012), identify regionally competitive industries (Hill & Brennan,
2000), and specify differences among central cities (Hill, Brennan, & Wolman, 1998).
Typologies are important for identifying groups and their key features when this
information is not known ex ante (Hill et al., 1998), creating a comprehensive depiction
of a particular phenomenon (Reibel, 2011), and contributing to theory building (Owens,
2012). Recent typologies focused on neighborhoods classify ascending places (Owens,
2012), the Cleveland metropolitan area (Mikelbank, 2011), first-tier and inner-ring
suburbs (Vicino, 2008; Hanlon, 2009), and non-central city areas (Mikelbank, 2004).
Cluster analysis is common to typology development and it is often paired with
discriminant analysis (Hill et al., 1998; Hill & Brennan, 2000; Mikelbank, 2004, 2011),
factor analysis (Vicino, 2008; Hanlon, 2009; Owens, 2012), or descriptive statistics
(Weissbourd et al., 2009; Goldstein, 2012).
This research expands the use of typologies in the context of legacy cities to
include a broader range of metrics including race and socioeconomic characteristics and
considers the longitudinal patterns and transitions among neighborhoods. The crosssectional nature of this analysis supports calls to apply national level policy frameworks
to the issues facing legacy cities. The empirically driven cluster-discriminant analysis
provides add a more detailed description of legacy city neighborhoods, their similarities
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and differences, and the common patterns of the neighborhood types and transition across
cities to the literature. Finally, this work provides insights as to whether the same
neighborhood types appear and reappear over time in these cities or whether new types
emerge in subsequent census decades.
Methods and Data
The purpose of this analysis is twofold: to develop a legacy city neighborhood
typology and to understand the transition patterns of neighborhoods between types over
time. This research relies on a case study methodological approach. Five legacy cities –
Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis – are the study area and
census tracts serve as the unit of analysis. Because this analysis is one part of a larger
dissertation examining neighborhoods and revitalization trends across legacy cities, the
selection of these cities is driven by another data source (i.e. RTC data) that is only
available for these five cities.
However, the cities are commonly referenced throughout the literature as falling
within the legacy, shrinking, and weak market city rubric (Brookings, 2006; Hollander et
al., 2009; Hill et al., 2011; Mallach, 2014; LCD, 2015; LCP, 2015). All of these cities
lost substantial population between 1970 and 2010, although the declines were more
severe in Cleveland and St. Louis (Table 1). These two cities also have the weakest
housing market rating among the group. Housing vacancy rates in Baltimore, Cleveland,
and St. Louis exceed the national average, while Philadelphia and Richmond are slightly
lower. The poverty rates for all cities far exceed the national rate and each city’s
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metropolitan statistical area experienced greater loss in manufacturing employment than
the nation between 1978 and 2010.
Table 1: Key Legacy City Characteristics

City
Baltimore
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Richmond
St. Louis
United States

Change in Population,
1970-2010
-31.4%
-47.2%
-21.7%
-18.2%
-48.7%
51.8%

Housing
vacancy rate
1

(2010)
15.8%
19.3%
10.5%
11.4%
19.3%
12.2%

Change in MSA
Housing
Market Rating Poverty Rate Manufacturing Employment
2
(2010)
(2010)
(1978-2010)
4.57
21.3%
-63%
3.08
31.2%
-58%
4.04
25.1%
-58%
3.91
25.3%
-49%
2.38
26.0%
-53%
3.55
15.4%
-39%

Sources : U.S. Census Bureau; Moody's Economy.com (NAICS 31-33).
1
Housing Market Rating is the ratio of median housing price to median household income for the MSA.
2

A ratio of 3:1 or less is considered weak (Swanstrom & Webber, 2014). Change is manufacturing employment reflects the Metropolitan
Statistical Area (not just the city).

The research questions at the center of this inquiry are: (1) What neighborhood
types are found in legacy cities? (2) What transition patterns between neighborhood types
are found in legacy cities? The specific methods employed to answer these questions are
hierarchical cluster analysis and discriminant analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis
(HCA) is the classification technique and multiple discriminant analysis is used to
describe the clusters and identify the key variables associated with each neighborhoods
type. Neighborhood transition patterns are developed through the comparison of cluster
outcome groups in subsequent census decades (1970-2010).
HCA defines observations “with maximal similarity within the groups while also
having maximum heterogeneity between groups” (Hair et al., 2010, p. 504). Cluster
analysis excels in creating similar groups of observations, simplifying large sets of data,
and identifying the underlying structure, making it an appropriate way to develop a
typology.1 Rather than determining the number of clusters a priori, the first and second
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derivatives of the agglomeration coefficient, which provides a measure of in-group
variance at each stage of the analysis, are evaluated to interpret the most appropriate
solution (Hair et al., 2010). Potential cluster solutions are found at the stages preceding
large values in the second derivative because “[t]hese solutions represent the cluster
groupings that occur in the steps before distinctly different groups are combined into the
same cluster” (Mikelbank, 2004, p. 948).
Census data (Table 2) gathered from the Geolytics’ Neighborhood Change
Database (NCDB) for the years 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 serve as the clustering
variables.2 Census tracts are the unit of analysis and serve as a proxy for neighborhoods,
as is common to the literature (Owens, 2012; Mikelbank, 2011).3 This research employs
a pooled cluster analysis that treats census tracts in all five census years (n= 4,651) as a
unique observation within a single cluster analysis (Mikelbank, 2011).4
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Table 2: Cluster Analysis Variables5
Demographic (n= 10)
Total Population
Total Population- Ratio of City to MSA
Percent White
Percent Black
Percent Hispanic
Percent Foreign Born
Percent Under 18
Percent 65+
Percent 25-34
Total Households
Socioeconomic (n=7)
Percent No High School Degree
Percent Bachelor's or Greater
Percent employed in Manufacturing
Poverty Rate
Percent on Public Assistance
Average Household Income
Average Household Income- Ratio City to MSA

Neighborhood Dynamics(n=8)
Percent Same House 5 Years Prior
Percent Same House 5 Years Prior- Ratio city to MSA
Percent Different House Same County 5 Years Prior
Percent Same County 5 Years Prior
Percent Same State 5 Years Prior
Percent Total Movers Previous Decade
Percent Total Movers Two Decades Prior
Percent Total Movers Three Decades Prior

Housing (n=18)
Occupied Housing Unit Density
Vacancy Rate
Percent Renter Occupied
Percent Owner Occupied
Percent Attached Housing Units
Percent Detached Housing Units
Percent 2-Unit Housing
Percent 3-4 Unit Housing
Percent 5+ Unit Housing
Percent Housing Built One Decade Prior
Percent Housing Built Two Decades Prior
Percent Housing Built Three Decades Prior
Percent Housing Built Four+ Decades Prior
Average Housing Value
Average Housing Value- Ratio City to MSA
Average Rent
Average Rent- Ratio City to MSA
Percent Renter Burden (rent 35%+ of income)

Source : Geolytics' Neighborhood Change Database, 1970-2010.

The outcome of the HCA is directly dependent upon which variables enter into
the clustering algorithm (Hair et al., 2010).6 This study uses a carefully selected crosssection of variables based on existing neighborhood typology, legacy city, and
neighborhood change literatures (Birch, 2005; Hollander, 2010; Mikelbank, 2004, 2011;
Deng, 2012; Owens, 2012; Mallach & Brachman, 2013; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014).
The 43 clustering variables fit within four broader categories: demographic, socioeconomic, physical, and neighborhood dynamics (Mikelbank, 2011).7 These data enter
into the cluster analysis as z-scores based on the census year mean for each city, which
“avoids a serious complication in comparing neighborhoods across time” (Mikelbank,
2011, p. 321). Squared Euclidean distance measures the similarity of observations while
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Ward’s method is the criterion for combining similar observations into clusters
(Clatworthy et al., 2005; Mikelbank, 2011).8
After the HCA identifies the neighborhood types, discriminant analysis explains
“the relationships that affect the category in which an [observation] is located” (Hair et
al., 2010, p. 334-335). The resulting HCA cluster groups are the categorical dependent
variable in the discriminant analysis and the 43 census variables are the independent
variables. Stepwise discriminant analysis was performed using SPSS and Mahalnobis D2
was used as the approach to enter (.05) and remove (.20) variables from the analysis
(Hair et al., 2010). Discriminant analysis provides an effective way to profile the clusters
and identify “the characteristics that differ significantly across the clusters and those that
could predict membership in a particular cluster” (Hair et al., p. 541). There are several
key outputs from discriminant analysis. Equivalence among the variance-covariance
matrices of the dependent variable groups is assessed with the Box’s M test, which
confirms whether the nonequivalence is statistically significant. The Wilks’ Lambda
indicates the statistical significance of the discriminant functions.9 The percentage of
variance explained in the dependent variable by the discriminant functions is the square
of canonical correlation coefficient. The discriminant loadings describe the association
and effect size between variables and the discriminant functions. The group centroids
help explain the relationship between each discriminant function and cluster group, which
are the dependent variables in the analysis. Finally, the hit ratio reflects the percentage of
observations that are correctly classified by the discriminant functions based on the
original (cluster) groupings. The Press’ Q statistic is used to test the difference from
chance for all hit ratios. Following Hill et al. (1998), t-tests determine whether there are
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statistically meaningful differences between the observations in the cluster groupings and
the associated discriminant groups.10
One concern with the pooled cluster analysis is whether some city-specific
patterns are lost or muted with the cross-sectional approach. To test the robustness of the
pooled analysis, a separate cluster-discriminant analysis was conducted using all census
year observations for the city of Richmond (Hair et al., 2010).11 The stability of the
Richmond-only clusters was then compared to the clusters from the pooled analysis. 12
To show whether neighborhood types are concentrated in a particular city or
census decade, the analysis follows Hill et al. (1998) and employs a version of a location
quotient, or the Neighborhood Concentration Ratio (NCR). The NCR is the share of the
city or census decade specific observations in each neighborhood type divided by the
share of its total tracts. For example, if Baltimore has 90 tracts in neighborhood type 1
and 998 total tracts, and there are 519 tracts in neighborhood type 1 and 4,651 total tracts.
Thus, Baltimore’s NCR for type 1 is 0.81. An NCR of less than 1.0 indicates that
neighborhood type is not concentrated in the city or census decade. If the NCR is equal
to 1.0, the neighborhood type is proportionally represented in the city/census decade.
Finally, an NCR greater than 1.0 indicates disproportionate concentration of that
neighborhood type in the city/census decade.
Neighborhood transition patterns are identified by comparing the neighborhood
category of each tract in each census decade.13 Four transition patterns are summarized
and mapped for each city based:
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(1) Stable tracts start (1970) and end (2010) in one of four neighborhood types
(Established & Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated; Competitive,
Educated, & Struggling; Educated Newcomers);14
(2) Stable to Distressed tracts start in one of four neighborhood types
(Established & Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated; Competitive &
Educated, some Distress; Educated Newcomers) and end in one of four
neighborhood types (White Immigrant; Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged;
Collapsed Urban Core; Declining & Black);
(3) Distressed tracts start and end in one of four neighborhood types (White
Immigrant; Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged; Collapsed Urban Core;
Declining & Black);
(4) Distressed to Stable tracts start in one of four neighborhood types (White
Immigrant; Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged; Collapsed Urban Core;
Declining & Black) and end in one of four neighborhood types (Established &
Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated; Competitive, Educated, & Struggling;
Educated Newcomers).
Results
Cluster Identification
The HCA results indicated 8 neighborhood types exist across these five legacy
cities. The 8-cluster HCA solution was selected as the most appropriate among the
potential cluster solutions based on changes in the agglomeration coefficient. A portion
of the agglomeration schedule for the pooled HCA is displayed in Table 3. The
highlighted rows are the stages in the procedure with the largest absolute values in
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acceleration, which indicates the steps combination of dissimilar clusters. The 8-cluster
solution was most preferable as it provided an appropriate level of detail and relatively
stable group sizes.15
Table 3: Hierarchical Cluster Analysis Agglomeration Schedule

Number of
clusters
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Stage of the
Clustering
Procedure
4636
4637
4638
4639
4640
4641
4642
4643
4644
4645
4646
4647
4648
4649
4650

Slope: % Change of
Agglomeration
Agglomeration
Acceleration: %
Coefficient
Coefficeint
Change of Slope
127497.02
0.956
-0.731
128767.594
0.997
4.269
130082.912
1.021
2.500
131630.716
1.190
16.485
133557.531
1.464
23.023
135591.23
1.523
4.024
137751.928
1.594
4.651
140015.023
1.643
3.096
143414.481
2.428
47.785
146815.275
2.371
-2.332
150340.83
2.401
1.267
153937.415
2.392
-0.378
161518.104
4.925
105.850
176691.847
9.394
90.769
203967.853
15.437
64.321

Cluster Map: Constellation of Legacy City Neighborhood Types
Figure 1 diagrams the hierarchal relationship between the 8-, 4-, 3-, and 2-cluster
solutions.16 Moving from the eight-cluster to the two-cluster solution, the clusters
become more heterogeneous, as indicated by increases in the agglomeration schedule
(Table III). The cluster map also shows the relationship among the eight neighborhood
types. The types in the 8-cluster solution merge at different stages in the cluster process
and eventually are part of either the Stable (44% of census tracts) or Highly Distressed
(56% of census tracts) category. For instance, the White Immigrant and Declining &
Black types join together in the 4-cluster stage to form the Declining, White & Black
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neighborhood group, which is subsequently clustered with the Distressed &
Disadvantaged neighborhood group (which is made up of the Black, Stressed, &
Disadvantaged and Collapsed Urban Core types) to create the High Distress subcategory.
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Figure 1: Cluster Map17

Discriminant Analysis: Interpreting the Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
The overall hit ratio, or the percentage of observations classified by the
discriminant analysis in the same manner as the HCA, is 74.1% for the pooled analysis,
which is significantly different from chance (p < .01).18 Hit ratios were also calculated
for each of the cities and census years all of which are statistically significant (p < .01).
Because this research uses discriminant analysis primarily to interpret the neighborhood
types derived from the HCA, the key results from the discriminant analysis discussed in
this section are the discriminant functions (DF), the discriminant loadings, and the group
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(dependent variable) centroids.19 All of the DFs are statistically significant (p < .01),
indicating the aggregate group differences among the independent variables prior to
deriving the DFs are statistically meaningful.20 Table 4 summarizes the discriminant
loadings, which can be interpreted as correlation coefficients, for the first five DFs, with
the percentage of the variance in the dependent variable explained by each DF indicated
in the parentheses, ranging from 43.1% explained by DF 1 to 4.4% by DF 5.21
Housing Value and Educational Attainment (DF 1): The first DF is associated with high
loadings on housing variables including the ratio of the city to metropolitan statistical
area (MSA) average housing value and the citywide average housing value, as well as the
city-MSA ratio of average rent, and citywide average rent.22 The loading for attached
housing units is negative and not as strong as the other housing variables, but the largest
absolute correlation of the variable is with this DF. Educational attainment variables also
play an important role in DF1. Demographic variables key to interpreting this function
include the population under 18 (-), white (+), black (-), and persons 25-34 (+). This DF
is positively associated with the inverse of two key social distress variables (non-public
assistance and the non-poverty rate). The city-MSA and citywide average income and the
employment rate are positively associated with DF 1. Finally this discriminant function
is negatively associated with the neighborhood dynamic variable of persons living in the
same county 5 years prior.
Housing Tenure and Neighborhood Dynamics (DF 2): The key housing-related variables
characterizing DF 2 include owner-occupied housing units, the housing occupancy rate,
and a negative relationship with multifamily units. Neighborhood dynamics variables are
also important to interpreting this discriminant function, all of which indicate the
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presence of long-term homeowners.23 This DF is also positively associated with the
inverse of two key social distress variables (poverty and public assistance). Finally, this
discriminant function is positively associated with persons employed in the
manufacturing sector.
Race and Housing Age (DF 3): The third discriminant function is characterized by age of
housing units and is negatively associated with units constructed four decades prior but
positively associated with units constructed three decades prior. Race variables are also
important to this discriminant function. There is a positive relationship with the black
population and negative relationships with the white, foreign-born, and Hispanic
populations.
Housing Cost and Race (DF 4): Housing cost variables including the city-MSA and
citywide average rent have a positive relationship with this variable and the inverse of
renter burden (paying more than 35% of income towards rent) has a negative relationship,
indicating the presence of renter burden. This DF is positively associated with black
residents and negatively associated with white residents and persons over 65 years old.
Income, Neighborhood Dynamics, and Housing Type (DF 5): Finally, DF 5 has a
negative relationship with average household income (citywide and city-MSA ratio),
along with neighborhood dynamics variables that indicate high neighborhood turnover.
Housing variables important to this DF include citywide housing and rent values (-) and
owner-occupied units (-) and renter-occupied (+) and multifamily units (+).
Table 5 displays the centroids for each of the dependent variable groups and the
seven DFs, indicating which DFs are most important to interpreting these groups. Only
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DFs 1-5 have a statistically meaningful relationship with any of the eight cluster groups.
Cluster 1, for example, is negatively associated with DF 3, thus the signs for the variables
associated with that DF are inverted in the interpretation of this group.
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Table 4: Discriminant Loadings
Discriminant Function 1 (43.8%): Housing Value & Educational
Attainment
City-MSA ratio: Average Housing Value

0.62

*

Share of population with HS degree

0.58

*

Share of population with BA or greater

0.54

*

Average Housing Value- Owner-occupied units

0.52

*

Population under 18

-0.52

*

Share of population NOT on public assistance

0.51

*

City-MSA ratio: Average Household Income

0.50

*

White Population

0.49

City-MSA ratio: Average Rent

0.48

Employment rate

0.47

*

Average Rent- Renter-occupied units

0.44

*

Average Household Income

0.44

*

Non-poverty rate

0.44

Black Population

-0.44

Living in Same county 5 years prior
Share of population aged 25-34

-0.41
0.26

*
*

Share of attached housing units

-0.25

*

Discriminant Function 2 (29.6%): Housing Tenure & Neighborhood
Dynamics
Share of renter-occupied housing units

-0.73

*

Share of owner-occupied housing units

0.69

*

Non-poverty rate

0.60

*

City-MSA ratio: Living in same House 5 years Prior

0.47

*

Share of population that moved to house in previous decade

-0.46

*

Living in same House 5 years Prior

0.46

*

Share of population NOT on public assistance

0.41

Share of population that moved to house 3 or more decades prior

0.40

*

Occupancy Rate

0.40

*

Living in same state 5 years prior

0.35

*

Share of 5 or greater unit housing units

-0.33

*

Share of population employed in manufacturing

0.22

*

Share of population that moved to house 2 decades prior

0.22

*

Housing units built 4 or more decades prior

-0.53

*

Black Population

0.52

*

White Population

-0.51

*

Housing units built 3 decades prior

0.39

*

Foreign born Population

-0.34

*

Hispanic Population

-0.16

*

City-MSA ratio: Average Rent

0.50

*

Black Population

0.47

White Population

-0.47

Discriminant Function 3 (9.4%): Race & Housing Age

Discriminant Function 4 (8.2%): Housing Cost & Race

Average Rent- Renter-occupied units

0.40

Share of renters paying LESS than 35% of income

-0.26

*

Population over 65

-0.14

*

Discriminant Function 5: (4.4%): Income, Neighborhood Dynamics, &
Housing Type
Average Household Income

-0.44

Living in Same county 5 years prior

-0.36

Average Housing Value- Owner-occupied units

-0.35

Share of renter-occupied housing units

0.35

City-MSA ratio: Average Household Income

-0.35

City-MSA ratio: Living in same House 5 years Prior

-0.35

Average Rent- Renter-occupied units

-0.34

Living in same state 5 years prior

-0.34

Living in same House 5 years Prior

-0.34

Share of owner-occupied housing units

-0.33

Share of population that moved to house 3 or more decades prior

-0.28

Share of 5 or greater unit housing units

0.25

Share of population that moved to house in previous decade

0.25

Share of 2 unit housing units

0.24

*

Share of 3 or 4 unit housing units

0.15

*
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Table 5: Dependent Variable Group Means for each Discriminant Function
Cluster Group
Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged (HD)
Collapsed Urban Core (HD)
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling (S)
Declining & Black (HD)
Educated Newcomers (S)
Established & Stable Homeowners (S)
Highly Bifurcated (S)
White Immigrants (HD)

1
-1.620
-2.037
4.007
-1.354
1.339
0.874
1.720
-0.546

2
*
-0.796
*** -2.611
**** -1.933
*
0.390
*
0.720
2.148
**
-1.723
1.131

Discriminant Functions
3
4
-0.666
0.110
**** 1.075
-1.789 **
**
-0.029
0.510
0.828
1.131
0.696
-0.254
***
0.229
-0.711
**
-0.657
0.183
-1.550 * -0.183

5
6
7
-0.222
0.514 -0.301
-0.138 -0.404 0.253
-1.016 -0.050 0.114
0.002 -0.296 0.081
0.595
0.864 0.260
-0.265 -0.303 -0.358
1.467 * -0.602 -0.306
-0.038 -0.275 0.549

Critical Values: 2.57 (99%****), 1.96 (95%***), 1.65 (90%**), 1.28 (80%*). S= Stable neighborhood group, HD=
Highly Distressed neighborhood group

Description of Neighborhood Types: Highly Distressed Neighborhood Group
Black, Stressed & Disadvantaged (BS&D, n= 901): This type is negatively associated
with DF 1 and is characterized by low-value housing and low-income families with little
educational attainment. Residents are primarily black, unemployed, and living below the
poverty line. BS&D was among the most common legacy city neighborhood type,
accounting for nearly 20% of all tracts, and the Neighborhood Concentration Ratio
(NCR, Table 7) for all cities except Philadelphia is greater than 1.0, indicating a
disproportionate presence of this type across the legacy city landscape. This type is also
becoming more common in these legacy cities over time. In 1970, it accounted for
15.8% of all neighborhoods. By 2010, its share grew to 23.5%, a 7.7% increase. The
most common transition pattern among neighborhoods in this cluster was consistent from
1970 to 2010 – either to other Highly Distressed types including Collapsed Urban Core or
Declining & Black.
In all cities, the spatial pattern common to this type is expansion of its footprint to
nearby tracts that are further outside of the downtown/urban core. For example, Figure 2
shows Baltimore’s BS&D tracts, which generally ring the downtown core in 1970, and
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they continue in the same pattern in 2010 but they now appear further outside the
downtown core. In Cleveland and Richmond, these neighborhoods were concentrated on
the cities’ east side and east end, respectively, but rapidly expanded in Cleveland’s west
side by 2010 and dispersed throughout both the north and south sides of Richmond. This
neighborhood type is concentrated in a section of north Philadelphia in 1970, and in 2010
this concentration has expanded in the same general area.
Figure 2: Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged Neighborhoods, Baltimore, 1970-2010
1980

1970

1990

2010

2000
Legend
BS&D
Tracts
Downtown
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White Immigrant (WI, n= 519): This type is negatively associated with DF 3 and is
characterized by very old housing stock (constructed four decades prior) and primarily
white residents as well as some foreign born and Hispanic residents. Both Cleveland
(1.10) and Philadelphia (1.28) have high concentrations of this type. Only two Richmond
census tracts fall into this type (one in 1980 and 1990 and another in 2010), which is the
only instance of a city being such a small component of any neighborhood type. White
Immigrant neighborhoods are disappearing from the legacy city landscape over time,
accounting for 13.4% of all census tracts in 1970 and 9.2% in 2010. The most common
transition pattern for neighborhoods in this cluster was to the Black, Stressed &
Disadvantaged type (for all years, e.g. 70-80, 80-90, 90-00, 00-10).
In Baltimore and Philadelphia, this neighborhood type is spatially concentrated
among adjacent census tracts, particularly along both cities riverfronts in 1970. By 2010,
many of these White Immigrant tracts near downtown Baltimore transitioned to a Stable
neighborhood type – Competitive, Educated, & Struggling – a pattern far less common
among the other cities. In Philadelphia this type remains in the same general areas of the
city in 2010 but is less concentrated and further out from center city. This pattern also
characterizes Cleveland’s White Immigrant neighborhoods between 1970 and 2010,
which ringed the southern edges of the city’s east and west sides. In 1970, the St. Louis
White Immigrant neighborhood type was loosely spatially concentrated in parts of both
the north and south sides of the city, but by 2010, these neighborhoods are only present
on the south side (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: White Immigrant Neighborhoods, St. Louis, 1970-2010
Legend

1980

1970

WI Tracts
Downtown

1990

2000

2010

Collapsed Urban Core (CUC, n= 323): This type is negatively associated with DFs 1, 2,
and 4, and tracts in this type are characterized by distressed (e.g. poverty and public
assistance) transient renters, coupled with high vacancy rates, weak housing values, low
rents, and low educational attainment. A large share of the population is under 18,
unemployment rates are high (among those of in the labor force), and there is mix of both
black and white residents. In all cities, these neighborhoods are adjacent to the
downtown. When neighborhoods in this cluster transition, it tends to be to the Black,
Stressed & Disadvantaged cluster.
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This type is arguably the most acutely stressed among the Highly Distressed
types, and in all cities except Philadelphia, these tracts at least partially border the
downtown in all census years. In Cleveland this type persisted and expanded east of
downtown in the Central and Hough neighborhoods (Figure 4). In St. Louis these tracts
continue to tightly surround downtown and part of downtown remains in this
neighborhood type in 2010. The Collapsed Urban Core type accounts for 6.4% of all
legacy city tracts in 2010, nearly identical to its share in 1970 (6.5%). This type is
disproportionately concentrated in three cities – Baltimore (1.24), Cleveland (1.13), and
St. Louis (1.09).

Part of the Philadelphia Riverfront neighborhood is a rare example of a

neighborhood that was in this type in 1970, transitioned to Competitive, Educated, &
Struggling in 1980, and remained in this stable type through 2010.
Figure 4: Collapsed Urban Core Neighborhoods, Cleveland, 1970-2010
1980

1970

1990

2010

2000
Legend

CUC Tracts
Downtown
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Declining & Black (DB, n= 864): Similar to the BS&D type, the Declining & Black type
is negatively associated with DF1 and accounts for about 20% of all legacy city
neighborhoods. Weak housing values, paired with low educational attainment, high rates
of public assistance and poverty, among low-income black families are the trends
common to this cluster. However, what makes this cluster differ from the Black, Stressed
& Disadvantaged set of neighborhoods are some remnants of formerly stable black
neighborhoods (e.g. higher than average regional rents, higher rates of high school
completion, and an older housing stock). While these variations between the two clusters
are not statistically significant, they are still helpful in building the larger narrative of
these neighborhood types. Furthermore, this assessment of the cluster being comprised
of formerly stable black neighborhoods is supported by the predominant transition pattern
of these neighborhoods to the Black, Stressed & Disadvantaged cluster over the study
period.
There are greater concentrations of this type in Richmond (1.19) and Cleveland
(1.07) than the other cities. The presence of the Declining & Black type is increasing
across these legacy cities as it accounts for 4.2% more of all census tracts in 2010
(20.3%) than in 1970 (16.2%). In Cleveland, neighborhoods in this type are highly
concentrated on the city’s east side in 1970 and they generally remain so in 2010,
although slightly less concentrated. Furthermore, this neighborhood type begins to
appear on the city’s west side in 2010. Similar spatial patterns around found in Baltimore
(concentrated on west side and expanding to east side), Richmond (concentrated in east
end and expanding westward on the south side, Figure 5), and St. Louis (concentrated on
the north side and spreading to south side).
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Figure 5: Declining & Black Neighborhoods, Richmond, 1970-2010
Legend

1970

1990

D&B Tracts
Downtown

1980

2010

2000

Description of Neighborhood Types: Stable Group
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling (CES n= 390): This neighborhood type is
positively associated with DF1 and negatively associated with DF2 with key features
including high-value housing, well-educated singles, and higher-than-average income.
Residents are generally white and rents are higher than city and MSA averages. While
this cluster is likely the strongest among all neighborhood types as indicated by the
positive and highly statistically significant centroid with DF1, it is still also significantly
correlated with the discriminant function that characterizes distressed renters. When
transitions occurred within this cluster, the common patterns were to Bifurcated: Success
and Distress or cluster Educated Newcomers.
Overall, this type is becoming increasingly more common in these legacy cities
from 1970 to 2010 (+1.4%). Philadelphia (1.32) and Baltimore (1.18) have the greatest
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concentrations and this type is reappearing closer to the urban core over time in both of
these cities. Neighborhoods in this type were spatially concentrated in the northwest
quadrant of Baltimore in 1970 and this type reappears southeast of downtown (formerly
White Immigrant tracts) in 2010 (Figure 6). In both 1970 and 2010, this type captures
large parts of Philadelphia’s center city area as well as parts of the Mount Airy West
neighborhood. In Cleveland, this neighborhood type includes part of the downtown core
in 1970 and all of it by 2010 as well as parts of two revitalizing urban neighborhoods
west of downtown (Ohio City and Tremont) and small parts of the University Circle
anchor institution district. Finally, in St. Louis, this type is generally spatially delimited
along the city’s Central Corridor and includes parts of downtown in both 1970 and
2010.24
Figure 6: Competitive, Educated, & Struggling Neighborhoods, Baltimore, 19702010

1970

1980

1990

Legend
CES
Tracts
Downtown

2000
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2010

Educated Newcomers (EN, n= 590): High housing values with well-educated, highincome singles are the primary characteristics of this neighborhood cluster, which is
positively associated with DF1. The major transition patterns for this cluster are to
Established & Stable Homeowners in all study years or to Declining & Black from 19701980, 1980-1990, and 1990-2000. Richmond (1.49), Philadelphia (1.23), and Baltimore
(1.03) have the highest concentrations of this type. However, the Educated Newcomers
type experienced the biggest disappearance from the legacy city landscape, accounting
for 16.5% of all tracts in 1970 and only 8.5% by 2010.
Neighborhoods in this type are commonly found along legacy cities’ edges,
particularly in 1970, and similar spatial patterns exist in 2010, albeit with far less density.
This type seems to characterize places where educated and higher income in-movers were
attracted to during the 1970s and 1980s, but by the turn of the 21st century these residents
are being captured by more centrally located neighborhoods (e.g. Highly Bifurcated and
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling), rather than these neighborhoods which tended to
be further outside the urban core. In Richmond, this includes large areas on both the
north (e.g. Ginter Park) and south sides (e.g. Huguenot and Stratford Hills) of the city
that border the adjacent counties of Henrico and Chesterfield, both of which are generally
wealthier and more suburban than the city itself (Figure 7). Comparing Figure 7 with
Figure 5, it is clear that large parts Richmond’s south side transitioned from Educated
Newcomers to Declining & Black.
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Figure 7: Educated Newcomer Neighborhoods, Richmond, 1970-2010
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Established and Stable Homeowners (E&SH n= 723): This type is positively associated
with DF 2, and neighborhoods in this cluster have high levels of homeownership, low
levels of poverty and public assistance, people that have lived in their homes and the
neighborhood for an extended period of time, low vacancy, and little multifamily
housing. Both Cleveland (1.25) and St. Louis (1.30) have higher concentrations of this
type. Over time, the Established & Stable Homeowners type is losing ground across
these legacy cities. In 1970, this type represented 17.7% of all census tracts, but
decreased to 14.8% in 2010. Between 1970 and 1980, the largest transition pattern
among this cluster is to Educated Newcomers, another Stable neighborhood type.
However, from 80-90, 90-00, and 00-10, these neighborhoods were most likely to
transition to White Immigrant, a Highly Distressed type.
These neighborhoods are commonly found along borders with inner-ring
suburban communities, a pattern that persists in both 1970 and 2010. For example, in
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Cleveland, there are spatial concentrations of these neighborhoods adjacent to the
generally wealthier suburbs of Lakewood, Shaker Heights, and Brooklyn. In
Philadelphia, neighborhoods in this type are concentrated in the north part of the city in
1970, and are still in that area in 2010, but in a more dispersed pattern, and this type is
not as common along the city’s edges as it is in the other cities (Figure 8). Richmond’s
Established & Stable Homeowners neighborhoods are concentrated along the city’s
western and northern borders in 1970 and this type has expanded to Richmond’s south
side and inward toward the urban core by 2010. Finally, in St. Louis, this neighborhood
type is tightly concentrated in the south west quadrant of the city in both 1970 and 2010
and includes places such as Lindenwood Park and St. Louis Hills.
Figure 8: Established & Stable Homeowners Neighborhoods, Philadelphia, 19702010
1980

1970

Legend
ESH Tracts
Downtown

1990

2010

2000

Highly Bifurcated: Success and Distress (HB, n= 341): This neighborhood type is
positively associated with DF 1 and 5, similar to the CES type, but is also negatively
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associated with DF 2, and is characterized by highly distressed, (e.g. in poverty, on public
assistance) transient renters, co-existing alongside high-value housing occupied by welleducated singles, as well as more stable low-income renters, which separates it from the
CES type. St. Louis (1.31) and Cleveland (1.10) and have high NCRs in this type and
Richmond’s NCR of 2.11is the highest among all cities/neighborhood types. The Highly
Bifurcated type is becoming more prevalent in these legacy cities, increasing its share
from 5.9% to 8.0% between 1970 and 2010.
Richmond neighborhoods in this type are tightly spatially concentrated near
downtown and along the city’s main east-west corridor (Broad Street) in 1970, and in
2010 the spatial concentration of this type expanded at both its eastern and western edges
(Figure 9). In Philadelphia, this neighborhood type is adjacent to center city on its
western edge in 1970 and is increasingly concentrated in this area by 2010, which
includes several of the city’s major university’s and anchor institutions. In Cleveland,
neighborhoods adjacent to downtown on both the east and west sides are part of this
neighborhood type (in 1970 and 2010), such as the Detroit Shoreway area on the city’s
west side. Transitions were less common among tracts in this cluster, but the most
frequent pattern was to the Competitive, Educated, & Struggling cluster.
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Figure 9: Highly Bifurcated Neighborhoods, Richmond, 1970-2010
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Table 6: Legacy City Neighborhood Types
Neigbborhood Neigbborhood
Type
Category

Black, Stressed,
&
Disadvantaged

Highly
Distressed

Collapsed
Urban Core

Highly
Distressed

Competitive,
Educated, &
Struggling

Stable

Declining &
Black

Highly
Distressed

Educated
Newcomers

Stable

Established &
Stable
Homeowners

Stable

Highly
Bifurcated

Stable

White
Immigrants

Highly
Distressed

Description

low-value housing;low-income families with
little educational attainment; residents are
primarily black, unemployed, and living
below the poverty line
long-term renters, high rates of poverty and
public assistance among renters; high
vacancy rates, weak housing values, and
low educational attainment; large share of
the population is under 18, black, and
unemployed; higher-than average rents;
some white residents
high-value housing, well-educated singles,
and higher-than-average income; white
residents, rents higher than city and MSA
averages; high rates of poverty and public
assistance among renters
weak housing values, paired with low
educational attainment, high rates of public
assistance, among low-income black
families
high housing values with well-educated, highincome singles
high levels of homeownership, low levels of
poverty and public assistance, people that
have lived in their homes and the
neighborhood for an extended period of
time, low vacancy, and little multifamily
housing
high rates of poverty and public assistance,
transient renters; high-value housing
occupied by well-educated singles; lowincome renters
very old housing stock; primarily white
residents; some foreign born and Hispanic
residents

Share of
Distribution

Highest
Neighborhood
Concentration
Ratio
City Census Year

Gaining/Losing
Share, 1970-2010*

Most Common
Transition Pattern

19%

STL
(1.20)

2010
(1.21)

+7.7%

Collapsed Urban
Core; Declining &
Black (all years)

7%

BAL
(1.24)

1990
(1.10)

-0.1%

Black, Stressed &
Disadvantaged

8%

PHI
(1.32)

2010
(1.11)

+1.4%

19%

RVA
(1.19)

2000
(1.21)

+4.1%

Black, Stressed, &
Disadvantaged

13%

RVA
(1.49)

1970
(1.30)

-8.1%

Established & Stable
Homeowners (19702010); Declining &
Black (1970-2000)

16%

STL
(1.30)

1970
(1.14)

-2.9%

Educated
Newcomers(1970-80);
White Immigrant
(1980-2010)

7%

RVA
(2.11)

2000
(1.21)

+2.1%

Competitive,
Educated, &
Struggling

11%

PHI
(1.28)

1970
(1.20)

-4.2%

Black, Stressed &
Disadvantaged

*Based on the share of all 1970 neighborhoods in the neighborhood type compared to the share of 2010 neighborhood in the type.
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Highly Bifurcated;
Educated Newcomers
(all years)

Table 7: Neighborhood Concentration Ratios
Cities
WI
Baltimore
0.81
Cleveland
1.10
Philadelphia
1.28
Richmond
0.08
St. Louis
0.74
Total Observations

E&SH
0.95
1.25
0.87
0.78
1.30

HB
0.68
1.10
0.84
2.11
1.31

CES
1.18
0.42
1.32
0.25
0.92

BS&D
1.10
1.10
0.83
1.11
1.20

CUC
1.24
1.13
0.80
0.96
1.09

D&B
0.99
1.07
0.95
1.19
0.94

EN
1.03
0.61
1.23
1.49
0.46

Total Tracts Percent of Total
998
21.5%
883
19.0%
1911
41.1%
329
7.1%
530
11.4%
4651
100.0%

Census Years
WI
1970
1.20
1980
0.98
1990
0.99
2000
1.00
2010
0.83
Total Observations

E&SH
1.14
1.08
0.97
0.86
0.95

HB
0.80
0.82
1.07
1.21
1.10

CES
0.95
0.88
0.98
1.07
1.11

BS&D
0.81
1.05
1.00
0.92
1.21

CUC
0.94
1.00
1.10
1.04
0.92

D&B
0.87
0.88
0.95
1.21
1.09

EN
1.30
1.19
1.04
0.80
0.67

Total Tracts Percent of Total
932
20.0%
933
20.1%
933
20.1%
932
20.0%
921
19.8%
4651
100.0%

Richmond Robustness Check25
The Richmond-only analysis also resulted in an 8-cluster solution, revealing
general symmetry in structure between the pooled and Richmond only datasets. The
cluster stability analysis revealed mixed results. Three of the eight Richmond-only
clusters were stable (80-90% consistency) or very stable (greater than 90% consistency)
meaning that over 80% of the observations in these clusters also grouped together in the
pooled run (Hair et al., 2010). For example 83% of the observations (n= 30) that are
grouped together in cluster 1 of the Richmond-only run are also grouped together in the
pooled analysis (Established & Stable Homeowners). The remaining five clusters were
unstable, meaning that less than 75% of their observations were not consistent compared
to the pooled run. However, as Reibel and Regelson (2011) point out classification
methods are highly scale dependent and the Richmond observations represent just 7.1%
of the larger sample. The authors’ further note that the muting of city-based trends
“should be construed neither as a flaw in the method nor as an indication that such results
elsewhere are contradicted by these findings” (Reibel & Regelson, p. 378).
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Neighborhood Transitions Patterns
One advantage of the pooled cluster-discriminant analysis is the ability to observe
the patterns of transition among census tracts over time within the same set of
neighborhood types. In other words, because each census tract is treated as an individual
observation within the same analysis, observation and comparison of its neighborhood
type in 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 is facilitated. To describe these patterns and
focus on the broader trends transition, I use the neighborhood category labels (2-cluster
solution, Figure 1), which, because of the hierarchical nature of the clustering procedure,
essentially summarize the eight neighborhood types into two larger categories: Stable and
Highly Distressed.
Table 8 summarizes the four transition patterns between neighborhood categories
among the five legacy cities. Stable tracts start (1970) and end (2010) in one of the four
types comprising the Stable neighborhood category (E&SH, HB, CES, and EN).
Likewise, Highly Distressed tracts start (1970) and end (2010) in one of the four clusters
that comprise the Highly Distressed neighborhood category (WI, BS&D, CUC, and
D&B). Census tracts transitioning from Stable to Highly Distressed start (1970) in one of
the four stable types (E&SH, HB, CES, or EN) and end (2010) in one of the four highly
distressed types (WI, BS&D, CUC, or D&B). The opposite is true for those moving from
Highly Distressed to Stable.26
The clearest pattern among these five legacy cities is the lack of transition – over
70% of tracts in every city remain in the same neighborhood category from 1970 to 2010.
In all cities, the largest shares of tracts are Highly Distressed and remain Highly
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Distressed in 1970 and 2010 (Figure 10, light grey). These tracts tend to occupy the
space between the downtown and urban core and the tracts bordering the cities edges. In
Cleveland and Richmond, these tracts are more highly concentrated east of downtown
and in St. Louis the concentration is north of downtown. In each city, all or part of the
tracts defined as downtown were stable from 1970 to 2010, otherwise, these tracts tend to
be at or near the cities’ borders (darker grey). Among the tracts that did transition, those
shifting from Stable to Highly Distressed (darkest grey) tend to be near the edges of
Baltimore, Cleveland, and Richmond, while this pattern is less clear cut in Philadelphia
and St. Louis where these tracts are more tightly concentrated in certain parts of the city,
but not necessarily along its borders. Finally, if there is a predominant pattern among
tracts transitioning from Highly Distressed to Stable (white), which is the smallest share
of tracts in each city, it is adjacency to downtown, but there are a handful of tracts
following this pattern that are removed from downtown.
Figure 10: Legacy City Neighborhood Transitions, 1970-2010

Legend
Distressed to Stable
Distressed (No
Transition)
Stable (No
Transition)
Stable to
Distressed
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In each city the share of neighborhoods among the Stable category fell between
1970 and 2010, decreasing by about 7% on average, as summarized in the middle rows of
Table 8. The ratio of census tracts transitioning into the Highly Distressed and Stable
categories provides a sense of the collective neighborhood transition trends for the five
cities. The largest number of transitions occurred between 2000 and 2010 (n= 326).
During that decade, every two tracts that descended towards distress, one tract ascended
towards stability. Transitions into Highly Distressed types outpace transitions into Stable
types in all decades, but there is an uptick in the total number of tracts transitioning to
Stable in 2000-2010 compared to previous declines in previous decades. These trends are
indicative of the prevailing pattern among these five legacy cities: pockets of
improvement and stability alongside areas of persistent and expanding decline.
Table 8: Summary of Transition Patterns by City, 1970-2010
Essay 1: Legacy City Neighborhood Transition Patterns, 1970-2010
Transition Pattern
Baltimore
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Richmond
St. Louis
Remained Stable
57
29%
55
31%
132
34%
25
38%
34
32%
Stable to Distressed
35
18%
25
14%
63
16%
10
15%
14
13%
Remained Distressed
83
42%
87
49%
164
43%
25
38%
49
46%
Distressed to Stable
25
13%
10
6%
25
7%
6
9%
9
8%
Total
200
100%
177
100%
384
100%
66
100%
106
100%
Share of Stable Tracts
Baltimore
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Richmond
St. Louis
Stable- 1970
92
46%
80
45%
195
51%
35
53%
48
45%
Stable- 2010
82
41%
65
37%
157
41%
31
47%
43
41%
Ratio of Tracts Transitioning Into Highly Distressed and Stable Neighborhood Categories (All Cities)
1970-1980
Distressed: 170
Stable: 114
Ratio: 1.49
1980-1990
Distressed: 140
Stable: 84
Ratio: 1.67
1990-2000
Distressed: 166
Stable: 72
Ratio: 2.31
2000-2010
Distressed: 217
Stable: 109
Ratio: 1.99

All Cities
303
32%
147
16%
408
44%
75
8%
933
100%
All Cities
450
48%
378
41%

Key Findings and Policy Implications
This research identified eight distinct types of legacy city neighborhoods: Black,
Stressed & Disadvantaged (19%); Collapsed Urban Core (7%); Declining & Black
(19%); White Immigrant (11%); Competitive, Educated, & Struggling (8%); Educated
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Newcomers (13%); Established & Stable Homeowners (16%); Highly Bifurcated (7%).
The statistically significant overall, citywide, and census decade hit ratios from the
pooled cluster analysis support the face validity of this approach and confirm that there is
a degree of homogeneity among neighborhoods in these five legacy cities across space
and time, indicating that this construct is coherent and signifies a meaningful analytic
grouping. The Richmond robustness check supports the 8-cluster structure found in the
pooled analysis, but also points to city-based nuances that are muted in the pooled
analysis and are likely attributable to the scale dependency of hierarchical cluster analysis
(Reibel & Regelson, 2011).
These findings also support Mikelbank’s (2011) concept of “neighborhood déjà
vu.” All of the types present in 1970 remain a part of the legacy city landscape in 2010,
and there are not census year specific clusters. In other words, no new neighborhood
types emerged within these legacy cities over the past forty years, which is quite
surprising given the level of upheaval and change occurring in legacy cities during this
time period. Some types are, however, becoming increasingly more common while
others are disappearing. Those gaining (BS&D, D&B, HB, and CES) and losing share
(EN, WI, ESH, & CUC) include both Stable and Highly Distressed types.
The case study approach of this research does not permit broad generalizations to
all legacy cities, but there are transferable lessons from these findings including the need
for a wide range of neighborhood policy approaches in legacy cities that acknowledge
both market-based realities and the spatial context of racial inequalities. Although this
research cannot answer questions about of what kinds of policy interventions are most
appropriate for different legacy city neighborhood types or the causal mechanisms of
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neighborhood transitions, the typology established herein provides a useful framework
that allows future research to tackle these questions that are of great importance to
planners and policymakers. Furthermore, the persistence of neighborhood types across
these five cities points to potential for transferring successful policies and strategies
between neighborhoods in different legacy cities.
The harsh reality of the enduring narrative of legacy city decline is reflected in the
types of neighborhoods that populate these cities, the spatial concentration of distress and
poverty, and the transition patterns (or lack thereof) among neighborhoods. Between
1970 and 2010, more than half (56%) of legacy city neighborhoods were classified as
Highly Distressed. Over time these tracts are more spatially concentrated and further
from the urban core, particularly the Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged and Declining &
Black types that are increasingly appearing over time. This pattern comports with
Mallach’s (2015a) characterization of a “hardening” between the central core and its
surroundings and Mikelbank’s (2011) identification of struggling African American
neighborhoods increasing and expanding throughout the Cleveland region.
The share of neighborhoods within the Stable category decreased between 1970
and 2010 in all five cities and neighborhoods transitioning to Highly Distressed types
outnumber those transitioning to Stable in each of the census years, peaking at a ratio of
2.31 from 1990 to 2000. Even among the stable types, there is still a clear presence of
distress in many of these neighborhoods, particularly the Highly Bifurcated and
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling types, which seem to parallel the bipolar
neighborhood trend noted by Galster and Booza (2007). Finally, although population
loss is a unifying theme among legacy cities and regions, the key variables driving
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differences among places at the neighborhood scale include housing tenure, housing
values, poverty rate, educational attainment (both high school and college), and age of
housing. Race is also a defining differentiator, particularly among the Highly Distressed
neighborhood types. In short, these findings indicate that the drivers of neighborhood
types transfer across cities, which supports arguments for addressing the needs of legacy
city neighborhoods with higher levels of urban policy from both the state and federal
governments.
Taken together, these findings are important for planners and policymakers as
they grapple with how to approach the challenges of neighborhood change, particularly
through the market-based lens of strategic, geographic targeting initiatives, and planning
for the future of legacy city neighborhoods. With an average of 44% of census tracts in
each of these five cities remaining highly distressed over forty years, an efficiency-based
strategic geographic targeting policy approach is potentially ignoring a significant portion
of legacy city neighborhoods and reinforcing longstanding race-based inequities
(Sampson, 2015). Race should receive explicit consideration within these frameworks,
rather than relying solely on market-oriented indicators, which aligns with calls from
Hollander and Nemeth (2011) and Tighe and Ganning (2015) for valuing social justice
and equity as well as directly engaging race when approaching planning for shrinking
cities.
On the other hand, as this analysis indicates, the sky is not falling everywhere in
legacy cities. On average about one-third of each city’s neighborhoods were Stable from
1970 to 2010, a greater share than might be expected based on the larger narrative of
disinvestment and deterioration. The four stable clusters represent areas that, amid a
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landscape overwhelmed by extensive population decline, economic restructuring, and
physical abandonment, have competitive housing markets and are attracting educated,
higher-income residents. Since 1970, two of these types (Highly Bifurcated and
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling) are reappearing more frequently in legacy cities
and these neighborhoods tend to be spatially concentrated in and around downtown and
the inner urban core, reflecting common revitalization patterns and intensive
reinvestment around the physical, institutional, and economic assets of legacy cities.
A closer look at the four types of stable legacy city neighborhoods also provides
some insight as to what characterizes a stable neighborhood and how this definition is
shifting over time. In 1970, stable tracts were predominantly Established & Stable
Homeowners and Educated Newcomers both of which were somewhat suburban in their
defining features (high levels of homeownership, low levels of poverty, longtime
occupants, high housing values, and well-educated residents) and location at or near the
legacy city edges. By 2010, both of these types occur with far less frequency and some
neighborhoods are transitioning into distressed types (Established & Stable Homeowners
to White Immigrant). Housing values and educational attainment are also important
characteristics of the two Stable types that are growing in legacy cities (Competitive,
Educated, & Struggling and Highly Bifurcated), but these types also have larger shares of
both low- and high-income renters and are more likely to be located in and around the
urban core, which may be attributable to changing preferences among urbanites. Thus,
over time these more centrally located neighborhoods have likely been more successful at
capturing this demographic. For planners, policymakers, and community developers
working in legacy cities, understanding the nature and location of these neighborhoods is
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useful for creating strategies that permit and augment the existing socio-economic mix as
a means of enhancing neighborhood stability (e.g. mixed-income developments). This
research could be enhanced with local datasets that capture other measurable
neighborhood conditions (e.g. permit activity, assessment values, building conditions,
etc.) not included in the Census and the NCDB and thus excluded from this analysis.
Overall, these findings support the conclusions of Cortright and Mahmoudi
(2014) that persistent poverty is a far greater problem than gentrification, but there is also
need to better understand processes of neighborhood ascent (Owens, 2012) in legacy
cities, particularly among the small group of neighborhoods (n= 75, 8% of total) that
transitioned from Highly Distressed to Stable. Simply characterizing these revitalization
patterns as gentrification seems short-sighted based on the larger context surrounding
legacy cities, where displacement may be muted by weak housing markets and
investments through redevelopment that are likely a welcome occurrence (Galster, 2002).
Are these incidences purely “place luck” combined with changing preference and
demographic shifts? Or are there policy levers and revitalization strategies that were
successfully employed and could be more widely replicated? This work cannot reveal
the revitalization processes at play, but future research should build on these findings
with cross-city case studies that focus on describing and understanding these microgrowth examples in legacy cities and potentially pinpoint place-based interventions that
might be moving the needle.
Other avenues for future research include whether these neighborhood-based
patterns translate to other types of cities beyond the legacy/shrinking context. For
example, do high-growth cities follow the same general patterns of neighborhood
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classification with the key differences being greater shares in the stable types? Or does
the entire landscape of neighborhoods differ from those we find in legacy cities? This
type of comparative analysis could begin to clarify if and how the neighborhood change
processes in legacy cites is distinct from those in growing ones.
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CHAPTER III
THE NEIGHBORHOOD PATTERNS AND EFFECTS OF FEDERAL HISTORIC
REHABILITATION TAX CREDIT INVESTMENTS IN FIVE LEGACY CITIES

Introduction
While there are numerous federal, state, and local historic preservation policies
and programs, the federal historic rehabilitation tax credit (RTC) is longstanding (1976),
among the most widely used (NPS, 2015), and provides a 20% income tax credit that is
an important incentive for enticing private real estate developers to pursue preservation
projects (Howe, 2003). RTC financing is particularly important in legacy cities where
housing and real estate markets are generally weaker because of long-term population
loss and economic decline.27 The persistence of depopulation and weak economic
conditions translates to legacy city neighborhood strategies focused on demolition and
blight management, yet historic resources reflecting the rich industrial pasts of these
places are plentiful and are often framed as physical assets for stabilization and
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revitalization (Bertron, 2011; Bertron & Rypkema, 2012; Evans, 2011; Mallach, 2012a;
Dewar & Thomas, 2013; ACHP, 2014).
Economic impact analyses are the most common means of evaluating the federal
RTC and its statewide counterparts.28 These reports extoll the program’s positive
influence on jobs, wages, gross product, and tax revenue (Coffin, Ryan, & McCall, 2010;
Cronyn & Paull 2009; HTTC, 2010; Listokin, Lahr, & Heydt 2012; Listokin, Lahr,
Heydt, & Stanek, 2011; Lendel et al., 2015; Listokin, Lahr, & Martin 2001; Mason, 2005;
O’Brien, 2011; Rypkema & Wiehagen, 1998). Beyond these statewide and national level
impact assessments, preservation advocates regularly tout the RTC program as an integral
tool for neighborhood revitalization and community development, with the National
Parks Service (NPS) (NPS, 2015, p. 1) hailing it “the nation’s most effective Federal
program to promote community revitalization and encourage private investment through
historic building rehabilitation.”
Empirical analysis of the program’s effects at the neighborhood level remains a
nascent area of scholarship, primarily due to a lack of publically available data (RybergWebster, 2013, 2015a; Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan, 2016). Thus, questions remain about
the types of neighborhoods in which developers choose to use preservation tax credits
and the relationship between RTCs and changes in neighborhood racial, socioeconomic,
and housing characteristics (Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan, 2014). One of the
methodological challenges that arise in parsing this relationship is the issue of selection
bias among tracts with RTC investment, which affects any causal deductions made from
correlations between RTC activity and neighborhood changes. A form of propensity
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score matching and the pretest/post-test structure of the difference-in-difference
regression model are employed here to address this issue.
Within the legacy city context, it is important to understand the effects of the RTC
program because historic buildings are widely considered key assets for legacy city
stabilization and revitalization (ACHP, 2014; American Assembly, 2011; Mallach &
Brachman, 2013; Ryberg-Webster, 2013; Vey, 2007), but there is little empirical
evidence to support these broad claims and even less rigorous analysis that explores the
relationship between historic preservation investments and changes in neighborhood
outcomes. Additionally, much of the dialogue around neighborhoods in legacy cities is
focused on strategic demolition and vacant land management, often emanating from a
needs-based perspective that is responding to low overall demand and high levels of
vacancy and abandonment resulting from persistent population decline and uncompetitive
regional economies (Mallach, 2012a; Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Ryberg-Webster, 2013).
However, this perspective overlooks the “diversity, affordability, and irreplaceable urban
character” embodied in the historic built environment (PRN, 2015, p. 1). Because the
RTC is “the largest federal program specifically supporting historic preservation” (NPS,
2015, p.1), understanding which places are attracting these projects and the association
between investments and neighborhood changes helps explain how historic buildings
function as assets for legacy cities and provides a more refined picture of preservationbased revitalization within the context of city-level decline and population loss.
To begin to understand the connections between federal historic tax credit activity
and legacy city neighborhoods, this essay asks two questions:
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(1) What is the distribution of RTC activity across legacy city neighborhood
types and transition patterns between 1998-2007?, and
(2) What is the relationship between historic tax credit activity (1998-2007)
and changes in neighborhood racial, socioeconomic, and housing
characteristics from 2000-2010?
Neighborhoods (census tracts) in five legacy cities – Baltimore, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis – are the unit of analysis for this research. To
answer the first question, I employ descriptive statistics and maps of the neighborhood
types and transition patterns established in Chapter 2 as a framework for understanding
the places within legacy cities where developers undertake RTC projects and analyzing
citywide distributions of RTC activity among the aggregated dataset. I use a differencein-difference regression model to answer the second question along with the
neighborhoods categories (Stable and Highly Distressed) from Chapter 2 to control for
conditions prior to investment and create a matched group of comparison tracts without
RTC investment. Alternative models test the robustness of the relationship between RTC
activity and neighborhood change among tracts with the highest levels of investment.
Census 2000 data provide the pre-intervention observations for neighborhood racial,
socioeconomic, and housing variables and American Community Survey (ACS) 20062010 five-year estimates are the post-test observations.
For the first research question, I hypothesize that the neighborhood conditions of
Stable tracts including higher housing values, incomes, and levels of educational
attainment, will attract higher levels of RTC activity, as compared to tracts within the
Highly Distressed neighborhood types. Based on arguments in the existing literature that
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focus on preservation’s role in revitalizing neighborhoods (ACHP, 2014; NPS, 2015;
Ryberg-Webster, 2013; Ryberg-Webster, 2015a), I also expect higher than average RTC
activity in tracts transitioning from Highly Distressed to Stable. This analysis provides
an understanding of the spatial distribution of RTC activity within cities including: the
share of tracts with and without activity, the location of these tracts within each city’s
geography, which neighborhood types/transition patterns experienced projects and
investments and at what levels, and whether these patterns are consistent across these five
legacy cities. In short, this analysis provides an understanding of whether RTC
investments are mostly occurring places that are already flourishing, or if they are
potentially supporting struggling neighborhoods.
For the second research question, I hypothesize that RTC activity results in
significant neighborhood changes in terms of racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and housing
characteristics, and that these changes are more pronounced in tracts with stronger
existing conditions and higher levels of RTC investment (Galster et al., 2004). Based on
existing arguments in the urban theory literature focused on historic preservation and
gentrification, I expect RTC investments to result in losses of racial minorities and lowincome residents alongside increases in upper-income residents and rising housing values
in distressed areas (Lees, Slater, & Wyly, 2008; Smith, 1998; Werwath, 1998). This
analysis improves our understanding of whether this type of redevelopment activity is
accelerating racial change in legacy city neighborhoods and potentially exacerbating
trends towards greater racial bifurcation (Mallach, 2015a), if RTC projects are
significantly affecting the socioeconomic make-up of legacy city neighborhoods in terms
of college-educated persons, professional and technical workers, income composition,
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and poverty rates, and whether RTC investments are impacting housing characteristics
such as total households, rents, and home values in the weak market context of legacy
cities.
The remainder of this essay proceeds as follows. First, I discuss the relevant
literature on the federal historic tax credit program, historic preservation, and demolition
in legacy city neighborhoods to develop the context for this inquiry, highlighting the gaps
within the existing discourse that this work addresses. The next section outlines the
research design, methodological approaches, and data sources. This is followed by the
results organized around the two primary research questions, and then a discussion
section analyzing the results and their implications for policies related to housing and
neighborhood development in legacy cities. Finally, the essay concludes with a summary
of key findings and ideas for future research.
Literature Framework
Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits
The federal historic rehabilitation tax credit program provides a 20% income tax
credit to project applicants for rehabilitating buildings that are income-producing,
certified historic structures, and meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards for
Rehabilitation (NPS, 2015).29 The roots of the current program extend to 1976, with
Congress enacting tax legislation to level the playing field between new construction and
rehabilitation as a way of encouraging investment in downtowns and city centers, which
businesses were rapidly abandoning for new suburban developments (Ryberg-Webster,
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2015b). The current 20% income tax credit structure took shape through the Tax Reform
Act of 1986.30
Over the forty-year life of the program, the RTC has supported over $73 billion of
investment in more than 40,000 preservation projects (NPS, 2015). During the 2014
fiscal year alone, nearly 1,200 projects received RTC approval, resulting in $5.98 billion
in associated investment (NPS, 2015). In coordination with State Historic Preservation
Offices, NPS administers the federal RTC program and requires a 3-part application
process that: (1) certifies the building is listed on or eligible for the National Register of
Historic Places, (2) reviews the plan for rehabilitation and ensures its alignment with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and (3) approves the final
completion of work prior to the Internal Revenue Service releasing the tax credit.
Analyses of RTC program effects are dominated by input-output models
measuring economic impacts in terms of jobs, wages, gross product, and tax revenue at
state and national levels (Accordino & Fasulo, 2014; Coffin et al., 2010; Cronyn & Paull,
2009; CUPR, 2015; HTTC, 2010; Lendel et al., 2015; Listokin, et al. 2001; Listokin et al.
2011; Listokin, et al., 2012; O’Brien, 2011; Rypkema & Wiehagen, 1998; Schwartz,
2013).31 These reports quantify the RTC program’s value to state and national economies
and justify its importance to policymakers, but they are also advocacy-oriented
documents often funded by pro-preservation organizations. The most recent report from
Rutgers’ Center for Urban Policy Research (2015) on the impacts of the federal RTC
program concludes that historic tax credits are “a good investment for local communities,
individual states, and the nation” (p. 6), provide a net benefit for the U.S. Treasury over
the life of the program ($28.6B in federal tax receipts compared with $22.6B in credits
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allocated), and that in many parts of the country, a $1 million investment in historic
rehabilitation on yields markedly better effects on employment, income, GSP, and state
and local taxes than an equal investment in new construction. A recent report from the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) investigating rightsizing and
preservation called specific attention to the RTC program, declaring that it is “an
important program that has been instrumental in the preservation and redevelopment of
the core areas and mixed-use historic neighborhoods in legacy cities” (ACHP, 2014, p. iiiii).
Some of these reports include analysis at smaller levels of geography, including
descriptive statistics on areas (e.g. counties, census block group, or zip codes) with RTC
investment and case studies or vignettes of individual projects. Rypkema and Wiehagen
(1998) note that in Philadelphia, block groups in historic districts are more racially
diverse, have income distributions similar to those of the city as a whole, lost population
at slower rates than citywide, and capture larger than expected shares of total population,
educated residents, and both suburban and out-of-state movers.32 Listokin et al. (2011)
show that, compared to averages for all Kansas zip codes, areas with RTC activity exhibit
higher density, larger shares of urban population, higher percentages of non-whites and
Hispanics, lower median household income, higher poverty and unemployment, more
renter-occupied units, similar housing values, and a greater share of households paying
more than 30 percent of their income for housing expenses. The authors conclude that
“these characteristics of the local “hotspots” of KHTC [Kansas Historic Tax Credit]
activity strongly suggest that the program is aiding areas of higher stress and need”
(Listokin et al., 2011, p. 28). Both of these examples rely exclusively on descriptive
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statistics and do not control for differences between RTC areas and comparison areas,
making their conclusions speculative at best. Coffin et al. (2010) offer a somewhat more
rigorous analysis of job creation and economic activity associated with the Missouri state
RTC program. They compare changes in employment, payroll, taxable sales, and
demographic data between zip code areas in Missouri and comparable areas in Illinois,
which does not have a state level RTC program, and they establish a positive relationship
between areas with RTC projects and higher-than-expected jobs figures.
Examination of the RTC program in the scholarly literature, including its
relationship to housing, community development, and neighborhood changes, remains
nascent.33 Listokin, Listokin, and Lahr (1998, p. 445) characterize the RTC program as
“[t]he most significant single program involving historic preservation and the production
of housing (including affordable units),” providing summary statistics of annual market
rate and affordable housing production supported by the RTC. In a case study examining
the Butcher’s Hill neighborhood in Baltimore and its use of historic preservation and
affordable housing developments to create a mixed-income community, Cohen (1998)
notes that combining the RTC with Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC)
encourages mixed-use developments, but that the complexity of packaging these deals,
which often require additional layers of financing beyond the tax credits, limits program
utilization. Ryberg-Webster (2013, p. 266) analyzes the contribution of RTCs to
downtown revitalization across ten cities, concluding that “[f]ederal RTCs play an
important role in the ongoing, postindustrial transformation of U.S. downtowns…and are
a key factor in the reinvestment of declining cities” via the adaptive reuse of vacant or
outmoded industrial structures and the creation of market rate and affordable housing.
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Focusing exclusively on RTC use in Richmond, VA from 1997-2010, Ryberg-Webster
(2015a, p. 428) highlights the centrifugal spatial pattern of projects over time, the
contributions of RTC investments to changing neighborhood land uses via housing
production and mixed-use developments, and the program’s ostensible role “as a de facto
urban housing policy” because of the large number of rental units created as a result of
these projects. Finally, using survey data for 187 Boston office buildings rehabilitated
between 1978 and 1991, Shilling, Vandell, Koesman, and Lin (2006, p. 321) develop an
empirical model to test the conditional probability of commercial real estate
rehabilitation, finding that tax credits have “a significant and substantial influence on the
conditional probability of rehabilitation” and that “[a] significant portion of rehabilitation
tax credit investment is investment that would have been invested elsewhere.”34 In other
words, they find support for the argument that rehabilitation projects would be less likely
to occur without the additional layer of financing provided through the tax credit.
Taken together, these works provide descriptive analyses of the ways in which
RTC activity might affect neighborhood level changes, but their questions, methods, and
approaches do not allow for deductive conclusions as to whether the relationship between
RTC activity and neighborhoods changes are statistically meaningful and whether the
observed differences are post-investment phenomenon rather than a byproduct of
developers investing in places that were already experiencing shifts in character. They
are also limited in that they either focus on a single city or state (Coffin et al., 2010;
Cohen, 1998; Listokin et al., 2011; Ryberg-Webster, 2015a; Rypkema & Wiehagen,
1998; Shilling et al., 2006), examine only certain geographies within a cross-section of
cities (Ryberg-Webster, 2013), rely on primarily on descriptive statistics (Listokin et al.,
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2011; Ryberg-Webster, 2015a; Rypkema & Wiehagen, 1998), or are case studies utilizing
mostly qualitative data (ACHP, 2014; Cohen, 1998). Finally, the existing research does
not examine changes at the geographic level census tracts, the most commonly used
proxy for neighborhoods, and does not evaluate racial, socioeconomic, and housing
variables that are relevant to understanding neighborhood change processes.
Within urban theory literature, many scholars make direct connections between
preservation activity and gentrification outcomes (Bures, 2001; Laska & Spain, 1982;
Kasinitz, 1988; Lees et al., 2008; O’Loughlin & Munski, 1979; Schuler, Kent, & Monroe,
1992; Smith, 1998; Swaim, 2003; Werwath, 1998). This relationship stems from
preservation’s broader history as an elitist activity (Page & Mason, 2004), early efforts of
urban neighborhood preservation where physical displacement was prevalent (Silver,
1991), and descriptions of gentrification that drew heavily from examples depicting the
conversion of former industrial spaces into modern urban lofts (Smith, 1979; Zukin,
1982).
Smith (1998, p. 482) argues that
[t]he benefits of historic preservation in terms of ‘economic and community
development’ are heavily weighted toward one part of the population [e.g. real
estate developers and the upper/middle-class], while the costs largely fall to a
quite different group [e.g. lower-income and minority residents].
He also suggests that “the historic rehabilitation tax credit and related incentives fostering
reinvestment in dilapidated structures and neighborhoods directly encourage and actually
reward disinvestment” (p. 481). In other words, owners willingly allow their properties
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to deteriorate in order to take advantage of the historic tax credit, rehabilitate the
property, and increase rents, displacing the existing modest or low-income renters living
in the previously non-rehabilitated structure with higher-income gentrifiers. Werwath
(1998, p. 489) concludes that “preservation efforts are more prone to cause displacement
than redevelopment projects involving new construction” because “property values and
rents begin to increase even before the real estate experiences much improvement” with
“[s]peculators and enterprising middle-class home buyers from outside the neighborhood
pocket[ing] most of this increase in value.”
However, the limited empirical research focused on measuring socioeconomic
changes in historic districts does not support the broad characterization that all
preservation activity results in gentrification (Allison, 2005; Coulson & Leichenko,
2004). Allison (2005) analyzes the relationship between economic and demographic
changes and historic districts across nine New York City neighborhoods, finding no
direct relationship between designation and gentrification. Coulson and Leichenko
(2004) use Fort Worth, TX as a case study to examine demographic changes in historic
districts and find that, while historic districts are worse-off prior to designation,
preservation did not significantly alter neighborhood demographic composition. In her
case study Richmond RTC projects, Ryberg-Webster (2015a, p. 429) finds “most
neighborhoods [with historic tax credit activity] gained low-income housing” and that
increases in market-rate housing were related to the conversion of “formerly
nonresidential buildings into housing, not because they are removing units from the city’s
affordable housing stock.” No other scholarship has attempted to econometrically parse
this relationship in areas with historic tax credit investments. Other studies examining
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gentrification and displacement more broadly (i.e. not just in a preservation-based
context) conclude that it is unclear whether the primary concern of low-income
residential displacement is warranted (Ellen & O’Regan, 2011; Freeman & Braconi,
2004; McKinnish et al., 2010). Displacement concerns are likely further muted in
context of weak-market, legacy cities with high vacancy rates and where the infusion of
upper- and middle-class residents is a welcome departure from long-term population loss
(Galster, 2002; Kennedy & Leonard, 2001; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014).35
There is also a vast amount of empirical scholarship that finds a positive
relationship between historic district designations and increased property values, which
furthers the linkages between preservation and gentrification (Asabere, Hachey, &
Grubaugh, 1989; Asabere & Huffman, 1991; Asabere, Huffman, & Mehdian, 1994;
Coulson & Lahr, 2005; Coulson & Leichenko, 2001, 2004; Ford, 1989; Gilderbloom,
Hanka, & Ambrosius, 2009; Haughey & Basolo, 2000; Ijla, Ryberg, Rosentraub, &
Bowen, 2011; Leichenko, Coulson, & Listokin, 2001; Lynch, 2004; Shipley, 2000;
Shipley, Jonas, & Kovacs 2011; Zahirovic-Herbert & Chatterjee, 2012). As Heintzelman
and Altieri (2013, p. 543) point out, many of these “studies seem to fall victim to an
endogeneity bias since higher value homes are, all else equal, more likely to be included
in districts.” Scholars directly addressing these endogeneity biases found mixed results.
Heintzelman and Altieri (2013) analyze historic districts in the Boston metropolitan
statistical area with a difference-in-difference repeat-sales fixed effects model, finding
that local historic districts decrease housing values within the district by 11-15%.
However, Noonan (2007) employed a similar methodological approach and found a
positive effect (3-11%) on property values among townhouses and condominiums in
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Chicago. Thomson, Rosenbaum, and Schmidt (2011, p. 477) use cross-sectional, timeseries data with pre- and post-designation observations and find “that historic designation
yields a $5,000 increase in the value of single-family homes in the period after
designation” in Lincoln, NE.
The construct validity of the term gentrification and how to differentiate it from
positive neighborhood change or revitalization remains a question. While gentrification
is often referenced as a coherent process, Williams (1986, p. 66) argues that
“gentrification as a concept is an underdeveloped and unevenly developed notion” while
Beauregard (1986, p. 40) adds that “the diversity of gentrification must be recognized,
rather than conflating diverse aspects into a single phenomenon.” Owens (2012, p. 364)
finds that there are multiple processes of neighborhood ascent that diverge from the
traditional gentrification narrative “because they do not necessarily involve displacement,
changes to a neighborhood’s built environment or character, an end result of a wealthy
neighborhood, or renewal of a previously disinvested place.” Recent work from Barton
(2016, p. 103) focuses on the methods (both quantitative and qualitative) used to identify
gentrified places, finding “the number and geographic distribution of gentrified
neighbourhoods identified by each strategy varied greatly.”
Legacy City Neighborhoods: Issues Surrounding Demolition vs. Preservation
Legacy cities, otherwise referred to as rust-belt, shrinking, or post-industrial
cities, are places that lost substantial portions of their population, much of it over the
second half of the twentieth and into the twenty-first century, spurred by the confluence
of larger trends including deindustrialization and economic restructuring,
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suburbanization, demographic shifts, social upheaval and race relations, and anti-urban
federal policies (Großmann et al., 2013; Hollander, Pallagst, Schwarz, & Popper, 2009;
Morrill, 2014). These cities and their associated problems have captured the attention of
urban scholars in recent years, as evidenced through the publications of edited volumes
(Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Mallach, 2012a), the formation of networks joining
professionals and academics (e.g. Legacy City Design, Legacy City Partnership,
Shrinking Cities International Research Network), and special issues in academic
journals on urban shrinkage (e.g. Built Environment, 38(2), 2012; The International
Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 36(2), 2012; Urban Design International,
18(1), 2013).
Long-term population loss, economic restructuring, and stressed municipal
budgets (Scorsone, 2012) have left legacy city neighborhoods facing extensive property
abandonment and vacancy (Mallach, 2012b) as well as high rates of poverty and
unemployment (Hill, Wolman, Kowalczyk, & St. Clair, 2012). While some positive
regeneration trends occurred during the early 21st century mostly within these cities’
urban cores (Mallach, 2015a), the environment of oversupply and low demand still
persists elsewhere in legacy cities, making demolition a key component of neighborhood
stabilization strategies (Mallach, 2012b). Through an empirically grounded approach,
Chapter 2 of this dissertation revealed eight different types of neighborhoods (Table 6)
populating the legacy city landscape and the patterns neighborhood transition between
types over time using census data from five legacy cities (Baltimore, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis) across five census decades (1970-2010).36 The
results also highlight the long-term and widespread nature of decline in legacy cities
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where the majority of tracts (44%) Remained Distressed from 1970 to 2010, each city’s
share of Stable tracts fell over time, and more tracts transitioned from stability to distress
(rather than from distress to stability) in each of four census decade periods examined
(Table 8).
Arguments in favor of demolition-based approaches include reduction of crime
and blight, improved environmental sustainability, and greater economic growth
(Beauregard, 2012; Williams, 2013).37 Schwarz (2012, p. 168) points out that “municipal
demolition programs tend to be extensive in scale. In Cleveland, for example, over one
thousand homes are demolished each year.” The scale of oversupply in most legacy
cities means “that there is no real debate among on-the-ground practitioners over whether
these cities should engage in large-scale demolition” (Mallach, 2012b, p. 92).
Additionally, federal funding flowing to legacy city neighborhoods is almost exclusively
used for blight removal and demolition (Thibodeau, 2016). Thus, the dominance of
demolition-based strategies is clear, which raises questions as to whether alternatives,
including historic preservation, are fully considered within the larger discourse on
neighborhood stabilization and revitalization in legacy cities (Goodyear, 2013; Gratz,
2009; Oosting, 2013; Rodriguez, 2009).
Demolition is often framed through the lens of immediate needs, which prioritize
blight remediation over long-term revitalization and stabilization prospects. This
permanence of demolition decisions is important because “[o]nce a community
experiences widespread demolition, it is difficult, if not impossible, to rebuild in full or
replicate the original neighborhood, its buildings, setting, and landscape” (ACHP, 2014,
p. 14). In other words, the finality of demolition decisions based solely on short-term
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needs to improve appearances may end up hampering longer-term, strategic approaches
to rebuild the urban fabric of neighborhoods. While demolition is a necessary component
of the varying strategies needed in legacy cities, the benefits may not always outweigh
the costs. A lack of viable demolition data means questions about the effect on
surrounding property values, long-term impacts, and implications for cultural and historic
resources are not known (Schwarz, 2012; Mallach, 2012b). As a stand-alone
revitalization strategy, demolition is generally unsuccessful: “[w]hile reducing the supply
of housing, it fails to keep pace with the continuing decline in demand. Moreover…it has
increased the supply of vacant land parcels, something for which there is arguably even
less market demand for than housing” (Mallach, 2012b, p. 98-99).
The blight and destruction visible across the built environment of legacy cities’ is
a stark reminder of their current obsolescence, as well as their once rich histories.
Beyond demolition, neighborhood strategies also promote the importance of assetbuilding for legacy cities, and historic buildings feature among the core, spatially-rooted
assets for revitalization and stabilization (American Assembly, 2011; CCS & NSG, 2013;
Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Friedman, 2003; Mallach, 2012; Mallach & Brachman, 2013;
Ryberg-Webster, 2013; Vey, 2007). Mallach (2011, p. 389) argues that preservation is a
limited option in legacy cities because of low demand and insufficient financing to return
buildings to productive uses, but he also acknowledges the potential for partnering
preservation with demolition “to foster urban regeneration, ultimately to make these
[legacy] cities stronger and healthier, albeit smaller, communities.” Yet, preservation is
largely absent from both broader policy discussions and the implemented approaches in
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these cities (Bertron & Rypkema, 2012; Ryan & Campo, 2013). Ryberg-Webster &
Kinahan (2014, p. 130) argue that
[i]t is imperative, particularly given the urgency associated with demolition
policies, to question how we identify and leverage historic assets in these
locations, what benefits and impediments exist to integrating preservation into
community and economic development, how preservation policies facilitate or
deter neighborhood stabilization, and who makes decisions about what we save
and what we destroy.
This disconnect with broader planning and community development policy
discussions and decision-making processes is at least partly facilitated by historic
preservation traditionally operating within a silo and insulating itself from broader urban
policy discourses (Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan, 2014). Recent undertakings from
advocacy groups (PRN, 2015) seek to better connect legacy cities with preservation tools
and resources as a way of mitigating this divide and ameliorating widespread demolition
of historic buildings “without due consideration to their value to the future” (ACHP,
2014, para. 3, Chairman’s Message).38
This research fills existing gaps in the literature by conducting a cross-sectional
analysis that examines RTC activity across the full scope of neighborhoods in five legacy
cities. It builds on the existing research that employs descriptive and qualitative analyses
and provides preliminary indications as to the nature of relationship between RTC
activity and neighborhood changes. Employing rigorous econometric modeling advances
this discourse and establishes the statistical relevance of these relationships and the
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direction of causality (i.e. changes occur after RTC investment rather than prior to
investment and that the RTC is indeed the lever for these changes). Additionally, this
work contributes to ongoing debates related to historic preservation and gentrification by
measuring changes in race, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics in places
experiencing RTC investment, and provides insights as to whether RTCs are related to
gentrifying outcomes in legacy city contexts. Finally, this research expands
understanding of the role of historic preservation in legacy city neighborhoods, improves
the arguments related to how historic resources serve as assets for these places, and offers
evidence as to whether one reinvestment tool (i.e. the federal RTC program) is
significantly related to changing neighborhood characteristics.
Methods and Data
The questions at the center of this research inquiry are: (1) what is the distribution
of RTC activity (1998-2007) across legacy city neighborhood types and transition
patterns? and (2) what is the relationship between historic tax credit activity and
subsequent changes in neighborhood racial, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics
between 2000 and 2010? The first question examines the hypotheses that RTC activity is
concentrated among Stable neighborhood types and in places transitioning from Highly
Distressed to Stable. The second question tests the hypotheses that impact of RTC
investments are greater in areas with stronger existing conditions, result in racial,
socioeconomic, and housing changes that are consistent with outcomes commonly
characterized as gentrifying, and are more pronounced in areas with highest levels of
investment.
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The operationalization of gentrification follows others in the literature who
characterize it as a complex urban process that includes the rehabilitation of old housing
stock, property value increases, and the displacement of low-income and minority
residents by middle and upper income residents from places that are distressed or
declining (Ellen & O’Regan, 2012; Freeman & Braconi, 2004; Kennedy & Leonard,
2001; Lees et al., 2008; Smith, 1998). As Landis (2016, p. 6) notes,
the term gentrification marries any level of socioeconomic upgrading with some
amount of physical upgrading and some degree of displacement of the poor or the
prior population…the combination of these three outcomes is usually regarded as
being more important than their individual magnitudes.
Building from these conceptualizations, revitalization is interpreted as a process that
results in outcomes including growth in median household incomes, middle- and upperincome households, educational attainment, professional/technical workers, and increased
total households, housing values and rents, or some combination of these results, without
losses of lower and moderate income residents or racial minorities. In other words, the
neighborhoods are upgrading and there are no measurable negative consequences.
This research focuses specifically on five legacy cities: Baltimore, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis.39 As shown in Table 9, these cities experienced
relatively similar trends related to population and housing characteristics between 2000
and 2010, when each city saw losses of total households, decreased occupied housing
unit density, increased vacancy, and increased shares of housing units 50 years or older.
Philadelphia and Richmond, however, did have slight gains in total population.
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Table 9: Citywide Summary Statistics

For question 1, descriptive statistics and maps provide the basis for analyzing
RTC projects and total investments across the eight legacy city neighborhood types and
four transition patterns. For the second question, I test the relationship between RTC
investment and neighborhood characteristics using a difference-in-differences regression
model to understand if, and to what extent, RTC activity accelerated neighborhood
changes (Galster, Tatian, & Accordino, 2006). The unit of analysis is census tracts,
classified as RTC or non-RTC tracts based on whether federal historic tax credit projects
were completed within the tract between 1998 and 2007, while Census 2000 and
American Community Survey 2006-2010 provide data on key neighborhood
characteristics pre- and post-investment. 40

The statistical model used for the second research question is as follows:
Yit=α+β1(RTCi)+β2(Postt)+β3(RTC ⋅ Post)it+ β4(Cityj ⋅ Post)+ ϵit
where:
α = intercept,
β = coefficient,
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RTC = dummy variable for neighborhoods with historic tax credit investment between
1998 and 2007,41
Post = dummy variable for the post treatment period of 2010,
Cityj= citywide fixed effects (Baltimore, Philadelphia, Richmond, St. Louis)42
Y = value (in log form) for revitalization indicators in census tract i in year t, and
ϵ = a random error term with the usual assumed statistical properties (i.e. normal, linear,
independent, and homoscedastic).
Table 10 summarizes the four model specifications. The Stable and Highly
Distressed designations are based on the neighborhood categories established in Chapter
2. The aggregate median investment ($5.8M) is the threshold for high investment RTC
tracts treatment groups in Model 3 and 4 testing the notion from the literature that
targeting resources will result in outcomes that differ significantly from non-targeted
areas (Galster et al., 2004; Galster et al., 2006; Pooley, 2015; Quercia & Galster, 1997;
Quercia & Glaster, 2000; Thomson, 2008, 2012).43 To select the group of matched
comparison neighborhoods, tracts were stratified based on their city, cluster group, and
matched based on the similarity of their discriminant z-scores (Chapter 2) to minimize
the observed differences between groups.44
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Table 10: Summary of Four Difference-In-Difference Models
Treatment Group
Model

1: Stable RTC, Matched Tracts

Description (n) % by City

“Stable” tracts
with RTC (95)

BAL: 24%
CLE: 10%
PHI: 35%
RVA: 13%

STL: 19%
BAL: 21%
“Highly
CLE: 19%
Distressed”
2: Distressed RTC, Matched Tracts
PHI: 21%
tracts with RTC
RVA: 19%
(84)
STL: 19%
BAL: 24%

3: Stable, High RTC, Matched
Tracts

4: Highly Distressed, High RTC,
Matched Tracts

Stable tracts
with above
median RTC
(59)

Highly
Distressed
tracts with
above median
RTC (30)

Comparison Group
Description (n)

Non-RTC Stable tracts
matched by discriminant zscores (74)

Non-RTC Highly Distressed
tracts matched by
discriminant z-scores (77)

CLE: 9%
PHI: 36%

% by City
BAL: 31%
CLE: 12%
PHI: 45%
RVA: 5%
STL: 7%
BAL: 23%
CLE: 21%
PHI: 23%
RVA: 13%
STL: 20%
BAL: 36%
CLE: 12%

Stable tracts without RTC,
matched by discriminant zscores (43)

PHI: 49%

RVA: 14%

RVA: 5%

STL: 19%
BAL: 10%

STL: 2%
BAL: 12%

CLE: 17%

CLE: 20%

PHI: 30%

Highly Distressed tracts
without RTC, matched by
discriminant z-scores (25)

PHI: 36%

RVA: 17%

RVA: 4%

STL: 27%

STL: 28%

Rationale
RTC investments should have a greater
effect in areas with stronger or more
stable existing conditions. Minimize
observed differences between treatment
and comparison groups
RTC investments should have fewer
effects in places with distressed existing
conditions. Minimize observed
differences between treatment and
comparison groups
RTC investments should have a greater
effect in areas with stronger or more
stable existing conditions. Higher levels
of investment mimic targeting strategies
and should have a more pronounced
impact Minimize observed differences
between treatment and comparison
groups
RTC investments should have a weaker
effect in areas with distressed existing
conditions. Higher levels of investment
mimic targeting strategies and should
have a more pronounced impact
Minimize observed differences between
treatment and comparison groups

The advantage of using a difference-in-differences regression model as the
empirical approach for this analysis is that it accounts for the baseline differences
between RTC and non-RTC tracts, the trends over time (2000-2010) in these two groups,
and the interaction term reveals if there is a difference in the post time period among the
treatment tracts. The citywide fixed effects variable controls for any peculiarities within
the individual cities. The additional design controls employed here including
stratification by city and neighborhood type and a matched comparison group minimize
the chances of reverse causality, or that the observed relationship is due to developers
only using the RTC in tracts that they thought were likely to improve based on
characteristics not observed within the model.
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Table 11 shows that in 2000 (pre-investment), on average RTC tracts were quite
similar to matched comparison tracts, with some of larger differences including median
housing values (12.4% higher in RTC tracts), total households (8.2% more in RTC
tracts), and median household income (6.9% lower in RTC tracts). In 2010, average
differences are slightly more pronounced, with median housing values (21.9% higher in
RTC tracts) and total households (14.5% more in RTC tracts) both increasing at a faster
rate in RTC tracts as well as the share of residents with bachelor’s degrees or greater
(10% higher in RTC tracts).
Table 11: Summary Statistics of Differences between RTC and Matched
Comparison Neighborhoods45

Hispanic
Non-Hispanic Blacks
Non-Hispanic Whites
Bachelor's Degree or Greater
Professional/Technical Workers
Poverty Rate
Median Household Income
Income Groups
Very low-income (30% of city MHI or less)
Low-income (31-50% of city MHI)
Moderate income (51-80% of city MHI)
Middle income (81-120% of city MHI)
Upper income (120% of city MHI or greater)
Households
Median Rent
Median Housing Value

2000
-0.1%
-2.3%
2.0%
4.4%
2.1%
1.7%
-6.9%
1.5%
0.1%
-0.9%
-0.1%
0.2%
8.2%
1.8%
12.4%

2010
-0.5%
-6.5%
5.6%
10.1%
4.6%
1.1%
1.6%
0.9%
-1.7%
-1.5%
-0.8%
0.7%
14.5%
7.8%
21.9%

While this research is an important methodological advancement in scholarship
focused on understanding the neighborhood effects of RTC activity, understanding the
full complexity of the relationship between RTC investments and racial, socioeconomic,
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and housing characteristics remains challenging. Neighborhoods with and without RTC
activity likely experience other types of investments (e.g. Community Development
Block Grants or Low Income Housing Tax Credits) that are not measured here but could
impact the outcome variables of interest, particularly if those investments are attracted to
the same market conditions. Exogenous regional factors (e.g. population, gross regional
product, employment rates, etc.) could also affect changes in race, socioeconomic, and
housing characteristics and these trends are not accounted for in this model.
Data Sources
Data on federal historic rehabilitation tax credit investments were obtained
through a special request from the Technical Preservation Services Division of the
National Parks Service (NPS). The dataset contains information on individual RTC
projects that were initiated between 1997 and 2010, and includes application dates,
estimated cost, final cost (for completed projects), land use, square footage, and housing
units.46 This analysis includes the five cities in this data set that are identified as legacy
cities in the existing literature (Brookings, 2006; Hollander et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2011;
Mallach, 2015a; LCD, 2015; LCP, 2015).
Census 2000 and the American Community Survey 2006-2010 (5-year estimates)
(gathered through the Geolytics’ Neighborhood Change Database) are the sources for
neighborhood characteristic data, pre- and post-intervention (RTC investment).47 The
analysis includes 15 dependent variables, organized into three groups (Table 12):
●

Percent changes in race & ethnicity: (1) Hispanic, (2) Non-Hispanic black,
and (3) Non-Hispanic white;
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●

Percent changes in Socio-economic characteristics: (4) Bachelor’s degree
or greater, (5) Professional or technical workers, (6) Median household
income, (7-11) share of one of five income groups,48 (12) poverty rate; and

●

Percent changes in Housing: (13) median housing value, (14) median rent,
and (15) total households.
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Table 12: Dependent Variables
Dependent Variables
Race/Ethnicity

Expected Sign

Share of Hispanics

-

Share of Non-Hispanic Black

-

Share of Non-Hispanic White

+

References

Bures, (2001); Swanstrom & Webber, (2014)
Bures, (2001); Hollander (2010); Mallach
(2015); Podagrosi & Vojnovic, (2008);
Swanstrom & Webber, (2014)
Bures, (2001); Deng, (2012); Mallach (2015);
Podagrosi & Vojnovic, (2008); Swanstrom &
Webber, (2014)

Socio-economic
Bachelor's Degree or greater

+

Professional/Technical workers

+

Median Household Income

+

Share of very low-, low-, moderate-, middle-, and
upper income persons

+/-

Poverty Rate

-

Allison, (2005); Coulson & Leichenko,
(2004); Deng, (2012); Mallach (2015);
Montgomery, (2004)
Allison, (2005); Blakely, (2001); Coulson &
Leichenko, (2004); Filion, (2010); Florida,
(2002); Swanstrom & Webber, (2014)
Allison, (2005); Coulson & Leichenko,
(2004); Smith, (1998); Mallach (2015);
Swanstrom & Webber, (2014); Werwath,
(1998)
Allison, (2005); Coulson & Leichenko,
(2004); Smith, (1998); Mallach (2015);
Swanstrom & Webber, (2014); Werwath,
(1998)
Allison, (2005); Coulson & Leichenko,
(2004); Deng (2012); Hollander (2010);
Smith, (1998); Swanstrom & Webber,
(2014); Werwath, (1998)

Housing
Median Housing Value

+

Median Rent

+

Households

+

Allison (2005); Bures (2001); Coulson &
Leichenko (2004); Deng (2012); Smith
(1998); Swanstrom & Webber (2014);
Werwath, (1998)
Allison (2005); Bures, (2001); Coulson &
Leichenko, (2004); Deng (2012); Smith,
(1998); Swanstrom & Webber, (2014);
Werwath, (1998)
Birch (2005); NPS (2014); Stern & Seifert
(2010); Ryberg-Webster (2014a, 2014b)

Race and ethnicity variables test the notion that increased neighborhood
investment, in this case via RTC projects, follows traditional gentrification patterns that
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manifest in increased shares of white residents and decreased shares in black and
Hispanic residents. The socio-economic variables capture measures of income,
educational attainment, and occupation, which are components of gentrification and the
urban core revitalization narrative of well-educated, higher-income, professional and
technical workers re-populating once moribund downtowns and surrounding
neighborhoods (Blakely, 2001; Mallach, 2015a; Birch, 2002, 2005, 2007). Increased
shares of middle- and upper-income earners coupled with losses of shares of very low- or
low-income persons potentially reflect traditional gentrification processes, although this
is an approximation based on changes in shares rather than levels and is not necessarily
indicative of displacement.
Finally, because many RTC projects take the form of adaptively reusing former
commercial or industrial spaces and converting these buildings to residential apartments
(Birch, 2005; NPS, 2015; Ryberg-Webster, 2013, 2015a), it is reasonable to expect
increases in both median housing value and rent.49 Additionally, there are some
restrictions on development projects undertaken through the RTC program, specifically,
rehabilitations must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, which I expect will to
limit the increase in total households (Glaeser, 2010).50 Collectively, these 15 outcome
measures provide an initial assessment of the connection between RTC investment and
changes in legacy city neighborhoods characteristics.
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Results and Analysis
RTC Activity across Legacy City Neighborhood Types and Transition Patterns
Despite the varying conditions of neighborhoods within legacy cities, federal
historic tax credit activity occurs within each of the eight neighborhood types across the
five-city aggregated dataset. 51 Based on the 8 legacy city neighborhood types, Table 13
summarizes: the distribution of all census tracts, the share of housing stock 50 years or
older in all tracts, the distribution of RTC tracts, the share of housing stock 50 years or
older in RTC tracts, the distribution of RTC projects, the distribution of RTC investment,
and the average investment per project.52 Tables 14-18 provides similar information
based on the legacy city neighborhood transition patterns from 2000-2010.
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Table 13: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood
Type (All Cities)
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Table 14: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood Type
(Baltimore)

Table 15: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood Type
(Cleveland)
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Table 16: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood Type
(Philadelphia)

Table 17: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood Type
(Richmond)
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Table 18: Distribution of RTC Investments and Projects by Neighborhood Type (St.
Louis)

Just over half of all RTC tracts (53%) are in one of the four Stable neighborhood
types, which is slightly different from the distribution of all census tracts where less than
half (41%) are among these types (Table 13).53 While 60% of all RTC projects happen in
Stable neighborhood types, investments (81%) are far more concentrated in these places.
Similar patterns are found when examining neighborhood transition patterns across the
five cities, with the Remained Stable tracts attracting the most RTC projects and
investments (Table 19).
Across the five cities, two Stable neighborhood types – Competitive, Educated, &
Struggling and Highly Bifurcated – experience the largest shares of both total projects
and investment. The characteristics found in these Stable neighborhoods, such as higher
housing values, levels of educational attainment, and incomes translate to stronger real
estate markets and less risk for developers taking advantage of the RTC program, which
supports increased preservation-based real estate activity in these parts of legacy cities.
Additionally, the geographic location of these two neighborhood types, often within or
adjacent to downtown, links them with employment opportunities, transit, and other
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urban amenities and allows developers to achieve the rents needed to make projects
financially feasible (Figures 11-15). Among the RTC tracts in these two types, more than
half of the housing stock is older than fifty years and the location of these tracts within
the city indicates they are also likely have rich stocks of commercial and industrial
historic buildings ripe for adaptive reuse projects converting spaces into modern housing
and commercial units. The other two types of Stable neighborhoods – Educated
Newcomers and Established & Stable Homeowners – differ from the types attracting the
most RTC activity in that they are often along the city’s edges and not near downtown
and their building stock is primarily owner-occupied housing, which is not eligible for the
federal RTC.
While Stable neighborhoods are capturing the majority of RTC project and
investments, Highly Distressed neighborhoods, which are often characterized by low
housing values and incomes along with high unemployment and poverty among primarily
black residents, are not completely excluded from this activity. Across these five legacy
cities, nearly 500 RTC projects occurred in the four Highly Distressed types and over
$640 million of investment occurred in places that Remained Highly Distressed from
2000-2010 (Table 19).
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Figure 11: Baltimore RTC Projects across Stable Neighborhood Types
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Figure 12: Cleveland RTC Projects across Stable Neighborhood Types
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Figure 13: Philadelphia RTC Projects across Stable Neighborhood Types
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Figure 14: Richmond RTC Projects across Stable Neighborhood Types
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Figure 15: St. Louis RTC Projects across Stable Neighborhood Types
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Table 19: Distribution of RTC Projects and Investments by Neighborhood
Transition Pattern, All Cities (2000-2010)
Transition Pattern
Highly Distressed to Stable
Remained Highly Distressed
Remained Stable
Stable to Highly Distressed
Total
Average

% of All
Tracts
5%
53%
37%
6%
100%

% of
% of
RTC
Total
Total
Projects
RTC Investment
RTC
RTC
per tract
tracts
Projects
7%
8.9
9%
$ 250,758,872
40%
5.3
31%
$ 624,043,897
49%
8.1
57%
$ 3,630,719,386
4%
5.5
4%
$ 75,977,561
100%
100%
$ 4,581,499,716
7.0

RTC
Investment
per Tract

% of Total
Investment

$ 20,896,573
$ 8,667,276
$ 41,732,407
$ 9,497,195

5%
14%
79%
2%
100%

$ 20,198,363

Among the Highly Distressed types, Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged tracts
experienced the most projects (21%) across the five cities and this type as well as the
Collapsed Urban Core tracts account for 7% of total aggregated RTC investment. The
geographic location of these neighborhoods, particularly the Black, Stressed, &
Disadvantaged type, near both downtowns and other Stable neighborhood types may be
supporting reinvestment through the RTC program as developers take advantage of these
proximate assets to support rents (Figures 16-20). Additionally, pairing the RTC with
Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC), New Markets Tax Credits, state historic tax
credit programs, or other local incentives could also be reducing risk and increasing
project feasibility in these neighborhoods with weaker markets, while also improving the
quality of affordable housing available to residents.
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Figure 16: Baltimore RTC Projects across Highly Distressed Neighborhood Types
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Figure 17: Cleveland RTC Projects across Highly Distressed Neighborhood Types
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Figure 18: Philadelphia RTC Projects across Highly Distressed Neighborhood
Types
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Figure 19: Richmond RTC Projects across Highly Distressed Neighborhood Types
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Figure 20: St. Louis RTC Projects across Highly Distressed Neighborhood Types
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The scale of RTC projects in Highly Distressed tracts differs from those occurring
in Stable neighborhoods based on the average investment per project which is nearly $5.0
million in Stable neighborhoods compared to $1.8 million in Highly Distressed. This
could be the result of using the tax credit on smaller buildings (e.g. along neighborhood
commercial corridors rather than former warehouse/industrial spaces), investors
unwilling to risk larger sums within distressed locations, buildings that are less
architecturally intricate and thus require less expensive rehabilitation work, or buildings
that are in fairly sound condition and do not require extensive rehabilitation (which seems
least likely in Highly Distressed areas).
The broader patterns described above are generally reflected within each of the
individual cities, with a few exceptions. More of Cleveland’s RTC tracts are among the
Highly Distressed neighborhood types (64%), but total projects (79%) and total
investment (88%) remain focused in Stable neighborhoods (Table 15). This could be
related to the adeptness of Cleveland’s strong infrastructure of community development
corporations (CDCs) employing the tax credits in Highly Distressed places towards
achieving goals of neighborhood stabilization and affordable housing (Ryberg, 2010).
For instance, the Famicos Foundation CDC used RTCs as well as LIHTC to rehabilitate a
former school building in Cleveland’s Hough (Highly Distressed) neighborhood and
created 73 low- and moderate-rate apartments (HUD, 2001).
There are also more Highly Distressed RTC tracts (57%) in Richmond (Table 17),
many of which surround a group of Stable tracts along the south side of the Broad Street
corridor running west from Shockoe Bottom through downtown and areas around
Virginia Commonwealth University, The Fan District, and the Museum District (Figures
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14 &19). Among the five cities, projects and investments are the most evenly dispersed
in Richmond between Highly Distressed and Stable types, with Highly Distressed tracts
capturing 44% of projects and 34% of investments. In Richmond, Black, Stressed, &
Disadvantaged neighborhoods have the second highest levels of projects (34%) and
investment (23%). These projects are concentrated in tracts north of downtown,
including the part of the Jackson Ward neighborhood and the formerly industrial
Manchester neighborhood on the city’s south side. Virginia’s state historic tax credit
program, which offers an additional 25% tax credit on top of the federal credit of 20%,
may be supporting the higher levels of activity in Richmond’s Highly Distressed
neighborhoods, compared to other legacy cities. Furthermore, the density of projects
along the Broad Street corridor could indicate the stronger market characteristics of the
Stable neighborhoods are benefitting adjacent Highly Distressed tracts, and as developers
complete projects in the strongest market areas and deplete the stock of historic building
eligible for the program, they shift their focus to nearby areas with eligible historic
buildings, albeit weaker overall market characteristics, as Ryberg-Webster (2014a)
observed as well.54
In Baltimore, the Established & Stable Homeowners type captures the highest
level of total investment 33%, which differs from the aggregate trend of investment
concentration in the Competitive, Educated, & Struggling and Highly Bifurcated types
(Figure 11). These RTC tracts are clustered around South Baltimore and projects here
include the adaptive reuse of several former manufacturing sites (e.g. National Enamel &
Stamping Company building; Proctor & Gamble factory) into both residential units and
spaces for high-technology businesses (Belfour, 1999). While the original neighborhood
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type differed from other cities, the redevelopment process appears similar, and these three
tracts all transitioned to the Competitive, Educated, & Struggling type in 2010. This also
suggests that RTC investments may be playing a role in the transition of Stable legacy
city neighborhoods from types dominated by single-family residential (e.g. Established &
Stable Homeowners) to mixed-use and mixed-income types (e.g. Competitive, Educated,
& Struggling) (Cohen, 1998; Ryberg-Webster, 2013, 2015a).
In St. Louis, Highly Distressed neighborhoods capture a larger share of projects
(54%), but investment is again skewed towards Stable places (75%) (Table 18). The
Collapsed Urban Core tracts attract the most projects and investment among the city’s
Highly Distressed types. Several of St. Louis’ Collapsed Urban Core tracts are adjacent
to downtown, and projects within the Downtown West neighborhood include the adaptive
reuse of former manufacturing buildings into residential loft spaces that are part of the
city’s noted “loft district” (Ferriss, 2005). This area transitioned to a Stable
neighborhood type in 2010 (Figures 15 & 20). Similar to Richmond, these investments in
weaker areas of the city with greater risk and less desirable neighborhood conditions are
likely supported by the state of Missouri’s historic tax credit program, which results in a
45% credit when paired with the federal program, as well as other tax credit programs
including LIHTC and the Neighborhood Preservation Tax Credit.55
Turning to the transition patterns of neighborhoods between 2000 and 2010, the
largest shares of RTC projects and investments are concentrated in tracts that Remained
Stable followed by those that Remained Distressed between 2000 and 2010 as these
groups account for nearly 80% of all tracts and 90% of RTC tracts (Table 19). Among
RTC tracts, 12 transition from Highly Distressed to Stable (7%) and 7 (4%) move in the
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opposite direction. Among all tracts transitioning from Highly Distressed to Stable,
almost 40% experienced RTC activity and these tracts have a slightly higher than average
projects (8.9) and investment ($20.9M) per tract.
There are not clear spatial or investment patterns among these 12 tracts across the
five cities (Figures 21-25). Two tracts are adjacent to downtown (in Richmond and St.
Louis). In Baltimore, the three tracts are clustered together, but in other cities they are
not. Some tracts have a handful of projects with smaller levels of investments including
both of the Cleveland tracts, one in St. Louis, and one in Richmond. Both of
Philadelphia’s tracts have high investment projects (over $10 million), while Baltimore’s
clustered group has a higher number of small investment projects as does one of the St.
Louis tracts. The remaining Richmond and St. Louis tracts have projects with a mix of
high and low investment. There is also no clear pattern in terms of which Highly
Distressed types these tracts transition from: four were White Immigrant, four were
Black, Stressed, & Disadvantaged, two were Declining & Black, and two were Collapsed
Urban Core. One pattern that does emerge is that 8 of the 12 tracts upgrading from
Highly Distressed to Stable transitioned into the Highly Bifurcated type. This
neighborhood type is significantly associated with features of both distress (e.g. poverty,
high rates of public assistance, low-income renters) and stability (e.g. high-value housing,
well-educated singles), indicating that this process may be more of a gradual
improvement where upgraded areas are adjacent to places that are still struggling.
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Figure 21: Baltimore RTC Projects by Neighborhood Transition Patterns
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Figure 22: Cleveland RTC Projects by Neighborhood Transition Pattern
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Figure 23: Philadelphia RTC Projects by Neighborhood Transition Pattern
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Figure 24: Richmond RTC Projects by Neighborhood Transition Pattern
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Figure 25: St. Louis RTC Projects by Neighborhood Transition Pattern
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While these patterns could also be signaling more traditional gentrification
processes, considering these changes occurred over a ten year period, the continued
presence of distressed characteristics, and the larger context legacy city vacancy and low
demand, it seems more likely these transitions are associated with neighborhood
upgrading or improvement rather than gentrification. Moreover, this analysis is simply a
visual assessment of patterns. Future research should use more rigorous spatial analysis
techniques to better understand the clustering of RTC projects and investments among
transitioning neighborhoods.
The eight tracts with RTC activity that downgrade from Stable to Highly
Distressed are in three cities – Baltimore, Cleveland, and St. Louis – and this group of
tracts experienced the lowest levels of total RTC projects (4%) and investment (2%).
One common feature among these tracts is that six of the eight transition from the Highly
Bifurcated Stable type into different Highly Distressed types. In other words, RTC
activity was least likely to occur in places where characteristics of distress become more
prominent over time.
These results support the hypotheses that RTC activity is concentrated in Stable
neighborhoods, and in neighborhoods that are improving, with higher than average RTC
activity occurring in neighborhoods transitioning from Highly Distressed to Stable. In
short, the RTC is likely playing a larger role in supporting stabilization and improvement
in places that are already better off than most legacy city neighborhoods and is potentially
helping some neighborhoods move towards stability and revitalization. While less RTC
activity is occurring in areas that remained Highly Distressed and places transitioning
from Stable to Highly Distressed, these places are not completely devoid of historic
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reinvestment. In the context of legacy cities, it is important to understand that there may
be reinvestment potential in these neighborhoods, and that the RTC is a tool to facilitate
these projects.
RTC and Changes in Neighborhood Racial, Socioeconomic, and Housing Characteristics
The results of the difference-in-difference regression models summarized in Table
20 provide weak support for the hypothesis that RTC activity is associated with
gentrifying or revitalizing changes in neighborhood racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and
housing characteristics. In essence, there were only a handful of statistically meaningful
changes that occurred in tracts with RTC investment compared a set of similar
comparison tracts that did not experience RTC activity. The remainder of this section
presents key results from each four models.
Model 1: Stable RTC
Model 1 includes only Stable RTC tracts in the treatment group and tests the
hypothesis that RTC investments are supporting changes to the strong existing
neighborhood conditions. The regression results presented in Table 20 show that Stable
RTC tracts experienced significant losses (15.7%, p< .10) in shares of low-income
households (31-50% of citywide median) and significant increases in median rents
(18.1%, p< .05), but none of the remaining 13 variables are significant. These significant
findings are also not robust to the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.56
Losing more shares of low-income households alongside spikes in median rents
could point to the loss of affordable housing units and potentially gentrification in these
neighborhoods. However, losses in the shares of low-income households could also be
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related to increases in other income groups (albeit not statistically meaningful ones), and
not necessarily displacement of existing low-income residents. This interpretation would
align with addition of housing units to the neighborhood through the rehabilitation of
vacant buildings or the adaptive reuse of former industrial spaces. Additionally, these
changes do no coincide with significant racial turnover, increases in middle- or upperincome households, or other socioeconomic shifts, which would also be expected to
complete the gentrification narrative (Landis, 2016).
Since many RTC projects either create new (via the adaptive reuse of buildings
previously not used for residential purposes) or rehabilitate existing rental housing, rising
rents likely reflect the increased supply of new, high-quality units and/or the improved
quality of the existing units. In the context of legacy cities, rising rents are also
potentially an indicator of demand, which is a positive sign for places that have
collectively experienced long-term population loss and the subsequent oversupply of their
building stocks. While rising rents and losses of shares of low-income households (but
not shares of very low-income households) could imply gentrification, these empirical
results do not comport with the sweeping arguments in the urban theory literature that
often automatically equate any preservation activity with broad-based gentrification
outcomes.
The citywide fixed effects in this model specification reveal that, compared to the
weak extreme of Cleveland, tracts in the cities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, Richmond, and
St. Louis are significantly associated with patterns more closely aligned with
gentrification processes (i.e. decreases in shares of minority and/or low-income
households alongside rising incomes and housing values) (Table 21). Three patterns
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were common across the four cities – gains in median household income, increases in the
share of residents with a bachelor’s degree or greater, and growth of median housing
values – along with a unique mix of significant positive and negative relationships with
other dependent variables.
Model 2: Highly Distressed RTC
Among Highly Distressed RTC tracts and their matched pairs, there were
significant increases in the share of professional and technical workers (19.0%, p< .05)
and median housing values (18.6%, p< .05) among RTC tracts. These changes are not
associated with significant racial or income-based turnover, which counters the
hypothesis of a gentrification-based change process resulting from RTC investments in
Highly Distressed tracts. As previously noted, lower levels of investments occur in
Highly Distressed tracts, and on their own, it is logical that these smaller scale projects
are not affecting widespread significant changes in places experiencing long-term
decline. While certainly not overwhelming, rising housing values and increased presence
of professional/technical workers lends tepid support to the notion that RTC investments
can be a lever for revitalization in Highly Distressed areas of legacy cities. However,
these results are again not robust to the Bonferroni correction.
Interestingly, the rise of professional and technical workers does not coincide with
increases in the share of residents with a bachelor’s degree or more, which may indicate
that these workers are employed in positions requiring a lower skill levels.57 RTC
projects creating or rehabilitating commercial/office space could be increasing
employment opportunities in professional and technical fields for existing neighborhood
residents with lower levels of educational attainment.58 Although the structure of the
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RTC program requires income-producing projects, which results in rental units as the
outcome of housing-oriented projects, rising housing values could be related to spillover
effects from RTC projects catalyzing other neighborhood improvements and bolstering
surrounding property values (Listokin et al., 1998; Rypkema, 1991), or more direct
effects from converting RTC rental to owner-occupied units, which is permitted after five
years. Increased housing values are also consistent with the literature that finds a positive
relationship between historic districts and property values (e.g. Noonan, 2007; Thomson
et al., 2011; Zahirovic-Herbert & Chatterjee, 2012). Additionally, this finding points to a
larger, complex process of neighborhood change that includes RTC projects alongside
other public, private, and philanthropic investments, which are admittedly not accounted
for in this analysis.
Summarizing the citywide fixed effects for Model 2, there were some common
income-based patterns. Compared to Cleveland tracts, Highly Distressed RTC tracts in
all cities experienced significant increases in the share of moderate-income households
(51-80% of the citywide median). Baltimore and Richmond RTC tracts saw drops in
their shares very low-income households, while in Philadelphia and St. Louis tracts were
associated with gains in this outcome variable. In addition to these income-based
patterns, in each city RTC tracts were significantly related to a slightly different mix of
desirable and less than desirable results. For instance, in Baltimore, losses of shares of
very low-income households and decreased poverty rates occurred alongside gains in
shares of low- and moderate-income households, median household income, shares of
bachelor’s degree or greater residents, shares of professional/technical workers, median
housing values, and median rents. On the whole, the mix of significant outcomes seems
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to support more revitalization-oriented rather than gentrification-based change processes
in the Highly Distressed RTC tracts in each of these cities, compared to Cleveland.
Model 3: Stable RTC, High Investment
The results of Model 3, which tests the idea of threshold effects by isolating
Stable RTC tracts with above median levels of investment, provide mixed support for this
hypothesis. Median rents in high investment Stable tracts significantly increased more
sharply (24.4%, p< .05) compared to all Stable tracts (18.1%, p< .05), which is aligned
with the threshold effect theory (Galster et al., 2004). However, this pattern does not
hold for the other significant variable in Model 1, low-income households, which is no
longer significant in the high investment model. There are no other significant changes
within this model specification. These results are again not robust to the Bonferroni
correction.
In sum, in Stable RTC tracts with the highest levels of investments, rents are
rising but this is not occurring alongside significant losses in shares of low-income
households as was the case in the model that considered all Stable RTC neighborhoods.
High levels of RTC investment are likely the result of large-scale rehabilitation projects,
and in legacy cities, these larger scale projects are almost certainly relying on additional
funding mechanisms to close financing gaps, some which may include income-based
requirements (e.g. LIHTC, HUD 202, project based Sect. 8) that require low-income
units to be created or retained. In other words, Stable areas with higher levels of RTC
investment are able to mitigate the major negative outcome associated with RTC projects
– maintaining housing opportunities for lower income households. Increases in median
rents could be similarly related to incorporating formerly non-residential or vacant
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buildings into a neighborhood’s housing stock, and particularly when high value units are
created, median rents/values will increase even if the rents/values of the pre-existing
dwellings remain the same. In other words, it is possible to see an increase in median
rents without displacement. Additionally, changes in the share of low-income household
could be related to displacement, or to other income groups occupying previously vacant
or non-residential units.
Taken together, the citywide fixed effects in this model again reveal patterns of
gentrification among Stable above median RTC tracts in Baltimore and Philadelphia (i.e.
losses of shares of black residents, shares of very low-income households, and reduced
poverty rates, along with gains in shares of middle-income households, median
household income, share of residents with a bachelor’s degree or greater, share of
professional/technical workers, median housing values, and median rents), similar to the
outcomes from Model 1 that considered all Stable tracts. Compared to the size of the
coefficients in Model 1, some of these outcomes are more pronounced in the Stable high
investment tracts in Philadelphia (shares of very low-income households, middle income
households, upper income households, poverty rates and median rents) and Baltimore
(shares of non-Hispanic blacks, middle-income households). In Richmond (gains in
shares of median household income, share of residents with a bachelor’s degree or
greater, median housing values, and median rents) and St. Louis (increases in shares of
moderate-income households and median housing values), the patterns align more with
revitalization processes, which differs from the citywide fixed effects results in Model 1.
Fewer negative effects in Richmond and St. Louis could be the result of strong state level
RTC programs providing additional lays of financing for these projects which makes the
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inclusion of low-and moderate-income housing units more financially feasible. Across
the four cities, all tracts were significantly associated with gains in median housing
values, which again support the possibility of spillover effects from RTC investments.
As with the other models, these patterns are in relation to the weak extreme of Cleveland.
Model 4: Highly Distressed RTC, High Investment
In the most distressed tracts with the highest levels of investment, the only
significant result is increases (34.7%, p < .05) in the share of low-income households (3150% of citywide median), which is clearly not a gentrification-based pattern of change.59
As with the other models, the significance of this result is not robust to the Bonferroni
correction. Increases in low-income households would normally imply that these
neighborhoods are continuing to decline and their deteriorating housing stock is attracting
lower wealth households. However, knowing these neighborhoods experienced
reinvestment in their built environment through the RTC program, it is logical to assume
that these projects either directly improved the quality and supply of existing affordable
units in these neighborhoods, created new affordable units, or they produced other
amenities (e.g. commercial or retail uses) that attracted additional low-income households
to these census tracts. Alternatively, since this analysis measures shares rather than
levels, all other income groups could be leaving these highly distressed neighborhoods
while the less mobile lowest income group remains. These high investment and thus
likely larger-scale projects may also be relying on additional financing mechanisms that
have income-based requirements like the LIHTC, which could be affecting the increased
shares of low-income households (Cohen, 1998; NPS, 2015). While not directly
measured here, the quality of the affordable housing stock resulting from historic
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rehabilitation projects, because they must adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards, is also likely benefitting these neighborhoods and their residents. However,
significant increases in low-income households in neighborhoods that are already Highly
Distressed could also be indicative of continued concentration of poorer residents and
affordable housing in areas that lack additional amenities and resources.
Similar to Model 2, the citywide fixed effects are associated with patterns of
revitalization in each of the four cities, compared to Cleveland. High investment, Highly
Distressed RTC tracts in each city were significantly related to increases in median rents
and shares of moderate-income households, among a specific mix of other dependent
variables. For example, compared to Cleveland tracts, Richmond tracts were
significantly related to increased shares of moderate-income households, shares of
median household income, share of residents with a bachelor’s degree or greater, median
housing values, median rents, and decreased poverty rates. The coefficients of many of
these variables are larger than in Model 2, which potentially supports the presence of
threshold effects. In short, there may be stronger trends of revitalization in high
investment Highly Distressed tracts within the individual cities.
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Table 20: Difference-in-Difference Regression Results: RTC vs. non-RTC Tracts,
2000-2010
Model 1
Dependent Variables

Stable,
Matched
Tracts

Model 2

Model 3
Model 4
Stable, High Distressed,
Distressed,
RTC
High RTC
Matched
Matched
Matched
Tracts
Tracts
Tracts

Race/Ethnicity
Percent Hispanic
Percent Non-Hispanic Black
Percent Non-Hispanic White

-0.029
(0.277)
-0.126
(0.258)
0.051
(0.157)

-0.072
(0.414)
-0.066
(0.189)
0.109
(0.365)

Socio-economic
Income Groups
Very-low income (30% or less than
citywide MHI)
Low-income (31-50% of citywide
MHI)
Moderate-income (51-80% of
citywide MHI)
Middle-income (81-120% of
citywide MHI)
Upper-income (121% or greater
than citywide MHI)

0.132
(0.225)
-0.157 *^
(0.137)
-0.055
(0.132)
0.048
(0.192)
-0.077
(0.151)
0.080
Median Houshold Income
(0.112)
0.134
Percent Bachelor's or more
(0.126)
0.060
Percent Professional/Technical workers
(0.097)
0.004
Poverty Rate
(0.159)
Housing
0.090
Households
(0.125)
0.062
Median Housing Value
(0.125)
0.181 **^
Median Rent
(0.060)
Observations
338

0.023
(0.344)
-0.203
(0.326)
0.051
(0.212)

-0.075
0.189
(0.135)
(0.268)
0.035
-0.114
(0.091)
(0.182)
-0.098
0.056
(0.096)
(0.166)
-0.065
0.173
0.123
(0.209)
0.102
-0.063
(0.141)
(0.200)
0.071
0.076
(0.080)
(0.154)
0.087
0.121
(0.171)
(0.166)
0.190 **^ 0.112
(0.130)
(0.122)
-0.099
0.036
(0.099)
(0.201)

-0.156
(0.732)
-0.071
(0.290)
0.129
(0.666)

0.112
(0.207)
0.347 **^
(0.156)
-0.084
(0.173)
0.008
(0.216)
-0.064
(0.237)
-0.130
(0.151)
0.011
(0.295)
0.160
(0.205)
0.079
(0.143)

0.034
0.151
0.165
(0.088)
(0.163)
(0.158)
0.186 **^ 0.108
0.025
(0.089)
(0.186)
(0.177)
0.012
0.244 **^ -0.066
(0.069)
(0.087)
(0.123)
322
204
110

All Dependent variables are in natural log form. Standardized coefficients are reported for each
dependent variable. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1
^Results are not robust to the Bonferonni multiple comparison correction.
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Table 21: Citywide Fixed Effect Summary of Significance and Models

Discussion and Policy Implications
Overall, the regression models reveal that, compared to the carefully selected
group of comparison tracts, RTC tracts are associated with minimal changes in
neighborhood socioeconomic and housing composition and no changes in racial
characteristics in these five legacy cities. Furthermore, taking into account the
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison, there are no significant differences
between RTC and non-RTC tracts. These findings raise questions about the arguments in
the existing literature that depict the program as a key force for either gentrification or
revitalization.
While this analysis does not support the argument that RTC-based preservation
activity unequivocally results in gentrified or revitalized neighborhoods, the citywide
fixed effects variables indicate that compared to the weak extreme of Cleveland, Stable
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neighborhoods across the four other cities exhibit patterns closer to gentrification,
particularly in high investment Stable neighborhoods in Baltimore and Philadelphia. In
sum, rather than assuming that preservation-based investments are indicators of
gentrifying neighborhoods, it is important to understand the neighborhood, citywide, and
market contexts within which preservation activity takes place.
The failure to reject the null hypothesis lends support to critiques of the program
that characterize it as primarily benefitting the real estate developers that spearhead these
projects rather than neighborhood or city residents seem (Smith, 1998; Swaim, 2003).
Places with RTC investment are not getting demonstrably worse, but with $4.5 billion
worth of investment flowing into just these five legacy cities over a ten-year period via
the federal RTC program and no apparent effect at the neighborhood level, there is an
opportunity to rethink the delivery of this program so that it supports neighborhood
housing and community development goals, alongside the larger concern for historic
preservation.
Although RTC investments are not significantly changing Stable legacy city
neighborhoods, projects and investments are concentrated in these places, particularly the
Competitive, Educated, & Struggling and Highly Bifurcated neighborhood types. These
types are centrally located in downtowns/urban cores and are becoming more common
across the legacy city landscape, suggesting potential for the RTC as a tool for
maintaining already stable areas in legacy cities and encouraging reinvestment in the built
environment. Greater coordination of RTC projects with other neighborhood-based
investment strategies and strategic targeting initiatives could more effectively leverage
these investments and potentially create better neighborhood outcomes such as
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maintaining affordable housing options, encouraging mixed-use and mixed-income
developments in stable areas, and supporting a strong sense of place rooted in the
preserved historic urban fabric.
As currently structured, the federal RTC program contributes to historic
preservation remaining largely external to local neighborhood planning and community
development efforts in legacy cities because the programmatic oversight for these
projects is primarily through state (state historic preservation offices) and federal
(National Park Service) agencies. To further revitalization goals, state and federal RTC
programs should offer increased incentives for projects that are coordinated with other
local strategies (e.g. areas locally identified for strategic targeting of resources), aligned
with community planning goals (e.g. increasing mixed-use buildings and mixed-income
housing opportunities), or combined with other programs (LIHTC or NMTC). Projects
not meeting these criteria should receive a reduced tax credit. This added layer of review
would likely lengthen the overall application process and require a programmatic
overhaul to ensure increased communication between the National Park Service, state
historic preservation offices, and municipal planning departments. However, it would
also further engage local actors in the RTC decision-making process and broaden its
focus towards neighborhood and community development goals in addition to historic
preservation
For local planners and policymakers involved with strategic targeting, greater
consideration should be given to identifying existing historic resources and leveraging
incentives offered through state and federal RTC programs along with other public and
philanthropic resources that are flowing into targeted neighborhoods. A more integrated
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approach could also help mitigate potential negative or inequitable changes, particularly
as Stable neighborhoods continue to upgrade, and align RTC projects with broader
planning and community development goals. An essential step for better coordination of
RTC projects with other neighborhood and community development investments is
making data (e.g. project location, project applicant/developer, investment amount,
number of units created/rehabilitated, etc.) from both the federal and statewide programs
publically available. This would allow practitioners to understand where projects are
occurring and either use this information to target additional resources to these areas or
work with developers’ familiar with the RTCs program and encourage the rehabilitation
of existing historic resources in other targeted areas.60 This type of data would also
enable more robust, empirically-based spatial and statistical research on the effects of
RTC investments in cities and neighborhoods across the country, expanding this analysis
to neighborhoods in other types of cities and settings (growing, mid-sized, rural areas,
etc.). As others have argued, access to reliable data is necessary to better understand the
effects of the array of state and federal resources flowing into neighborhoods (Pooley,
2015).
Local preservation planners should also proactively survey and prepare National
Register nominations – particularly for historic properties/districts in Highly Distressed
places where there are fewer investments, more risks, and likely less neighborhood-based
capacity to survey/nominate. This would help lower the barriers to entry into these
neighborhoods for rehabilitation-oriented developers, promote the RTCs as a component
of coordinated strategic investments in these communities, and encourage the
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preservation of the unique culture, history, and heritage across all legacy city
neighborhoods.
However, it is also important to recall that the primary goal of the federal RTC
program is preserving historic buildings – not neighborhood change – and incentivizing
this form of redevelopment and real estate investment, which is inherently more
expensive than greenfield development (Ryberg-Webster, 2015b). Additionally, while
the impacts of historic preservation are often framed from an economic perspective, its
benefits extend well beyond these readily measurable components and encompass
broader concepts of culture, history, and meaning, which are also vital to maintaining the
character and sense of place embodied within legacy cities and their urban historic
neighborhoods. In the context of legacy cities, RTC projects are not singlehandedly
overcoming decades of decline and disinvestment, but they may help in setting a tone of
market-based confidence and supporting additional public and private investments.
Future research should explore these possibilities using qualitative methods to understand
the less quantifiable aspects of RTC activity and incorporating other datasets (e.g.
building permits) to explore whether the RTC is catalyzing other types of projects.
While the effects of RTC activity on neighborhood change are not evident in
these five legacy cities between 2000 and 2010, these results are not broadly
generalizable and studying these investments in other cities and time periods could
produce different results. If data on the RTC is made more widely available by NPS and
State Historic Preservation Offices, future research should expand this analysis beyond
legacy cities to growing cities and other geographies to paint a broader picture of the
effects of these investments on neighborhoods in various geographic settings. In
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addition, while census tracts are common proxies for neighborhoods, this spatial scale
could be too large for measuring the effects of RTC projects, which may have more
localized impacts at more refined geographic levels (e.g. block group, block, parcel, etc.).
This analysis also does not capture the interaction between RTC projects and other types
of investments (LIHTC, New Markets Tax Credits, state RTCs, HUD 202, project-based
Section 8), which are commonly paired with the federal credits. Examination of the
residuals showed that the outlier tracts from this model are in select areas that appear to
align with high investment places (e.g. the Euclid Avenue corridor in Cleveland),
supporting the idea that future research should examine if and how RTC projects work in
concert with other neighborhood tools.
Alternative types of econometric models that more precisely account for the scale
of RTC investment (rather than simply presence of RTC activity or not) as well as
measuring the levels of outcome variables rather than shares might also lead to different
interpretations and conclusions. While this empirical analysis provides insight as to the
quantifiable neighborhood changes associated with RTC investments, qualitative case
studies would provide a more nuanced understanding of who is making these
investments, why these projects are important in different neighborhoods, how they are
reshaping the neighborhood built environment in legacy cities, and how they impact less
tangible components of neighborhoods including place attachment, cultural values, and
memory. These are important questions that were beyond the scope of this inquiry but
should be addressed with future research.
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Conclusions
This research examined two questions related to federal historic tax activity and
neighborhoods in five legacy cities: (1) what is the distribution of RTC activity across
legacy city neighborhood types and transition patterns? and (2) what is the relationship
between historic tax credit activity and changes in neighborhood racial, socioeconomic,
and housing characteristics between 2000 and 2010? The descriptive statistics and
regression analyses used to answer these questions revealed that federal RTC activity, in
terms of both total projects and investments, is concentrated in Stable areas within these
legacy cities, and that there were no significant differences in changes in neighborhood
racial, socioeconomic, and housing composition between 2000 and 2010 when comparing
census tracts with federal historic tax credit activity to a carefully selected set of tracts
without historic tax credit activity. While the historic preservation and specifically the
RTC is often criticized for leading to gentrification and touted as a lever for
neighborhood revitalization, this research does not support either of these arguments.
Since the goal of the RTC program is historic preservation which offers broader cultural
and non-economic benefits, the key takeaway for planners and policymakers concerned
with promoting neighborhood-based historic preservation efforts is better coordinating
and leveraging RTC investments with other strategies to positively affect neighborhood
outcomes.
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CHAPTER IV
URBAN PRESERVATION AMID STABILITY AND DISTRESS A COMPARATIVE
CASE STUDY OF HISTORIC TAX CREDIT INVESTMENTS IN TWO ST. LOUIS
NEIGHBORHOODS (ESSAY 3)

Introduction
Federal and state historic rehabilitation tax credits (RTCs) are among the most
widely used incentives for reinvesting in historic buildings. The federal RTC program
and its state-level counterparts support historic preservation through income tax
incentives that reduce the cost of historic rehabilitations and adaptive reuse projects
(NPS, 2015). The program’s goals are intrinsically connected to cities and urban
neighborhoods that possess large shares of historic resources, with the National Trust for
Historic Preservation touting it as the “largest community reinvestment program in the
country” (Place Economics, 2014, p. 1).61 As Ryberg-Webster (2015a, p. 216) argues,
the RTC has “elevated the role of historic preservation in urban development and
engaged the real estate development community in rehabilitation.” The RTC is one of
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the most important public policies for legacy city neighborhoods because of its potential
to transform buildings from outmoded liabilities into assets that meet current demands,
evoke neighborhood history, and contribute to sense of place (Lisokin, Listokin, & Lahr,
1998; Ryberg-Webster, 2013; Ryberg-Webster, 2015b; Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan,
2016).
In legacy cities, also known as shrinking, rust belt, or post-industrial cities,
neighborhoods face complex challenges, including low real estate demand and a
corresponding oversupply of buildings (American Assembly, 2011; Dewar & Thomas,
2013; Hollander, 2010; Mallach, 2012a, 2012b, 2015a). Yet, legacy city neighborhoods
have a rich compilation of historic fabric reflecting their once prominent positions as
powerhouses of industrial might (ACHP, 2014; Bertron & Rypkema, 2012; Moloney,
2012). Historic tax credits are particularly crucial financing mechanisms in these cities
because of low housing prices and high construction costs, which create hurdles for
rehabilitation and reuse in addition to more common challenges of urban development
and upgrading historic buildings (ACHP, 2014).
Substantial resources flow to neighborhoods through state and federal RTC
programs. For example, the federal RTC has prompted an investment of over $109
billion in historic buildings since 1976. In fiscal year 2014, the program supported nearly
1,200 projects worth almost $6B (NPS, 2015). More than half of all states also offer their
own historic tax credit incentives (Schwartz, 2013). State and federal RTC programs
receive praise for their positive economic impacts related to jobs, wages, and gross
product (Coffin, Ryan, & McCall, 2010; Cronyn & Paull 2009; HTTC, 2010; Lendel et
al., 2015; Listokin, Lahr, & Heydt 2012; Listokin, Lahr, Heydt, & Stanek, 2011; Listokin,
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Lahr, & Martin 2001; Mason, 2005; O’Brien, 2011; Rypkema & Wiehagen, 1998).
However, Chapter 3 of this dissertation found limited support for claims that RTC
investments spur either neighborhood revitalization or gentrification.
As a financing mechanism for historic preservation, the historic tax credit
program is one tool for neighborhood reinvestment that exists within a multifaceted
context of actors and strategies working to improve neighborhood conditions and
facilitate revitalization processes. Despite its long history and widespread use, there is
limited scholarly research on the RTC (Kinahan, 2016- Essay 2; Ryberg-Webster, 2013;
Ryberg-Webster, 2015a, Ryberg-Webster, 2015b; Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan, 2016).
The research question at the center of this inquiry asks: How are historic tax credits used
as a preservation and reinvestment tool by various actors in differing neighborhood
contexts? This research breaks new ground by using a qualitative approach to unravel
how and why historic tax credit investments occur within various types of neighborhoods
as part of a broader context of shrinkage and decline that exists in legacy cities. In doing
so, it adds depth to the dominant quantitative studies of preservation impacts and
addresses calls within the literature for in-depth studies of the political frameworks
associated with preservation decision-making (Mason, 2008).
The comparative case study approach, using two St. Louis neighborhoods –
Lafayette Square and Grand Center/Midtown Alley (GC/MA) – facilitates an
understanding of the role RTC projects played in both stable and declining
neighborhoods from the late 1990s through 2010 (Figure 26).62 The comparative case
study approach is a common way to understand the dynamics and tensions that exist at
the neighborhood level (Hackworth & Rekers, 2005; Martin, 2007; Ryberg, 2011). This
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essay fills gaps in the existing literature by: (1) highlighting social and political contexts
of historic preservation as a form of neighborhood urban preservation and development
with a particular focus on the tool of historic tax credits and (2) examining the interplay
between the economic and cultural/heritage values of historic preservation embodied
within RTC projects, (3) analyzing how the pro-growth underpinnings of historic
preservation, and particularly the RTC program, function in the context of a
shrinking/non-growing city and its stable and declining neighborhoods.
Lafayette Square and Grand Center/Midtown Alley experienced comparable
levels of federal RTC activity in terms of both projects and total investment between
1997 and 2010. The neighborhoods had differing trajectories in the late 20th century,
with GC/MA suffering from increasing distress and LS experiencing an upward
trajectory over time.63 Eighteen key person interviews with local real estate developers,
historic preservation consultants, community development practitioners, and local
planning officials collected through fieldwork in St. Louis conducted during the fall of
2015 are the primary data source for this analysis. Additional information came from
planning and policy documents related to the two neighborhoods and the City of St.
Louis as a whole, along with local and national media resources.
Missouri’s state RTC program (MRTC) is the largest statewide RTC program in
the nation and supported approximately $79 million in historic rehabilitations in fiscal
year 2013 (Schweich, 2014).64 Between 1997 and 2010, federal RTC investments in St.
Louis totaled over $1.3 billion, which is the highest citywide level based on available
data.65 The combination of the prominence of the MRTC, high level of historic tax credit
investment in St. Louis, and existence of RTC projects across neighborhoods
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transitioning in opposite directions makes St. Louis a particularly interesting
unique/extreme single case for this research inquiry. This research also adds to existing
discussions on the nature of neighborhood change in the city of St. Louis (Monti &
Burghoff, 2012; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014) and expands this line of inquiry to
incorporate an understanding of the role of historic preservation, specifically the RTC
program (Ryberg-Webster, 2013).
The case studies reveal several important lessons about RTC investments as a tool
for urban neighborhood preservation in legacy cities. These lessons include: (1) the RTC
is a flexible and adaptable tool that is useful in varying neighborhood context; (2) the
size, scale, and land use of the historic urban fabric influence RTC activity; (3) stable
neighborhoods are vital testing grounds for developing the knowledge needed to employ
the RTC; (4) situational conditions and culture context influence RTC investment
decisions; and (5) RTC reinvestment decision-making processes consider both the
economic and cultural values rooted in historic preservation, which work to collectively
buffer the risk involved with historic rehabilitation projects.
The chapter first provides an overview of historic rehabilitation tax credits, then
shifts to establish the relevant scholarly literature frameworks for this inquiry, grounded
in the discourses of the social and political dimensions of urban neighborhood
preservation and the economic and cultural values of historic preservation within the
context of places dealing with shrinkage and decline. After a summary of the data and
methods, the essay turns to a brief contextual overview of the City of St. Louis and then
proceeds to descriptive narratives of the case study neighborhoods. This is followed by a
section comparing the two cases, highlighting the common threads, and analyzing the
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divergences within the two narratives. The essay concludes with lessons and
implications for neighborhood planning, redevelopment, and historic preservation
policies in legacy cities.
Figure 26: City of St. Louis and Case Study Neighborhoods
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Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits
In response to mid-century urban crises that saw massive depopulation of urban
centers in favor of suburban developments as well as calls for financial support for
historic preservation in the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, federal tax
policies changed in the 1970s and 1980s to encourage urban revitalization and support
reinvestment in historic resources (Ryberg-Webster, 2015b). These tax reforms in 1976,
1978, 1981, and 1986 made preservation a more financially feasible approach through
incentives and ultimately resulted in the federal historic rehabilitation tax credit program
(RTC), which now functions as “the largest federal program specifically supporting
historic preservation” (NPS, 2015, p. 1).66 The RTC is among a set of federal and state
policies that indirectly support housing and neighborhood revitalization, along with other
programs including the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC), New Markets Tax
Credits (NMTC), Community Development Block Grants, and HOME Investment
Partnerships (Erickson, 2009; Ryberg-Webster, 2015b; Swanstrom & Webber, 2014). In
her study of RTC investment in Richmond, VA, Ryberg-Webster (2015a, p. 428)
observes that the program functions “as a de facto urban housing policy” because of the
large number of new market rate and affordable units created through projects supported
by the historic tax credit.
The RTC program offers a 20% income tax credit for buildings that are listed on
or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, are income-producing, and
undergo substantial rehabilitation.67 Unlike other tax credit programs (e.g. LIHTC or
NMTC) the federal RTC program is not competitive and there is no annual cap on
expenditures. Applicants complete a three-part review process that certifies the
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building’s eligibility, approves the rehabilitation plan and its compliance with the federal
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, and ultimately certifies the
completed work prior to the release of the tax credit from the Internal Revenue Service.
Missouri is one of more than 25 states with their own historic tax credit, offering a 25%
credit for both income-producing and owner-occupied buildings.68 Its structure is
generally similar to the requirements of the federal program; however, the credits are
allowed to be transferred, sold, or assigned, making them more fungible for equity
purposes than the federal credits which must be syndicated (Schweich, 2014).69
Literature Framework
While RTCs are a widely used form of urban neighborhood preservation, the
actors, organizations, and decision-making processes comprising the social and political
dimensions of these investments are not well understood. In legacy cities, the built
environment is under constant demolition pressure, but reinvestment in historic structures
is facilitated through the RTC. Examining the social and political aspects of RTC
projects in different types of neighborhoods that are part of a city facing shrinkage and
decline adds to the discourse focused on understanding the economic and cultural values
at play in historic preservation.
The Social and Political Dimension of Urban Neighborhood Preservation
Urban neighborhood preservation efforts date back to the 1920s in Charleston,
SC, when the city “linked reclamation of its historic neighborhoods to the broader aims
of center city planning and economic rejuvenation,” (Silver, 1991, p. 69). Places like
New Orleans and Richmond, VA followed similar approaches in the ensuing decades
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(Silver, 1991; Weyeneth, 2000, 2004). With the onslaught of demolition and clearance
from mid-century urban renewal programs, calls for neighborhood development
strategies that protected existing buildings and preserved historic fabric gained
momentum, and organizations such as the Historic Savannah and Historic Charleston
Foundations began actively administering revolving loan funds for historic preservation
(Hodder, 1996; Rose, 1981; Silver, 1991). As Ryberg (2012, p. 194) demonstrates with
the case of Philadelphia, there were instances where preservation was integrated within
urban renewal strategies – with the city’s Society Hill neighborhood among the most
well-known examples – resulting in an approach that “combined demolition and
redevelopment, conservation and stabilization, and pristine historic restorations,” which
was vital to the retention of much of the city’s built environment. Starting in the 1960s
and 1970s, the “urban pioneers,” of the back-to-the-city movement repopulated historic
neighborhoods, and these newcomers were often wealthier, more educated, and whiter
than existing residents, creating race- and class-based tensions and connecting
preservation to gentrification (Hamer, 1998; Laska & Spain, 1980; Lees, Slater, & Wyly,
2008).
On the whole, these forays into preservation-based neighborhood redevelopment
reflected the top-down approach that dominated mid-century planning in that “they
involved a range of public and quasi-governmental agencies but did not engage existing
low-income residents or attempt to prevent their displacement” (Ryberg, 2011, p. 140).
By the late 1970s, “urban preservation…was becoming intertwined in a wide variety of
community issues” shifting the focus to “spatial, functional, and visual factors…over
historicity,” in places such as Boston’s Beacon Hill and North End (Ford, 1979). Cities
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including Richmond and Savannah directly addressed the displacement and gentrification
challenges through approaches that included retaining low- and moderate-income
housing with Community Development Block Grant funds, maintaining neighborhood
the mixed-income and racial characteristics, and establishing a grassroots preservation
organization among the African American community (Silver, 1991). Despite some
progress, cities continued to struggle with achieving more equitable outcomes from
neighborhood preservation approaches, which fueled criticism of historic preservation for
its role in fostering gentrification (Birch & Roby, 1984; Hodder, 1996; Rose, 1981;
Silver, 1991; Smith, 1998; Werwath, 1998; Weyeneth, 2000, 2004).
As urban neighborhood preservation continued expanding beyond its narrowly
focused past (Page & Mason, 2005) it established firmer connections with a variety of
important urban agendas, including: “preserving and enhancing the physical design of a
place (Ashworth & Larkham, 1994); improving neighborhood conditions and appearance
(Laska & Spain, 1980; Varady & Raffel, 1995); enhancing tourist trade (Tiesdell et al.,
1996); and supporting community economic development (Barthel, 1996; Tiesdell et al.,
1996)” (Hodder, 1999, p. 439). With these linkages to community development,
revitalization, and growth strategy for cities, scholars began to examine the relationship
between historic preservation and broader political and social justice issues. Ryberg
(2011, p. 157) highlights the deep connections between the success of preservation-based
approaches and neighborhood politics in a comparative case study of historic
preservation as a tool for stabilizing low-income neighborhoods in Cincinnati and
Pittsburgh, and concludes that “using historic preservation in community development is
difficult, complex, and one strategy among many choices for disinvested neighborhoods.”
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In a study of the processes of historic designation in two Chicago neighborhoods, Zhang
(2011, p. 536) finds that neighborhood political contexts, particularly aldermanic
privilege and the alignment of political wards with perceived neighborhood boundaries,
are critical forces shaping how preservation is used as a tool for revitalization. Saito
(2009, p. 172) zeros in on the racial undertones embedded in the decision-making
processes where historic preservation is a revitalization approach, demonstrating the
vulnerability of historic sites associated with racial minorities to demolition because they
are less likely to be associated with famous architects or “aesthetically or architecturally
exceptional… [thus] activists have to establish the importance of the structures in terms
of their social history.”
As the existing literature demonstrates, examining the social and political contexts
of urban neighborhood preservation reveals important decision-making processes, key
actors and organizations, and other forces that shape historic preservation activity.
Absent from the existing discourse is a specific focus on historic rehabilitation tax credit
investments as a form of urban neighborhood preservation and consideration of how this
tool functions within different types of places in cities facing long-term shrinkage and
decline, despite its position as “the largest federal program specifically supporting
historic preservation” (NPS, 2015). RTC projects are arguably the primary form of urban
preservation in many cities, and represent an active approach to urban preservation, as
they are the mechanism through which actual investment in historic properties occurs. 70
The continued application of historic preservation, and particularly the historic tax credit,
as a means of community development, revitalization, and growth, necessitates the
examination of the social and political dynamics of this urban development tool.
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Uncovering the key actors, decision-making processes, and other neighborhood level
factors that influence these investments provides a better understanding of how this tool
can contribute to improving legacy city neighborhoods.
Reinvestment amid Decline and Shrinkage in Legacy City Neighborhoods
For many legacy cities, the population decline and economic restructuring that
started in the middle and latter decades of the twentieth century and continues through the
present day created a set of neighborhood level challenges that revolve around vacancy,
blight, abandonment, low demand, and oversupply (Dewar & Thomas, 2013; Hollander,
2010; Mallach, 2012a, 2012b; Ryan, 2012; Ryan & Campo, 2013). In light of these
circumstances, neighborhood-oriented policy discussions in legacy cities often focus on
demolition (Bertron & Rypkema, 2012; CUDC, 2011; Gallagher, 2010; Highsmith, 2009;
Schwarz, 2012; Mallach, 2011, 2012b; McGahey & Vey, 2008; Yin & Silverman, 2015)
and/or strategically targeted investments (Accordino & Fasulo, 2013; Galster, Tatian, &
Accordino, 2006; Thomson, 2008, 2011, 2012).
Recent analysis uncovered that the urban cores of some legacy cities experienced
“unprecedented revitalization” (Mallach, 2015a, p. 443) during the first decades of the
21st century, particularly in terms of job growth and population increases. In an intensive
case study of federal RTC projects in Richmond, VA, Ryberg-Webster (2015a, p. 428)
observes that this financing mechanism facilitates private sector response “to new
demands for urban housing and mixed-use environments and is capitalizing on the
distinctive character of the city’s historic building stock.” As Ryberg-Webster (2013)
shows, federal RTC projects are key contributors to downtown revitalization, particularly
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in legacy cities where they support ongoing post-industrial transformation by “adaptively
reusing vacant and underused buildings that lost their purpose in the wake of
deindustrialization.”
Research also finds RTC investments create new affordable housing units in
legacy city neighborhoods, likely through the repurposing of vacant structures (RybergWebster & Kinahan, 2016), which counters arguments that all forms of historic
preservation result in gentrification (Smith, 1998; Werwath, 1998). Chapter 3 of this
dissertation analyzes of the impact of RTC investments on racial, socioeconomic, and
housing trend across neighborhoods in five legacy cities, concluding that these
investments are not associated with gentrification. However, this analysis also produces
scant evidence that RTC investments are important factors in revitalization processes,
contradicting arguments in the existing literature. While the physical displacement
effects of historic preservation investments may be muted in the weak market context of
legacy cities, as Hyra (2015) argues, the potential for political and cultural displacement
as neighborhoods’ change is an equally important social dimension to consider.
Amid this backdrop of city-level decline and shrinkage, extensive demolition, and
pockets of neighborhood revitalization with connections to historic preservation, there is
a need to better understand the actors, organizations, and decision-making processes
underpinning investments in legacy city historic buildings, via the RTC program.
Chapter 2 of this dissertation and other recent research also show a diversity of
neighborhood types (Tighe & Ganning, 2016) and neighborhood change trajectories
(Mallach, 2015b). This research investigates how and why RTC activity varies within
the different neighborhood contexts that exist within legacy cities.
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Historic Preservation as Pro-Growth Strategy
Implicit within the structure of publically-supported RTC investments is not just a
desire to preserve historic buildings, but to create strong, resilient, and competitive
neighborhoods that are places of choice among residents in the regional real estate market
(McCabe & Ellen, 2016). As other scholars have argued, there are clear connections
between historic preservation and pro-growth politics (Logan & Molotch, 1987; Peterson,
1981). Historic tax credits played an important role in solidifying preservation-based
development as a pro-growth strategy, establishing the “heritage machine” as a dominant
type of development coalition in some cities (Barthel, 1996, p. 121). Reichl (1997, p.
513) identifies historic preservation as strategy for unifying growth coalitions that created
unexpected alliances between preservation groups and the business community in the
revitalization of 42nd Street/Times Square in New York City. Although Stone (1989)
portrayed historic preservation as disconnected from the pro-growth coalitions in his
seminal work on regime politics in Atlanta, Newman (2001) contends that greater
integration of preservation into urban growth strategies occurred over subsequent years
through the regime-based process of social learning.
For the most part, these linkages to the urban growth machine reflect the
economic values of historic preservation and are less focused on the cultural values
inherent in preservation that reflect “the intellectual, moral and artistic aspect of human
life” (Throsby, 2001, p. 3-4). Economic values and behaviors are often intrinsically
individualistic and self-interested while cultural behaviors stem from more collective
impulses and express “the beliefs, aspirations and identifications of a group” (Throsby,
2001, p. 13, emphasis original). This dichotomy extends to the analysis of historic
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preservation where “[e]conomists regard preservation first as a market phenomenon, a set
of goods and services best appraised in terms of prices. But conservation discourse
regards heritage as priceless, and therefore beyond economic analysis” (Mason, 2008, p.
304).
In legacy cities experiencing significant shrinkage and decline, the duality of
preservation is important to recognize because the economic benefits may be muted by
the larger weak market context. Moreover, the breadth of the contribution of historic
preservation to these cities, neighborhoods, and residents lies within its economic and
cultural benefits, the latter of which are far more difficult to measure and are best
understood with forms of analysis rooted in interpretation rather than measurement. As
Mason (2006, p. 23) describes “the practice of preservation… [is] both an individual and
collective process of constructing a relationship to the past…that is shaped by social
forces, politics, [cultural] traditions, [and] economic pressures.” The cultural values and
benefits of historic preservation are also extremely relevant to legacy cities’ struggling
with a deepening of longstanding racial and spatial divides (Mallach, 2015a; Tighe &
Ganning, 2015) “[b]ecause cultural identity supports social status, and because heritage
supports cultural identity, it is impossible to insulate the treatment of heritage from
fundamental questions of social justice” (Kaufman, 2009, p. 330-331).
RTC investments occur in both stable and distressed neighborhoods, though
investment and projects are more concentrated in stable neighborhoods, as shown in
Chapter 3. Ryberg-Webster and Kinahan (2016, p. 13) similarly show that “historic
preservation [via the federal RTC] is possible across a wide range of communities,
including very low-and low-income areas.” Although the quantitative research in
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Chapter 3 showed limited impacts from RTC investments in legacy city neighborhoods,
these investments are still important projects with potentially non-quantifiable effects.
This research builds on these findings to examine how and why RTC investments occur
in different legacy city neighborhoods, who the key actors are in these decision-making
processes, and how these projects intersect with broader components of decline and
shrinkage that shape legacy cities.
Methodology and Data
This essay employs a qualitative comparative case study approach with the city of
St. Louis as the single case study city and two neighborhoods as embedded units (Yin,
2009). The embedded cases illustrate comparable processes (i.e. RTC investment) across
different neighborhood contexts (i.e. stable and declining) within a single city, holding
constant the municipal structure and regional economic and population dynamics. The
primary focus of the case study narrative is the cross-case analysis of RTC projects in the
different neighborhood types. Transferability stems from analytic generalization that
involves the comparison of case study results to existing theoretical frameworks (Yin,
2009). The question at the center of this inquiry is: How are historic tax credits used as a
preservation and reinvestment tool by various actors in differing neighborhood contexts?
The research employs a qualitative approach to add a depth of understanding about the
role of historic preservation, via the RTC, its economic and cultural values, and the
meaning of these investments for different types of neighborhoods in legacy cities.
With its national reputation for revitalization through historic tax credit
investments, St. Louis is a rich single case city for understanding the role of RTC projects
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in the processes of legacy city neighborhood change (Holt, 1999; Sharoff, 2001, 2006).
The selection of St. Louis and the embedded neighborhood cases is based on federal
historic tax credit activity between 1997 and 2010. Data on these projects were obtained
from the Technical Preservation Services Division of the National Park Service,
including address, application dates, project costs, and housing units before/after
rehabilitation. Compared to other legacy cities in this dataset, St. Louis has the highest
total investment ($1.93 billion), total projects (616), and investment per square mile ($29
million), and nearly a third of all census tracts in the city experienced federal RTC
investment between 1997 and 2010 (Table 22).
Table 22: Summary of Key RTC Usage Statistics in Select Legacy Cities
Total RTC Investment (1997-2010)
Total RTC Projects
RTC Investment per Sq. Mile
Share of Census Tracts with RTC Investment

Baltimore
Cleveland
Philadelphia
Richmond
St. Louis
$ 938,360,624 $ 891,925,793 $ 1,826,383,807 $ 1,132,920,768 $ 1,928,503,381
259
111
259
513
616
$ 10,168,624 $ 10,815,155 $ 12,889,088 $ 18,126,732 $ 29,131,471
21%
15%
14%
42%
32%

Source : Author's calcuations; NPS RTC dataset.
Note: Totals include only those projects with recorded Part 3 decision dates. Constant 2010 dollars.

Chapter 2 highlights the different neighborhood types in legacy cites, with the
majority of these neighborhoods characterized by sustained, long-term distress, and only
a handful of places positively transitioning from distress to stability (Tighe & Ganning,
2016). To better understand the role of RTC projects in different neighborhood types that
experienced differing trajectories, the essay analyzes two St. Louis neighborhoods – one
stable and one distressed – with roughly similar levels of RTC activity in terms of
projects and investments (Table 23).
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Table 23: Key Neighborhood and RTC Characteristics of Case Study
Neighborhoods
Census
Tract

Total RTC
Projects (19972010)

Total RTC
Investment (19972010)

Location
with St.
Louis

Grand
Center/Midtown
Alley

1211

17

$46,660,896

West of
downtown,
adjacent

Lafayette
Square

1232

9

$25,806,259

South of
downtown,
adjacent

Transition
Pattern (19702010)

2010 Neighborhood Type
(Kinahan, 2015- Essay 1)
Distressed, Collapsed Urban Core :
long-term renters, high rates of poverty
and public assistance among renters;
high vacancy rates, weak housing
Stable to
values, and low educational attainment;
Distressed
large share of the population is under
18, black, and unemployed; higherthan average rents; some white
residents
Stable, Highly Bifurcated : high
rates of poverty and public assistance,
Distressed to
transient renters; high-value housing
Stable
occupied by well-educated singles;
low-income renters

The primary data presented in this essay were collected from fieldwork in St.
Louis that included key person interviews, photographs, and observation. The eighteen
interviews included project developers, community development experts, local planners,
historic preservation consultants, and financing partners.71 Preliminary research on the
neighborhood cases and the RTC projects identified relevant categories of interviewees
(i.e. project developers, historic preservation consultants, community partners, public
sector officials) a handful of prospective interviewees and the remaining interview
subjects were identified through snowball sampling. The interviews were semistructured/open-ended with separate protocols for real estate developers, neighborhood
organization and city officials, and historic preservation consultants, with questions
focused on: the interviewee’s experience with the RTC program, including specific
projects in the two case neighborhoods; how the RTC projects contributed to changes in
the neighborhoods; and the benefits and drawbacks of the RTC program.72 All interviews
were recorded and transcribed. Data reduction included coding and theme identification
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and focused on synthesis and analysis for the cross-case comparison. Pattern matching,
or comparing empirically based patterns with predicted patterns, is used to strengthen the
internal validity of the case study analysis, with the themes and patterns identified from
the interview data compared with scholarly literature as well as media sources and local
and state planning and policy documents (Yin, 2009).
St. Louis and the Missouri State Historic Tax Credit
Having lost about half of its population since 1970 (Table 24), St. Louis is
commonly featured among the set of legacy or shrinking cities examined in this growing
body of literature (Ganning & Tighe, 2015; Mallach, 2014, 2015a; Schilling & Logan,
2008; Tighe & Ganning, 2015, 2016; Vey, 2007). Like other legacy cities, population
decline occurred alongside rising poverty and vacancy rates and income losses.
Swanstrom and Webber (2014) characterize the St. Louis regional housing market as
weak, falling below a 3:1 ratio of median household income to median housing price.73
Employment and investment in the St. Louis region is also concentrated in suburban
locations outside the urban core (Kneebone, 2013).
The city is often framed in terms of north and south St. Louis. Scholars (Tighe &
Ganning, 2015) argue there is a clear race-based unevenness between these two parts
stemming from a series of policies, prejudices, and plans (i.e. urban renewal, triage, and
the foreclosure crisis) that resulted in a “divergent city” where the predominantly African
American neighborhoods of north St. Louis suffered from extensive blight, vacancy, high
crime rates, and poor infrastructure while south St. Louis experienced modest success
with areas of commercial reinvestment and stable housing markets. In addition to the
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north/south divide, the city’s central corridor, “generally defined as the area between
downtown and the River West to I-170 bordered on the South by I-64 and on the North
by Delmar and Washington,” is the location of much of the city’s historic building stock
along with other cultural amenities and anchor institutions (Swanstrom & Webber, 2014,
p. 28) (Figure 26). Monti & Burghoff (2012) demonstrate the successes of
institutionally-sponsored major redevelopment projects in the central corridor and
Swanstrom & Webber (2014) find a large share of “rebounding” neighborhoods in this
part of the city.74
In 1998, the Missouri state legislature enacted a state historic tax credit, allowing
developers to claim 25% of eligible historic rehabilitation costs against state income tax
obligations. Owner-occupied structures qualify for the MRTC, unlike the federal credit,
and for income-producing buildings, the MRTC is frequently paired with the federal
credit creating a subsidy of 45% of qualified project costs.75 Since its inception, the
MRTC is widely used throughout the state, “[w]ith redemptions of over $1.1 billion in
the past decade” making it “the largest [state RTC program] in the nation” (Schweich,
2014, p. 8). Preservationists consider the MRTC program extremely successful and
highlight the statewide economic benefits of the MRTC program including nearly $670
million in new tax revenue, $2.9 billion private investment leveraged, and better-thanexpected annual job growth in high wage positions (Coffin, Ryan, & McCall, 2010).76
However, in recent years the MRTC program is under constant attack from the
state legislature, as noted by all interviewees that were part of this research and several
media sources (Olgive, 2013; Rosenbaum, 2013; Young, 2010). The discontent primarily
stems from state representatives concerned with the budgetary impact of the MRTC
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whose the initial cost projections were $14.3 million per year, yet “program redemptions
have significantly exceeded this estimate since 2002” (Schweich, 2014, p. 8). The
Missouri State Auditor recently concluded that the program’s goals were “laudable in
some respects” but called the current structure “an inefficient use of state resources,”
primarily because only 49% to 85% of each dollar invested by the state supports
rehabilitation, while “[t]he remainder goes to investors, tax credit brokers or syndicators,
and the federal and state government in the form of income taxes” (Schweich, 2014, p.
9).
Table 24: Changes in Key Demographic Variables, Lafayette Square, Grand
Center/Midtown Alley, and the City of St. Louis, 1970-2010
Grand
Center/
Lafayette Midtown
Square
Alley
City of
(1232)
(1211) St. Louis
2

Total Population
Percent Black
Percent White
Total Households
Percent Bachelor's Degree
Poverty Rate

-52%
15%
-18%
-14%
55%
-2%

Average Household Income 1

75%

Average Housing Value
Total Housing Units
Renter Occupied
Owner Occupied
Vacancy Rate

1

432%
-15%
-26%
26%
-1%

1970-2010
-63%
27%
-27%
-32%
2%
3%
-42%
3

n/a
-37%
4%
-4%
-7%

-49%
9%
-15%
-35%
19%
6%
-2%
172%
-26%
-6%
6%
11%

Source: Geolytics' Neighborhood Change Database.
1

Average housing values were used to maintain consistency of the unit
of measure because the Census only reports averages for household
income/housing values rather than medians in 1970 and 1980. Constant
2010 dollars.
2

2006-2010 American Community Survey 5-year Estimates.

3

Average housing value reported at $0 for Grand Center/Midtown
Alley. Only 4% of units classified as owner-occupied (1970), 0%
(1990), 1% (2000), and 0% (2006-2010).
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Case Studies
RTCs in Stability: Lafayette Square
Lafayette Square was originally planned as a “stable upper-class environment” for
those seeking a less congested landscape than nearby downtown St. Louis, and bereft of
nuisances of the day such as “dram shops; iron foundries; hemp, soap, candle and vitriol
factories; livery stables” (Primm, 1981, p. 361). The neighborhood took shape during the
middle decades of the nineteenth century with “rows of expensive town houses”
constructed around the border of Lafayette Park (LSRC, 2001; Primm, 1981, p. 361). In
1896, a tornado decimated the neighborhood, sparking the relocation of many residents to
newer neighborhoods west of downtown and leading to a period of decline that spanned
the next seven decades (Hamer, 1998; LSRC, 2001; Primm, 1981). Despite being “zoned
for business” in 1918 and “experience[ing] lengthy erosion of its status,” including the
conversion of countless grand homes to rooming houses or other types of multi-family
units, the area retained “just enough of its former glory…to excite interest in
rehabilitation in the 1960s and 1970s” (Hamer, 1998, p. 75).
Around this time, the so-called “urban pioneers” of the nationwide back-to-thecity movement flocked to Lafayette Square “with the mission to restore and renovate the
irreplaceable Victorian architecture” (LSRC, 2001, p. 8). These early in-movers formed
the Lafayette Square Restoration Committee in the late 1960s and were crucial to
establishing a preservation ethos that still permeates the neighborhood. Along with the
nearby Soulard neighborhood, Lafayette Square was “the cradle of the historic
preservation, back-to-the-city movement of the early 1970s in St. Louis” and “the apex
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historic neighborhood in the city in many ways” (A. Weil, personal communication,
September 2015). This perspective was also echoed in the most recent neighborhood
plan (LSQR, 2001) where the purpose and objectives laid out a focus on the continued
revitalization of the area.77 Multiple interviewees described Lafayette Square as “one of
the stronger markets in the city” (S. Acree, personal communication, September 2015).
The neighborhood’s current land use includes mostly residential housing stock, but larger
industrial sites as well as a small commercial corridor are mixed into the neighborhood.
Chapter 2 showed this neighborhood was one of a handful of legacy city neighborhoods
positively transitioning from highly distressed to stable between 1970 and 2010,
experiencing substantial increases in housing values, share of residents with a bachelor’s
degree or more, and average household incomes (Table 24).
The urban pioneers employed a variety of historic preservation tools in their early
neighborhood planning efforts. The Lafayette Square Restoration Plan (1971) was a joint
effort on the part of the city and neighborhood that organized residents, highlighted
redevelopment opportunities, and facilitated the local (1972) and National Register
(1973) historic district designations (Figure 27) (LSRC, 2001). In particular, the National
Register historic district laid the groundwork for future RTC investments by essentially
eliminating the first step of the application process. Furthermore, the timing of the
National Register district – prior to the existence the RTC – speaks to the deeper heritage
values placed on the historic urban fabric beyond any economic benefits derived from
subsequent tax incentives.
Driven by these values and their commitment to preservation, residents of
Lafayette Square took on projects as “labors of love,” which one historic preservation
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Figure 27: Local and National Register Historic District Boundaries, Lafayette Sq.
and Grand Center/Midtown
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consultant described as “the kind of work you do as a homeowner and you do what you
can, as you can afford to do it on the building” (K. B. Baxter, person communication,
September 2015). Another city official noted that these “were not rational investments”
and it was the “do-it-yourself approach” that made them feasible (B. Bradley, personal
communication, September 2015). These early projects – mostly renovations of owneroccupied buildings – were piecemeal approaches to preservation, and were not of the
professional quality of later rehabilitation work that was supported by the RTC and
MRTC and executed to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. However, they
collectively laid the groundwork for future RTC reinvestments and formed the
neighborhoods’ deep commitment to preservation-based revitalization.
A strong sense of neighborhood attachment permeates Lafayette Square, with
“high level[s] of neighborhood participation in the well-being and continued
improvement of the community and subsequently, the city” (LSRC, 2001, p. 8). The
vested nature of these connections is at least partially driven by the local historic district
designation and the associated development review process, which is strictly enforced.78
While the historic preservation efforts in Lafayette Square are neighborhood-driven and
supported often by the local alderwoman, this agenda may not capture all segments of the
neighborhood, as one city official described:
What I think is unusual about St. Louis historic preservation is that it’s
neighborhood driven. It’s not top-down…It’s bottom-up and very neighborhood
involved…between the alderman and the neighborhood committees – they tell
developers what the neighborhood and alderman want…we have this firm
neighborhood investment in historic districts… [However], the membership of
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these committees doesn’t tend to change over time. So they can reflect a very
small segment of the neighborhood’s thinking (B. Bradley, personal
communication, September 2015).79
Nine federal RTC projects occurred in Lafayette Square from 1997-2010, totaling
over $27 million in investment, adding an additional 81 housing units to the
neighborhood and rehabilitating 114 existing units, the majority of which were market
rate (Table 25).80 The rehabilitation of the Brown Shoe Company building into senior
housing (now the Allen Market Lane Apartments) retained one hundred units of
affordable housing (Figure 28).81 The WireWorks building east of Lafayette Park was
the largest RTC investment totaling $14.35 million and added 81 new housing units
(Figure 29). The smallest investment was a duplex building on Preston Place, a $79,000
investment that retained two existing market rate units (Figure 30).
Figure 28: City Hospital & Allen Market Lane Apartments, Lafayette
Square/Soulard. Source: Author, 2015
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Figure 29: WireWorks, Lafayette Square. Source: Author, 2015

Figure 30: Duplex, Lafayette Square. Source: Author, 2015
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The creation of the MRTC in 1997 attracted the real estate development
community to neighborhoods like Lafayette Square and Soulard, which they had
previously eschewed for easier and more financially feasible suburban locations: “Once
the historic credits became well known, then all of a sudden, people who would never
look at something in the city decided to come down. They jumped on the bandwagon” (P.
Rothschild, personal communication, September 2015). In addition to drawing greater
interest in existing historic buildings and the neighborhood from outside investors, the
MRTC also supported the work of people already invested in the neighborhood by
“mak[ing] deals work that couldn’t work before…the tax credits, particularly in the larger
buildings, allowed and encouraged people to renovate those properties” (P. Rothschild,
personal communication, September 2015).
Other so-called “catalytic” effects of tax credit investments noted in the
interviews included supporting better quality non-historic rehabilitation projects,
improving overall market confidence, and motivating homeowners who did not
necessarily use the tax credit but were “encouraged to undertake major improvements
because of what was happening around them…So you might have one project that used
the tax credits but then several around them did not” (K. B. Baxter, personal
communication, September 2015).” In short, the MRTC accelerated the pace and scale of
development that was already underway in Lafayette Square by residents and other
vested neighborhood interests. Additionally, the combination of the MRTC with the
federal RTC created a substantial incentive for launching the next phase of rehabilitations
in Lafayette Square beyond the residential housing stock to some of the larger vacant
commercial and manufacturing sites. Interviewees consistently referred to Lafayette
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Square and other neighborhoods with a strong historic urban fabric, as at the forefront of
using the RTC program as “a neighborhood creating tool” (S. Coffin, personal
communication, September 2015).82 In Lafayette Square, MRTC investments built on
the efforts of residents dedicated to historic preservation who had laid the groundwork for
revitalization in prior decades: “once the program [MRTC] came on line, historic
preservation and revitalization was already under way in Lafayette Square. So the tool
itself did not generate initial efforts to revitalize” (S. Coffin, personal communication,
September 2015). The spatial focus of rehabilitations over time emanated from the
neighborhood’s namesake anchor, Lafayette Park, outward, with areas closest to the park
commanding the most attention and real estate premiums.83
The WireWorks project was completed in 2003 using state and federal RTCs and
adaptively reused a recently vacated wire car pin factory that was described as “an
absolute eyesore sitting here in this beautiful neighborhood,” (E. McMahon, personal
communication, September 2015) into mixed-use space including apartments and
office/retail uses.84 The success of the WireWorks building set the stage for other large
scale adaptive reuse projects on the edges of Lafayette Square and in nearby Soulard,
including City Hospital (partially financed through MRTCs) and Allen Market Lane
Apartments in the former Mexican Hat Factory (Figure 28). A local historic preservation
consultant, described Allen Market Lane Apartments (completed in 2006) as “a huge
victory for preservation” (M. Allen, personal communication, September 2015) because
it played a large part in maintaining the urban fabric of the Soulard neighborhood due to
the sheer size and scale of the building. These RTC and MRTC supported adaptive reuse
investments at the edges of the neighborhood were important contributors to its continued
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revitalization, as Allen characterized it, “using historic tax credits was pivotal to
fortifying the neighborhood edges…there are these big buildings at the perimeter like
City Hospital, the Eden Lofts…that weren’t going to be done without it” (M. Allen,
personal communication, September 2015).
While the neighborhood’s combination of stability and a deep commitment to
historic preservation guided its own revitalization process, rehabilitation projects in
Lafayette Square also served as models for other communities, highlighting its influence
within the larger context of St. Louis. The WireWorks building in particular was among
several projects across the city used as a model for future mixed-use developments. It
played a role in setting capitalization rates for loft projects in other neighborhoods, and
“provide[d] the impetus needed for the continued rebirth of the downtown area and, more
specifically, the Washington Avenue [loft] district” (Sansone, 2003). These early
adaptive reuse projects set the stage for creative historic rehabilitations in other
neighborhoods with similar types of buildings and helped develop the institutional
knowledge and know-how among the real estate development and financing
communities.
While concerns about the drawbacks of RTC projects featured far less
prominently in the interview discussions than the benefits of these projects, there are a
few issues worth noting. First, the neighborhood’s success as a historic district and its
overall economic stability must be understood within the context of the systemic
north/south divide within St. Louis. As previously discussed, south St. Louis was far less
affected by a slate of demolition-oriented planning decisions starting in the mid-twentieth
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century that decimated the northern part of the city (Tighe & Ganning, 2015). The
north/south St. Louis divide was summarized by one interviewee as:
North St. Louis is stigmatized. It bore the brunt of most of the population loss. It's
almost entirely African-American. There's a lot of crime, violence problems in a
lot of North St. Louis. It's much poorer and it's lost an enormous amount of
building stock. It's just not an area…where you're seeing any kind of
investment…its social, economic, and physical fabric was just so disrupted in the
mid-to-late 20th century, that it's just a place that people don't want to go to, don't
want to invest in and that frankly, many people are terrified of (A.Weil, personal
communication, September 2015).
As one respondent stated, the challenges for Lafayette Square moving forward
include “hav[ing] healthy spin off development that tries to counter the negative effects
of gentrification”85 as the neighborhood continues its positive ascent, and using the
momentum in Lafayette Square to support revitalization in nearby distressed
neighborhoods (e.g. Clinton-Peabody and Darst-Webbe and LaSalle Park
neighborhoods).86 But Lafayette Square was described as somewhat of an “island” unto
itself and very disconnected from these adjacent neighborhoods, as well downtown,
which it as one person noted, it “doesn’t seem to interact with” (T. Swanstrom, personal
communication, September 2015).87 Despite the neighborhood’s isolation, Lafayette
Park serves as a congregation point for residents of all the surrounding areas:
What's interesting about it though is that, it's this relatively small neighborhood in
the middle of this really interesting mix of neighborhoods. We have a major
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Hope VI project [Darst-Webbe] on one side, so everyone mixes in Lafayette Park.
You see this real diverse population actually, if you're in the neighborhood. In
terms of people who live in the neighborhood, you've got to afford a pretty
expensive place to live in the neighborhood. But there's a lot of
interactions…there's much more interaction of diverse populations even though
the neighborhood itself is probably not all that diverse anymore (S.Acree,
personal communication, September 2015).
As one respondent noted, the process of development and revitalization in
Lafayette Square has focused on “keeping rental housing at a minimum,” promoting
owner-occupied buildings rather than a mix of housing types. A recent historic
rehabilitation proposal from a developer to create 42-income restricted apartments in the
former Zittlosen Manufacturing Company building, one of the few remaining
manufacturing sites in Lafayette Square yet to be renovated, failed to receive
neighborhood support and the building remains vacant (Ihnen, 2013). However, in 2010,
the rate of renter-occupied units in Lafayette Square is comparable to the citywide rates,
although it has declined in Lafayette Square since 1970 (Table 24).
While RTC investments were crucial for the neighborhood’s transformation since
the late 1990s, most respondents agreed that new construction and infill development on
the remaining vacant lots within the community are keys to ensuing stages of
revitalization. However, there was general agreement that this shift in focus would not
have been possible without the efforts of the urban pioneers and historic rehabilitation
projects that stabilized and catalyzed the neighborhood real estate market. In sum, RTC
projects in Lafayette Square successfully capitalized on the strong preservation ethos
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rooted in the community’s identity. They were also the ideal tool for transforming the
remaining vacant buildings in an ascending neighborhood, which were mostly former
industrial and commercial structures, to rental housing and retail/offices that met local
needs. These projects converged with larger housing market and trends in urban living
that increased demand for apartments in neighborhoods with amenities (e.g. Lafayette
Park) and accessibility (e.g. nearness to downtown and highways). In addition, RTC
investments bolstered renovations in the owner-occupied housing stock, some of which
used the MRTC, and served as a model for efforts in other historic neighborhoods
focused on preservation-based revitalization. However, the preservation-based
revitalization focus within the neighborhood also contributes to a sense of disconnect and
exclusiveness.
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Table 25: Federal RTC Projects in Lafayette Square and Grand Center/Midtown
Alley, 1997-2010
Lafayette Square (Tract 1232)
American Bed Co.
Complex (WireWorks) $14,351,403
81

1500 Vail Place
1613 Dolman1

1201 Russell Boulevard
1915 South 12th Street
1264 Gravois Boulevard
1222 Allen Avenue
1724 Preston Place
1719 Simpson Place

Housing/Commercial

0

2

2005

Housing

$9,518,317
$253,374
$265,330
$1,004,218
$83,143
$106,649

0

100

0
0

2
4

2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2008

Housing
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Housing
Housing

Geyer Avenue
Condominum
Association Phase II

1916 Geyer Ave.

Address
3540 Washington Avenue
3224 Locust Boulevard
3547 Olive Street
3005 Locust Street
3030 Locust Street
516 North Grand Avenue
3037 Locust Boulevard
3116 Locust Street
3108 Locust Street
3043 Olive Street
3229 Washington Avenue
3001 Locust Boulevard
3016 Locust Street
3427 Locust Street
3010 Locust Boulevard
2

3331 Locust Street
3100 Olive Street

Brown Shoe Company
Factory (Allen Market
Lane Apartments)

2003

$457,313

$1,100,000
0
6
2010
Housing
$27,139,748
81
114
Grand Center/Midtown Alley (Tract 1211)
Project Cost
Net New
Housing Units
Year
Use after
Building Name
(2010$)
Housing Units
Retained
Completed
Rehabiltiation
$837,389

Cadillac Automobile
Company
Knights of Columbus
(Medinah Temple)
Missouri Motor Car
Company
St. Louis Stearns Auto
Company
The Stutz Building

2005

Commercial

2005

Housing

$7,095,597

2006

Commercial/Industrial

$513,773

2006

Commercial

$390,781
$1,524,926
$443,963

2005
2007
2007

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial

2007
2007

Housing/Commercial
Commercial

$282,976

2010

Commercial

$1,156,818

2008

Commercial

$8,932,145

Champion Auto Springs
Olive Motor Company
Becker Lehman Sales
Company
Royal Tire Services,
Inc.
Diamond Rubber
Company
Gillham Motor
Corporation
Pedigo Weber Shoe
Company Building
Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company

$1,519,980
$499,828

West Locust Lofts
D.L. Parrish Laundry
Company

9

1

$3,946,692

8

2009

Housing/Commercial

$2,767,114

7

2010

Housing/Commercial

$9,363,591

33

2010

Housing

$2,248,477

3

2010

Housing/Commercial

$3,175,000

10

2011

Housing

$4,397,611
$49,096,661

10
81

2007

Commercial

Source : Technical Preservation Services Division, National Parks Service.
1

Housing retained were market rate before and affordable after.

2

Project was not part of the original dataset from NPS, added as part of subsequent efforts to update data with recent RTC projects.
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RTCs in Distress: Grand Center/Midtown Alley (GC/MA)
Once home to 26 theatres, Grand Center is the cultural arts district of St. Louis.
Several important St. Louis arts and culture institutions are located here, including Powell
Hall (home of the St. Louis Symphony), Sheldon Concert Hall and Galleries, Fox
Theatre, Pulitzer Arts Foundation, and the Contemporary Art Museum of St. Louis,
among others, and the district is anchored on the south side by Saint Louis University
(SLU). Created in the early 1980s and tasked with the mission redeveloping the historic
theatre district, Grand Center, Inc. (GCI) is the neighborhood redevelopment agency.
The Blumeyer public housing high-rise (demolished in 2014) and the Renaissance Place
HOPE VI site are just north of the GC/MA neighborhood (Moore, 2014).
Midtown Alley is part of the Locust Business District, a mile long area that
stretches from downtown to midtown, and is immediately north of SLU’s campus along
Olive Street. The area is also known as Automobile Row for its collection of car
dealerships and other auto-oriented uses. The area was designated as a National Register
historic district in 2005 through an effort organized by existing business owners and
interested real estate developers. Although separated by only a few blocks, the Grand
Center district and Midtown Alley were clearly conceptualized as distinct places and a
swath of surface parking lots separates the two areas (Roberts, 2007).
From 1970 to 2010, this area transitioned from a stable neighborhood,
characterized by higher incomes, levels of educational attainment, and housing values, to
a highly distressed neighborhood with high poverty, unemployment, lower incomes and
housing values, relative to other legacy city neighborhoods over the same time period.88
From 1970 to 2010, GC/MA lost nearly two-thirds of its population, its racial
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composition shifted from approximately 60% black to 90% black, its household income
dropped by almost half, and about 2 of every 5 housing units from 1970 were no longer
standing (Table 24).
Between 1997 and 2010, seventeen federal RTC projects occurred in GC/MA,
totaling over $49 million worth of investment. These projects ranged from a small retail
building (Figure 31) to the $8.9 million rehabilitation of the Pedigo Weber Shoe
Company Building into the P.W. Shoe Factory loft apartments with ground floor retail
spaces (Figure 32). Projects in Midtown Alley converted small-to-mid-sized former
industrial and manufacturing spaces to office and retail commercial uses, with some
residential uses interspersed. In Grand Center, projects rehabilitated larger-scale
buildings into retail, commercial, and arts-based uses, as well as some residential uses,
complementing the existing cultural anchors in the district (Figure 33).89
Figure 31: 3043 Olive Street, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source: Author, 2015.
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Figure 32: PW Shoe Factory Lofts, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source: Author,
2015.
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Figure 33: Centene Center for the Arts, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source:
Author, 2015.

An important catalyst for historic tax credit investments in Grand Center was the
rehabilitation of the Continental-Life building (completed in 2003): “[n]obody would be
serious about any other development in Grand Center [until the Continental was done]”
(S. Trampe, personal communication, September 2015) (Figure 34).90 Opened in 1930,
the magnificent Art Deco skyscraper has a storied history that includes an unsolved bank
robbery and an impressive list of tenants (e.g. David O. Selznick Movie Studios, General
Motors, and Dow Chemical) at the height of its run as a prominent office building from
the 1930s through the 1950s (Trampe, 2003). After declining during the subsequent
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decades and sitting vacant for approximately 25 years, the creation of the MRTC
facilitated the rehabilitation of this mammoth structure. Its eventual developer, Steve
Trampe, closely followed attempts to rehabilitate the building throughout the 1980s and
1990s. Having completed a preliminary financial assessment, once the MRTC became
available in the late 1990s, Trampe knew this additional layer of financing could make
the project economically feasible.
The difference…[was] the $10 million from state and federal historic tax
credits…when…the state tax credit passed in late ’97… all of a sudden, the gap is
only $8 million instead of $18…I thought there was enough political will between
Saint Louis University, the City, and everybody else to do it (S. Trampe, personal
communication, September 2015).
According to Trampe, SLU and its President at the time, Father Lawrence Biondi,
were his “first call,” and proved to be important financial partners for the completion of
the project, committing to a $1.5 million loan, which stands in stark contrast to the
University’s well documented history for demolishing historic buildings (Roberts, 2007;
Ihnen, 2012, 2016). Trampe and his firm, Owen Development, completed the
rehabilitation project in 2003 and transformed the Continental-Life building into a mixeduse site with retail space and a range of one-to-three-bedroom apartments.
Interviewees noted that the completion of the Continental building set the stage
for future investments in Grand Center, increased confidence, and improved public
perception, spurring additional projects completed after 2003 (Table 25).91 Interestingly,
the impetus for completing this project was not completely profit-driven. The developer
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Figure 34: Continental Life building, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source:
Author, 2015
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mused that he “couldn’t imagine how it would ever make money. And I was prepared to - I said if it takes me down, it takes me down” (S. Trampe, personal communication,
September 2015). Locally, the building was known as “the Mount Everest of
redevelopment projects,” and since the early 1980s numerous redevelopment proposals
were floated but never executed (S. Trampe, personal communication, September 2015).
Essentially, part of his motivation stemmed from the challenges the site presented,
including having been gutted and flooded over the years, and succeeding where many
others had tried and failed, as well as the meaning embodied within this building for both
the neighborhood and the city as a visual symbol of the city’s legacy as an important
center of commerce in the Midwest.
Prior to the recent slate of investment that started around the late 1990s, Midtown
Alley was “an in-between space” and an unremarkable section of the larger Midtown
neighborhood (B. Bradley, personal communication, September 2015). It has since
formed an identity as a place “where St. Louis creatives live, work, and play,” which is
rooted in the mixed-use (commercial/residential) rehabilitation of its mid-sized, former
commercial/warehouse urban fabric that historically housed automobile uses, by a small
group of local real estate developers.92 One of the key leaders of reinvestment in
Midtown Alley is Jassen Johnson who was involved in multiple real estate transactions,
starting in 2002, including several RTC projects, as well as business recruitment efforts
and branding the area “Midtown Alley” in 2009 (Nicklaus, 2009).93 Being new to real
estate development, Midtown Alley attracted Johnson and his partners because its
building stock represented a mid-sized market (square footage between 3,000 and
15,000) that seemed manageable for their skill set, yet too small for larger developers and
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too large for individual business owners to take on (Tucci, 2002). Johnson’s earliest
projects did not use the RTC, but once the historic district was created (2005), he credited
the equity afforded through the RTC and MRTC to supporting bigger projects and higher
quality finishes (Roberts, 2007).
Separate from Johnson, Steve Smith, an architect by trade with a local firm (The
Lawrence Group) was beginning to venture into real estate development, and was also
instrumental to Midtown Alley’s redevelopment. Similar reasons attracted both
developers to the area – the area’s unique historic building stock and its location in
proximity to SLU as well as the Grand Center arts and culture district – and both
approached the area with a neighborhood-building vision, as Smith articulated:
I think both from a professional standpoint and career standpoint, being an
architect and at this point real estate developer…I bring the idea that we're not
just going to make buildings, we're renovating neighborhoods. I concentrated my
rehabilitation efforts into neighborhoods where I felt like I could move the needle,
so to speak (S. Smith, personal communication, September 2015).
For Johnson, he envisioned potential for the neighborhood not just because of the
interesting architecture, but the overall urban design and walkability of the area partially
facilitated by the intactness and cohesiveness of its collection of historic buildings
(Roberts, 2007). These two developers were involved in most, if not all of the RTC and
MRTC projects that occurred in Midtown Alley during the mid-to-late 2000s, which were
directly responsible for an estimated 64% of the new housing units created in Midtown
Alley during that period.94 In short, the vision and passion of these individuals, along
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with the financial incentives provided by the state and federal historic tax credit
programs, helped transform Midtown Alley into a place with commercial and residential
activity, which complemented the nearby urban amenities in Grand Center and SLU.
Attached to this vision of redeveloping Midtown Alley as a functioning urban
neighborhood was a long-term perspective on its real estate development prospects, an
arena that is often the focus of public sector planners rather than private developers who
are usually keyed into the immediate potential for profits and returns. For Smith, the
process in Midtown Alley was at first more “opportunistic as opposed to a master
planned. Now it's much more strategic, but back in the early 2000s: a building would
become available; I thought it was a cool building; I’d buy the building and renovate it”
(S. Smith, personal communication, September 2015). His successful projects included
the Moto Museum, Triumph Grill, and eventually Hotel Ignacio (Figure 35), which led to
other stakeholders in the neighborhood approaching him to take the lead in rehabilitating
additional properties.
The most significant of these partnerships was with SLU. Although SLU was a
partner on the rehabilitation of the Continental-Life building, its approach to GC/MA was
overwhelmingly characterized as a demolish-and-hold strategy that disrupted the urban
fabric, particularly along the historic commercial corridors of Locust and Olive Streets in
Midtown Alley. For decades, SLU favored surface parking lots over structures or simply
vacant parcels as they land-banked for future campus expansion and focused on selfcontainment and insulation from the surrounding neighborhoods of Midtown and Grand
Center. During much of this time, SLU’s President was “a developer first and priest
second” who “did not think contextually” about the surrounding neighborhoods:
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Figure 35: Hotel Ignacio, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source: Author, 2015

He…was still sort of living in the 1980s and thinking that Saint Louis University
needed to be a fortress. They've land banked so much around the University:
cleared buildings off, sodded the land, and put fences around it…trying to create
this buffer or this sort of suburban campus in the midst of a city. They own so
much land there and they've destroyed so much of the context that was left after
the mid-century clearance projects that, essentially, nobody really lives there (A.
Weil, personal communication, September 2015).
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Two events helped turn the tide with SLU and their view of the surrounding
neighborhoods: the successes of Triumph Grill, which complemented SLU’s newly
opened basketball arena, and Hotel Ignacio, an RTC project SLU invested in with Smith
and the Lawrence Group. As part of their land acquisition for a new basketball arena,
SLU purchased from Smith a building housing his motorcycle collection, but in the mid2000s Smith and his firm reacquired the parcels when the location of the basketball arena
shifted to the south side of SLU’s campus, and eventually opened the Moto Museum
(Finan, 2014). Smith and the Lawrence Group later partnered with SLU on Hotel
Ignacio, persuading the University Board to invest in the project during the Great
Recession, and rehabilitating the nearby West Locust Street Lofts into student housing
(Figures 35 and 36) (Finan, 2014). As a historic preservation consultant put it:
Smith helped convince Father that historic tax credit renovations were really the
only way they were going to stabilize Locust Street. Tearing stuff down was not
going to lead to renewal or renaissance of that area. It was just going to lead to
nothing (M. Allen, personal communication, September 2015).
Collectively, Smith’s vision for the neighborhood and the success of RTC projects helped
demonstrate the potential of preservation-based revitalization and least partly shift SLU’s
real estate investment approach from demolition and land banking to rehabilitation and
neighborhood building.
As a burgeoning neighborhood, there were no existing governance structures in
Midtown Alley, aside from the Locust Business District, of which Midtown Alley was a
small section.95 Comparatively, all development in Grand Center runs through GCI, and
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Figure 36: West Locust Street Lofts, Grand Center/Midtown Alley. Source: Author,
2015

as a neighborhood organization, many questioned its effectiveness, raising concerns over
its willingness to bend to SLU’s wants, its management of neighborhood development
processes, and its non-inclusive approach with local stakeholders and business owners.96
An anonymous local business owner noted many seats on the GCI Board are not held by
people that live and work in neighborhood.97 This top-down, centralized approach stands
in contrast to the more organic, bottom-up approach that sprang forth in Midtown Alley,
where Johnson and Smith shared similar visions for the area but worked closely with
existing businesses and, particularly Johnson, actively recruited new “creative”
businesses to the neighborhood. In Grand Center, a local business owner was particularly
critical of GCI and its leadership:
[any type of development] that tried to happen here, they wanted a cut of it. So
you add an extra layer of cost. People go, well, I’ll go to Locust which is two
blocks away…this area would have been better off if Grand Center [Inc.] never
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existed (anonymous local business owner, personal communication, September
2015).
He likened the Midtown Alley neighborhood to continually “hitting singles,” whereas
Grand Center was always “trying to hit a homerun.”
However, based on conversations with developers working in Midtown Alley,
these projects were not a direct reaction against the top-down approach of GCI, but rather
a response to the gradual improvement in the neighborhood and the existing asset base of
cultural institutions in Grand Center. The size and scale of the buildings in the two areas
also attracted different types of developers and ultimately end users, with Midtown Alley
comprised of small and mid-sized historic buildings that were readily adaptable to
various commercial and residential uses, whereas Grand Center contained many large,
locally iconic historic buildings (Fox Theatre, Powell Symphony Hall, and The
Continental) that were more challenging to reuse, even with the added incentive of RTCs
and MRTCs. As an anonymous local community development practitioner surmised “an
area like this, you need to be able to over subsidize the big commercial buildings because
there is no external demand…so you have to subsidize so that you can reuse the
infrastructure” (community development practitioner, personal communication,
September 2015). In other words, while some viewed Grand Center and Midtown Alley
as competing for development, most agreed that these two adjacent areas were
complimentary, rather than competitive, and working from a vastly different set of fixed
assets.
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While praised for its role in stabilization, many acknowledged the RTC was
simply a tool and needed to be a component of a larger neighborhood strategy: “The key
point…is that…the historic tax credit can make certain things happen, but there has to be
follow-on investment strategies that are put together by a community that go well beyond
just the historic tax credits themselves” (community development practitioner, personal
communication, September 2015). In Midtown Alley, RTC incentives appear to have
created a foundation for other new construction and unsubsidized infill projects that are
currently underway. As Smith articulated:
now what we're seeing…is new buildings on the parking lots. So to me it's a
wonderful example of how this program [RTC] has reversed the disinvestment
and decay of a historic neighborhood, has created a vibrant new kind of
community and now it is seeing much less heavily subsidized development and
new construction as it fills in gaps in the neighborhood (S.Smith, personal
communication, September 2015).
For instance, the Salvation Army recently embarked upon a $60 million, fivephase reinvestment campaign in Midtown Alley, including a 48-unit new construction
development for veterans completed in 2012 and a historic rehabilitation project (3010
Apartments) of 58 one-bedroom apartments designed for special needs individuals that
opened in 2015 (Kirn, 2015).98 The perception around new construction and infill
development in Grand Center was less positive and some expressed skepticism: “nobody
has been able to build new housing in Grand Center. Every plan has failed to build new
housing. The only new projects that have happened have used tax credits” (M. Allen,
personal communication, September 2015).
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For Grand Center, investments through the RTC program were rarely used in
isolation and were almost always paired with other financing mechanisms including
MRTCs, LIHTC, NMTC, TIFs, and the Neighborhood Preservation Tax Credit.99 The
large-scale cultural institutions in Grand Center demanded complex financing and
rehabilitation projects and the RTC, along with other subsidies, allowed the
neighborhood to retain its identity as a hub for arts and culture in St. Louis and for the
public to continue to enjoy these amenities. In Midtown Alley, RTC investments played
an important role in transforming the area from a commercial corridor with
architecturally interesting buildings, into a mixed-use neighborhood grounded in its
history and sense of place.
Synthesizing and Comparing Lafayette Square and Grand Center/Midtown Alley
Overall, the in-depth analysis of these two cases reveals a key overarching
finding: the RTC is a flexible and adaptable tool that is useful in varying neighborhood
contexts. These projects can play an important role in signaling market confidence and
improving public perception of the neighborhood. Confidence and perception are
critically important for neighborhoods where these not-well-measured attributes are
lacking, which in the legacy city context is arguably all neighborhoods, but particularly
those faced with long-term distress and decline. This finding also counters the notion of
historic preservation as a rigid, inflexible, and generally a barrier to development, and
demonstrates that with the right structure and incentive, preservation can be a profitable
approach for neighborhood redevelopment, even in the most distressed neighborhoods in
the most distressed cities. However, in neighborhoods’ with extensive demolition, the
tool’s usefulness is greatly attenuated, which permanently forecloses on the option of
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future reinvestment. For legacy cities, this is a powerful and important reminder that
warrants consideration amidst demolition-dominated policy discussions.
Additionally, the tool is specific to historic buildings or those listing on the
National Register of Historic Places individually or as contributing parts of historic
districts. Designation is a necessary pre-condition for using the RTC and facilitating
reinvestment in a neighborhood’s historic urban fabric. However, this process requires
action – on the part of local preservation planners, community organizations, residents,
etc. – as well as the paid expertise of an individual or firm (e.g. historic preservation
consultant) skilled in preparing and writing a National Register nomination. In short, the
steps to historic designation may present barriers to distressed neighborhoods, which are
oftentimes minority and low-income, that may not have the knowledge and resources to
facilitate this process. If they do, there are the additional challenges of existing bias
against designating historic sites and buildings reflecting minority culture, history, and
heritage (Saito, 2009).
These case studies also highlight the limits of the RTC, including when all
existing historic buildings in a neighborhood are rehabilitated, the tool is no longer useful
there. This means rehabilitation-oriented developers that are seeking new historic
projects are shifting their focus to new neighborhoods. In neighborhoods where the
historic rehabilitation potential is nearing its maximum point, the focus is shifting
towards infill and new construction, which are types of development that are arguably
more complex on scattered, vacant urban sites than rehabilitation.
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A comparison of these two cases illuminates several additional lessons about how
the RTC functions as a preservation and reinvestment tool within stable and distressed
neighborhoods that are part of a city facing shrinkage and decline, which are outlined
below.
(1) The size, scale, and land use of the fixed assets of the historic urban fabric influence
the effectiveness of the RTC as a reinvestment tool.
In Lafayette Square, the RTC and MRTC were particularly useful tools for
repurposing the neighborhood’s existing historic fabric; specifically, the former
manufacturing and industrial sites intermixed within its mostly residential building stock.
The size and scale of these former commercial buildings made them readily adapted to
apartments, lofts, or mixed-use structures that complemented the already present and
relatively strong residential housing market within the neighborhood. Additionally,
because of the neighborhood’s longstanding commitment to historic preservation, both
National Register and local historic districts were already in place, easing the use of the
RTC as a tool for reinvestment.
The nature and scale of the urban fabric that remained in Grand Center included
mostly large scale institutional buildings and almost exclusively renter-occupied housing.
Rehabilitating monumental structures like the Continental-Life building meant high costs,
complex financing deals with multiple layers of investment, and a long-term development
project from conception to completion. This subsequently lengthened the overall process
of change and revitalization in the neighborhood delaying outcomes like improved
market confidence and public perception supported by these investments. Because of the
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extensive demolition that occurred in this and nearby neighborhoods during the preceding
decades, the potential for these projects to motivate homeowners to make investments or
to encourage more rehabilitation was limited because there were few owner-occupied
structures and many historic buildings were no longer standing. While demolition also
occurred in and around Midtown Alley, the area retained a strong core of historic urban
fabric and the intactness and cohesiveness of these buildings were instrumental in
attracting the developers who eventually reinvested in this neighborhood.
(2) Stable neighborhoods are important testing grounds for developing the expertise
needed to use the RTC as a reinvestment tool.
As a stable and improving neighborhood, Lafayette Square offered a lower-risk
opportunity for developers to gain expertise with RTC and MRTC projects, which
ultimately resulted in subsequent investments in other parts of the city. The attributes of
Lafayette Square – deeply connected to preservation-based revitalization and an
ascending neighborhood – helped create a base of knowledge and experience about the
RTC among developers, financiers, architects, and consultants that was disseminated to
other neighborhoods across the city and likely affected changes and decisions in those
places.100 Thus, the market stability of Lafayette Square allowed it to function as a
testing ground for successfully employing the RTC as a rehabilitation financing tool.
This type of catalytic influence resulting from historic preservation and RTC projects
occurs at more of a macro/city-level scale, and is different than the micro/neighborhood
or sub-neighborhood scale where additional investments take place on adjacent properties
where owners were motivated by the initial preservation-based investment.
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(3) Situational conditions and cultural context (e.g. citywide policy responses, local
governance structures, anchor institutions, existing history and networks) influence RTC
investment decisions.
The location of these neighborhoods within the City of St. Louis and the longterm planning and policy actions of local government contributed to the larger contexts
within which RTC investments occurred. Lafayette Square benefitted from not being
demolished and other the citywide responses that favored south St. Louis neighborhoods,
whereas GC/MA were conversely hampered by the continued decline of their
surrounding residential areas, which was facilitated by demolition-oriented, systematic
planning approaches (Tighe & Ganning, 2015). While GCI struggled with internal
organizational issues including poor management, leadership, and its top-down approach
with stakeholders, these were compounded by larger issues the including citywide
population loss, the racial stigma attached the nearby north St. Louis neighborhoods, and
the decimation of its surrounding residential base, which eliminated the possibility of
future rehabilitation and created the current challenge of infill and new construction on
scattered, vacant urban land.
Lafayette Square’s identity is deeply entwined with the preservation and
restoration of its historic urban fabric, with these values pervading the existing
neighborhood governance structure, the Lafayette Square Restoration Committee. The
presence of a local historic district in Lafayette Square further enhanced community
cohesion, created an atmosphere where people engage over changes to the neighborhood
built environment, and fostered an aesthetic and cultural connection to the community’s
rich history. The small-scale, neighborhood-based, urban pioneering efforts of the 1960s
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and 1970s also laid the foundation for publically supported investments over the next
several decades, which took shape through RTCs, MRTCs, and TIF. RTC and MRTC
projects intersected with neighborhood institutional structures that were already highly
attuned to and supportive of historic preservation. These incentives facilitated existing
efforts to rehabilitate Lafayette Square’s commercial sites, which allowed for adaptive
reuse in response to growing demand, including rental housing, service, and retail. The
combination of these investments over the long-term stabilized the market and
collectively set the stage for the next phase of infill development and new construction,
which is beginning to take place in the neighborhood.
Lafayette Square’s identity and commitment to historic preservation reflect values
propagated by a group of in-movers and do not necessarily reveal the perspectives of the
people who already lived in the neighborhood prior to the urban pioneers. While
interviewees characterized Lafayette Square as mostly vacant when the pioneering
process started, it was not completely devoid residents. This is to say that even if this
influx of newcomers did not result in much physical displacement of existing residents
due to high vacancy rates, these in-movers still could have ignited a process of political
and cultural displacement (Hyra, 2015).101
For GC/MA, the actions of SLU as an anchor institution, major landowner, and
power broker within the larger St. Louis community, including demolition (often of
historic buildings), speculative land banking, creating defensible space around the
campus rather than engaging and connecting to surrounding communities, stifled the
potential of these neighborhoods.102 Unlike in Lafayette Square, where RTC projects
were aligned with the neighborhood values and identity, in GC/MA, these projects were
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in contrast to the demolition-oriented precedence set through the actions of SLU and
midcentury urban renewal projects. While RTC projects complemented GCI’s focus as a
redevelopment corporation centered on reviving Grand Center as an arts and culture
district, they were not central to its mission as was the case in Lafayette Square. GCI was
focused on its anchor institutions, which formed the core of the area’s arts and culture
identity, rather than its residential population, which fell by 63% from 1970 to 2010.103
The dominating presence of institutional interests also shifted the focus of neighborhood
change and revitalization processes towards “risk-adjusted rates of financial return,”
rather than quality of life issues that are central in residentially-based neighborhoods
(Galster, 2012, p. 84).
(4) Despite the structure of the RTC program as a financially-based incentive, decisionmakers also value the non-economic facets of historic resources (e.g. heritage, meaning,
history, culture) and these nonpecuniary aspects help motivate projects that are complex
and risky, particularly in a weak market context.
A connection between the investments across the two case study neighborhoods is
that some were not strictly rooted in economic rationality and rates of return, and these
actions helped ignite a reinvestment cycle in each of these neighborhoods. The urban
pioneers in Lafayette Square pursued “labors of love” to revive this once nationally
recognized historic neighborhood. These investments occurred before financial
incentives associated with the RTC or MRTC existed, supporting the notion that these
projects reflected the commitment of residents to preserving the neighborhood’s history
and heritage through its built environment.104 In Midtown Alley, developer Steve Smith
in particular talked about his desire to make a “purposeful investment,” and to take an
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approach that was not “just renovating buildings but rebuilding neighborhoods and
spurring follow-on investment.” Finally, an understanding that the Grand Center
neighborhood would never move forward without the completion of this project along
with his strong aspiration to successfully redevelop an iconic St. Louis site, drove Steve
Trampe’s rehabilitation of the Continental-Life building. This project, the completion of
which was directly attributed to the creation of the MRTC, established market confidence
in Grand Center by signaling to other investors that neighborhood’s historic eyesore was
no longer a liability but an asset in the form of a mixed-use site.
Taken together, these examples highlight the importance of a risk-taker(s) willing
to make an early investment in a neighborhood that can support longer-term
redevelopment and revitalization, and show that the RTC and MRTC are important tools
to attract and minimize the risk of these investments. Additionally, it is not only the
financial incentive of the historic tax credit that supports these risk-takers, but also the
cultural values embedded in historic preservation projects that connect to them on a
deeper level and attach additional meaning to the investment.
Conclusions and Policy Lessons
The narratives of historic tax credit investments in Lafayette Square and Grand
Center/Midtown Alley deepen existing understanding of how RTCs function as a type of
urban neighborhood preservation and show that this tool is applicable within differing
neighborhood contexts in a city experiencing long-term population shrinkage and
economic decline. In the stable Lafayette Square neighborhood, RTCs helped broaden
and accelerate existing preservation-based revitalization efforts and supported the area’s
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ascendance as a desirable urban location. In the distressed context of GC/MA, historic
tax credits were one of several tools employed to rehabilitate the hulking arts and cultural
institutions in Grand Center, which created confidence for subsequent investments in the
arts district, but did not alter the neighborhood’s broader trajectory. RTC investments in
the Midtown Alley area helped shape this section of the larger Midtown neighborhood
from an undefined space into a place with an identity rooted in its history as an autocentric commercial corridor.
There are several important policy implications stemming from these case studies
that are relevant for urban neighborhood preservation in legacy cities. First, both cases
illustrate the permanence of demolition, with GC/MA still dealing with the holes in its
urban fabric as a consequence of past decisions and Lafayette Square benefiting from its
building stock remaining intact. This is not to say that demolition should be avoided at
all costs and that all buildings are worthy of preservation. However, federal resources
like the Hardest Hit Funds that flow to states and cities to assist homeowners and
stabilize legacy city neighborhoods are focused almost exclusively on the immediate
need of blight removal through demolition. Policies at the federal, state, and local levels
that target legacy city neighborhoods need to consider this long-term perspective on
demolition and recognize that these decisions eliminate reuse potential in the present and
the future, coupled with an understanding of the challenges of infill development and new
construction on scattered, vacant urban sites.
This research supports the conclusions of others that urban preservation, and RTC
investments specifically, are valuable components of holistic urban strategies, but
unlikely to shift neighborhood trajectories on their own (Coulson & Leichenko, 2004;
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Ryberg, 2011; Ryberg-Webster & Kinahan, 2016; Zhang, 2011). The RTC is a tool that
must work in tandem with other approaches (e.g., new construction, non-historic
rehabilitations, public improvements, planning, etc.). At the local level, when
rehabilitation thresholds are met in neighborhoods, policy could be devised to target
resources strategically focused on supporting infill and new construction.
As neighborhoods reach their limit of historic buildings with rehabilitation
potential, planners and preservationists should work to actively connect rehabilitationoriented developers to places with historic resources not yet improved. These types of
efforts will require improved coordination with State Historic Preservation Offices and
the National Parks Service to disseminate data on RTC projects and investments to the
local level, particularly for those projects that occur outside of local historic districts. An
important first step would include work with local residents and neighborhood
organizations to designate historic resources to the National Register and facilitate the use
of RTCs as a preservation and reinvestment tool, with a particular focus on low-income
and minority neighborhoods where cultural resources are likely under-documented.
These case studies also highlight the role civic-minded, private sector real estate
developers’ play in preservation-based revitalization efforts. Visioning and providing the
long-term patient capital needed for neighborhood change, particularly in distressed
places, is often considered realm of public and nonprofit sectors. However, these cases
show that a strong base of historic assets can expand the set of actors willing to make
these types of investments to at least a segment of private sector developers. RTC
projects can serve as a venue for identifying civic-minded developers that may be
interested in participating in broader community and neighborhood development efforts
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and creating networks to disseminate knowledge of the historic tax credit program to
other developers inexperienced with the program or working in neighborhoods where the
tool has not been employed.
This analysis points to unanswered questions related to the often cited “catalytic”
effect of historic preservation, which is a longstanding argument in the urban
preservation literature (Listokin et al., 1998). As the case of Lafayette Square
demonstrates, RTC investments influenced development in other neighborhoods in the
city. The Midtown Alley case also indicates that the neighborhood (i.e., census tract)
scale is likely too large to capture spillover effects from RTC projects. Future research
should consider this broader understanding of the catalytic influence of preservation
across neighborhoods along with using more sophisticated quantitative and spatial
models to specify the scale (e.g. parcel, block, block group) at which preservation
projects significantly influence other reinvestments, perhaps using building permit data.
St. Louis is a unique case because of the combination of Missouri state historic
tax credit and the federal credit creates a substantial incentive for rehabilitation.
Additional analysis is needed to understand the social and political dimensions of RTC
investments in places without strong statewide tax credit programs. For instance, are
local developers as engaged with RTC projects in these contexts where fewer resources
are available, or are larger national real estate development firms key RTC actors?
Questions also remain about how the RTC functions in growing city contexts that face
acute challenges related to maintaining affordable housing, increasing density while
preserving historic resources, and retaining the cultural and heritage embedded in
neighborhoods facing rapid influxes of new residents.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

This dissertation analyzed the intersection of legacy cities, historic preservation
and neighborhood change, including identifying neighborhood types and exploring their
longitudinal trajectories, measuring the effects of federal historic rehabilitation tax credit
(RTC) investments on neighborhood change, and examining the motivations behind, and
implications of, historic tax credit projects in different neighborhood contexts. The key
findings from this research include:
(1) There are eight legacy city neighborhood types that persist over time (19702010) and across space (Baltimore, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Richmond, and St.
Louis);
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(2) Federal RTC activity occurred (1998-2007) across all legacy city
neighborhood types within the five-city aggregated data set, but is concentrated
among Stable neighborhoods;
(3) RTC activity is not significantly related to gentrification or revitalization
indicators in legacy city neighborhoods (2000-2010); and
(4) RTCs are flexible and adaptable tools that are successfully employed across
stable and distressed neighborhood contexts in a shrinking/declining city.
Overall, this dissertation demonstrates the need for a wide range of policies and strategies
for legacy city neighborhoods and provides insight as to how historic preservation,
through the RTC, functions within these contexts.
There are eight legacy city neighborhood types that fall into two larger categories:
Highly Distressed (Black, Stressed & Disadvantaged; Collapsed Urban Core; Declining
& Black; White Immigrant) and Stable (Competitive, Educated, & Struggling; Educated
Newcomers; Established & Stable Homeowners; Highly Bifurcated). These types are
consistent across the five cities and five census years dataset. There were no types
specific to a single city or census decade, supporting Mikelbank’s (2011) concept of
neighborhood déjà vu. The key variables driving differentiation in legacy city
neighborhoods include housing tenure, housing values, poverty rate, educational
attainment (both high school and college), and age of housing. Race is also a defining
factor, particularly among the Highly Distressed neighborhood types. The findings
support the characterization of legacy cities in the existing literature as suffering from
long-term disinvestment and decline with 56% of all census tracts categorized as Highly
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Distressed types. Furthermore, the share of Stable neighborhoods in each city declined
between 1970 and 2010. Two Highly Distressed types (Black, Stressed &
Disadvantaged; Declining & Black) and two Stable types (Competitive, Educated, &
Struggling; Highly Bifurcated) became more common over time. Yet, even these two
Stable types exhibit some significant characteristics of distress. From 1970-2010, only
8% of all neighborhoods positively transitioned from Highly Distressed to Stable.
RTC activity occurs across all eight legacy city neighborhood types, with Stable
neighborhoods capturing the majority of projects (60%) and investment (81%). Among
the Stable neighborhood types the Competitive, Educated, & Struggling and Highly
Bifurcated, capture the most projects and investments. These types are centrally located
in downtowns/urban cores and are becoming more common, suggesting potential for the
RTC as a tool for maintaining already stable areas in legacy cities. RTC activity is also
most prevalent in neighborhoods that Remained Stable from 2000-2010, while places
positively transitioning from Highly Distressed to Stable experienced higher than average
RTC projects (8.9, compared to an average of 7.0) and investment ($20.9M, compared to
an average of $20.2M). Based on the results of a difference-in-differences regression
model, there is no evidence that RTC investments lead to revitalization- or gentrificationbased changes related to racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, and housing characteristics.
Across four matched-pair models that separately consider Stable and Highly Distressed
neighborhoods, statistically significant changes include:


16% loss of low-income households in Stable neighborhoods (p< .10),



35% gain of low-income households in Highly Distressed neighborhoods
with high RTC investment (p< .05),
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19% increase in share of professional/technical workers in Highly Distressed
neighborhoods (p< .05),



19% increase in median housing values in Highly Distressed neighborhoods (p< .05),



18% increase in median rents in Stable neighborhoods (p< .05), and



24% increase in median rents in Stable neighborhoods with high RTC investment (p<
.05).
While these results are statistically significant within the individual regressions,

none are robust to the Bonferroni multiple comparison correction, which increases the
threshold for significance to p < 0.003 because of the 15 separate dependent variables. In
other words, RTC activity does not significantly affect changes in neighborhood racial,
socioeconomic, or housing characteristics.
A comparative case study analysis of two St. Louis neighborhoods illustrates that
the RTC functions as a tool for historic preservation and reinvestment across stable and
distressed neighborhood types within a city experiencing long-term decline and
shrinkage. The narratives of RTC activity in the Lafayette Square and Grand
Center/Midtown Alley neighborhoods show how urban preservation functions as a form
of neighborhood redevelopment and reveal how various actors use the historic tax credit
in the contexts of stability/revitalization and distress/struggle. A number of factors
facilitate and/or limit its effectiveness, including the size, scale, and land use of the
historic urban fabric, the prominence of demolition as a past strategy, and varying social
conditions and cultural contexts (e.g. citywide policy responses, local governance
structures, anchor institutions, existing history and networks) Stable neighborhoods are
important testing grounds for developing the expertise needed to use the RTC as a
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reinvestment tool, and this knowledge is disseminated to projects in other neighborhoods
across the city, which reinforces the need to support all types of neighborhoods across
legacy cities including those that are already stable. The RTC program is a financiallybased incentive, which is important in the weak-market legacy city context where
projects are often inherently complex and risky. However, the cultural values of historic
preservation (e.g. heritage, meaning, history) also motivate reinvestment decisions and
help facilitate the rehabilitation of important neighborhood cultural resources.
Collectively, this research offers several important implications for policy and
planning with regards to urban historic preservation and legacy city neighborhood
reinvestment – at the federal, state and local levels. There is a degree of homogeneity
among neighborhoods in these five cities across space and time, indicating that “legacy
cities” is a coherent construct and meaningful analytic grouping and that state and federal
level interventions would be both appropriate and impactful for these cities and their
neighborhoods. The persistent neighborhood types also point to the potential for
transferring successful policies and strategies between similar neighborhood types in
different legacy cities. State and federal urban policies and funding streams should
support local approaches that are adapted to the needs of different types of legacy city
neighborhoods, rather focusing on a single, broad-brush approach (e.g. demolition), and
should foster networks to transfer and disseminate knowledge of successful local
practices. At the local level, there is a need for a wide range of neighborhood policies to
address the varied landscape within legacy cities. As a way to comprehensively and
strategically approach the full spectrum of neighborhoods, planners should organize areas
along the dimensions of: (1) type, (2) long-term transition pattern, and (3) location in
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relationship to other types (e.g. Highly Distressed type, recently transitioned to Highly
Distressed, adjacent to Stable neighborhoods) and then work with residents and
neighborhood organization to develop more specific strategies addressing the challenges
common across neighborhoods. This could also allow the transfer of successful
neighborhood-based approaches within cities to other areas with similar underlying
characteristics.
Demolition is certainly among the tools required to address the challenges of
oversupply and low demand that exist in legacy city neighborhoods. However, it is
crucial for policymakers and planners to consider the permanence of demolition and
weigh short-term needs against the long-term loss of urban fabric and the challenges of
infill and new construction on scattered, vacant urban sites. Not only is the potential of
future preservation-based reinvestment foreclosed upon, but the deeper meaning and
connections to heritage, history, and culture embodied in the built environment are also
permanently lost. As currently structured, programs targeting legacy city neighborhoods
(e.g. Hardest Hit funds) are very limited in their application and essentially only support
demolition-based approaches to the exclusion of preservation, mothballing, and other
strategies needed to address the diversity of conditions in legacy city neighborhoods.
State and federal resources should support a variety of strategies and approaches –
inclusive of, but not limited to demolition – for addressing the diverse landscape of
legacy city neighborhoods.
In legacy city neighborhoods, there is historic preservation potential, including
rehabilitation utilizing the RTC. However, the RTC is unlikely to work as lever for
gentrification or revitalization on its own. To further revitalization goals, state and
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federal RTC programs should offer increased incentives for projects that are coordinated
with other local strategies (e.g. areas locally identified for strategic targeting of
resources), aligned with community planning goals (e.g. increasing mixed-use buildings
and mixed-income housing opportunities), or combined with other programs (LIHTC or
NMTC). Projects not meeting these criteria should receive a reduced tax credit. This
added layer of review would likely lengthen the overall application process and require a
programmatic overhaul to ensure increased communication between the National Park
Service, state historic preservation offices, and municipal planning departments.
However, it would also further engage local actors in the RTC decision-making process
and broaden its focus towards neighborhood and community development goals in
addition to historic preservation
While the RTC is a tool that must work in tandem with other approaches (e.g.,
new construction, non-historic rehabilitations, public improvements, planning, etc.) as
part of holistic urban strategies, it is nonetheless a flexible and adaptable form of
reinvestment that is useful across different neighborhood contexts. As such, local
policymakers and planners should employ a variety of approaches promote its use across
a broad cross-section of legacy city neighborhoods, including: (1) designating historic
resources in minority and low-income neighborhoods to ensure that RTC investments
benefit the spectrum of legacy city neighborhoods and residents, (2) connecting
rehabilitation-oriented developers to neighborhoods with historic resources not yet
renovated as a way of recognizing the unique culture, history, and heritage of across all
legacy city neighborhoods, (3) using RTC projects to identify and recruit civic-minded
developers as a way to engage the private sector in broader community and neighborhood
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development efforts, (4) establishing networks to disseminate knowledge of the historic
tax credit program to inexperienced developers to increase the presence of rehabilitationoriented developers and promote preservation as a tool for reinvestment and an
alternative to demolition, and (5) understanding the limits of the RTC as a tool and
targeting resources towards infill and new construction when neighborhood historic
rehabilitation potential nears its completion threshold.
This dissertation offers several directions for future research, including better
understanding the causes of neighborhood transitions (either from stable to distress, or
vice versa), examining the types of policies implemented in different neighborhood types
as well as the outcomes produced, and expanding the typology to include growing cities
to identify if and how neighborhoods and transitions in declining cities are distinct from
growth-based contexts. There is also a need to investigate the neighborhood-level effects
of RTC activity in other types of cities, particularly high growth places facing acute
challenges related to maintaining affordable housing, increasing density while preserving
historic resources, and retaining the culture and heritage embedded in neighborhoods
facing rapid influxes of new residents. Future research should also investigate projects
pairing RTCs with other place-based incentives (e.g. LIHTC, New Markets Tax Credits,
state RTCs, HUD 202, project-based Section 8) to understand the outcomes associated
with highly subsidized investments. To better understand the localized impact of
preservation activity, future research should employ sophisticated quantitative and spatial
models to examine alternative spatial scales (e.g. parcel, block, block group) where
preservation projects may be significantly influencing other reinvestments.
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As the ‘legacy’ moniker indicates, the past will continue to shape the future of
these cities as they retool their economies, right-size their infrastructure, reshape their
communities, and reposition their population for the ensuing decades of the twenty-first
century. Parts of the history and heritage that helped these cities achieve a position of
prominence during the twentieth century exist across the varied landscape of legacy city
neighborhoods. As such, neighborhood-based strategies should seek to balance the
history and culture embodied in the built environment with current needs and future
possibilities.
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ENDNOTES
1

Cluster analysis is a non-inferential method and generalizability is limited because solutions are
dependent upon the variables entered into the analysis (Hair et al., 2010). Using widely available census
data as the variables in this analysis improves the transferability of this approach.
2
Although beginning this analysis in 1970 is driven by the structure of Neighborhood Change Database
(NCBD), it also generally coincides with the commencement of major economic restructuring and
deindustrialization that significantly affected legacy cities (Hobor, 2014). Furthermore, analysis is limited
to data that has been consistently collected by the Census since 1970, which particularly limits racial and
ethnic diversity measures (Mikelbank, 2011). The 2010 data is technically five year averages from the
2006-2010 American Community Survey (ACS), not decennial census data. I refer to it throughout the
paper as 2010 for ease of discussion. The ACS data parallels the “long-form” of past decennial censuses in
terms of data collected but differs in its sampling frame (i.e. 1 in 15 households for ACS compared to
approximately 1 in 6 for the decennial census) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).
3
The NCDB aligns Census data to current (2010) geographic boundaries allowing for comparison over five
decades with a consistent spatial unit of analysis.
4
Several census tracts were ultimately excluded from the analysis because insufficient data was reported in
these areas including: the 2010 observations for two Baltimore census tracts (100300 and 250600); the
2010 (i.e. ACS 2006-2010) observations for two Cleveland census tracts (980500 and 980100); eight 2010
census tracts (980300, 980400, 980500, 980700, 980800, 980900, 005000, and 989100) and one 2000
census tract (980400) in Philadelphia; the 1970 observation for one Richmond census tract (070900).
5
In 1970, the average rent variable is aggregate contract rent rather than aggregate gross rent as it is in all
other decade. The Census collected both aggregate contract rent and aggregate gross rent in 1970 and
1980, but only collected aggregate gross rent from 1990-2010. In 1970, many more observations have data
in aggregate contract rent as compared to aggregate gross rent, thus aggregate contract rent was used to
capture the concept of average rent in that Census year. The Geolytics NCDB 2006-2010 ACS data reports
a zero value for Aggregate Housing Value in many census tracts that have owner-occupied housing units.
For those census tracts where this was the case, I cross-referenced this variable with what is reported via
American FactFinder on the census.gov website. In many instances, aggregate housing values could be
imputed through the FactFinder data and these calculations were made by the author.
6
Cluster analysis also functions on the assumption that there is in fact an underlying structure within the
data to be identified. In other words, the mathematical procedure will always produce clusters, regardless
of whether there is an underlying structure within the data. Thus, it is important to support this
methodological approach with a strong theoretical foundation.
7
Using the 2009 OMB metropolitan statistical area definitions,
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/bulletins/b10-02.pdf, five ratio variables
(population, average housing value, average rent, average household income, and living in same house 5
years prior) capture how city census tracts compare to all census tracts in their MSA. The ratio variables
serve as a way to account for the larger metropolitan dynamics, which have been shown as being vital to
understanding neighborhood conditions (Aliprantis et al., 2014; Galster et al., 2004; Jun, 2013; Weisbourd
et al., 2009). One variable was chosen as a proxy from each of the four larger groups.
8
“[T]he Ward criterion uses information from every observation in each potential cluster, not just the two
nearest (single linkage) or the two farthest (complete linkage) (Jain et al., 1999). Each step of the Ward's
procedure joins clusters together that represent the minimum increase to the resulting within-group
variance. Natural cluster solutions are suggested by steps in the procedure where the increase in this
variance is comparatively large-it signals steps in the procedure where dissimilar clusters are being
combined” (Mikelbank, 2011, p. 324). Hierarchical cluster analysis is limited in the sense that “once an
observation is assigned to a cluster in HCA, it is fixed without the possibility of later re-assignment as the
clustering algorithm proceeds (Lorr, 1983). This is arguably HCA's largest criticism (Kaufman and
Rousseeuw, 1990)” (Mikelbank, 2011, p. 323).
9
The discriminant function is a variate or linear combination of the independent variables that discriminate
best between the dependent variable groups (i.e. neighborhood types). The Wilks’ lambda statistic
measures how well each discriminant function separates cases into groups, with smaller values indicating
greater discriminatory power.
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In the discriminant analysis each observation has a discriminant z-score, or the predicted value of the
relationship between the discriminant functions and the observation, which is used to determine group
membership (Hair et al., 2010). Thus the discriminant hit ratio assesses the percentage of observations that
are classified in the same cluster and discriminant groups and serves as an internal validity check for the
cluster groupings.
11 Richmond was selected because it had the lowest hit ratios among the 8 cluster groups in the pooled
analysis (65.1%).
12
The cluster stability analysis examines whether observations that clustered together in the Richmondonly run also clustered in the pooled run. Hair et al. (2010) offer the following thresholds for cluster
stability: very stable - less than 10% of observations assigned to different cluster, stable – between 10% and
20% assigned to a different cluster, somewhat stable – 20% to 25% assigned to a different cluster.
13
The neighborhood types are derived from the eight-cluster solution, whereas, the neighborhood
categories originate from the four-cluster solution (see Figure 1).
14
The transition patterns only consider the neighborhood group at the start (1970) and end (2010) periods
of the analysis. Thus, if a tract were in the Stable neighborhood type in 1970 then transitioned to the
Distressed neighborhood type in 1980, 1990, and 2000, but transitioned back to the Stable neighborhood
type by 2010, this analysis would not capture these transitions. Examining the details of these transition
patterns should be addressed in future research.
15
The 2-, 3-, 4-, and 12- clusters were also potential solutions. The 2-, 3-, and 4- cluster solutions were too
coarse for the number of observations (n= 4,651) and the 12-cluster solution included two very small
clusters (n= 29 and n= 46), which is not conducive for the statistically-based discriminant analysis.
16
The cluster names are derived through the discriminant analysis, the results of which are presented in the
following section.
17
The numbers associated with the neighborhood types are those assigned to them through the clustering
procedure. They are a data labeling mechanism and should not be interpreted otherwise (e.g. as a numerical
ranking).
18
The statistical significance is tested with Press’ Q statistic, which compares the number of observations
correctly classified with the total sample size and the number of groups. It should be noted the Press’ Q
test is sensitive to large sample sizes, but it is also the best available method for evaluating the hit ratio
(Hair et al., 2010).
19
There are a number of additional outputs from discriminant analysis that are used to interpret the validity
of the model, which are summarized here. The Box’s M test indicates whether the nonequivalence of the
variance-covariance matrices of the dependent variable groups is statistical significant. In this case, the test
was significant (p > .01), meaning the variance-covariance matrices of the cluster groups were not
equivalent, even after variables were transformed (natural log), which is recommend solution to the
problem (Hair et al., 2010). Because of the large number of observations (n= 4,651) in this analysis, the
assumption violation likely does not have a major impact on the interpretation (Warner, 2008). The
discriminant t-tests revealed no statistically meaningful difference between any of the eight paired (cluster
and discriminant) groups at the .05 level of significance.
20
This statistical significance is derived from the Wilks’ Lambda test, a multivariate measure of group
differences over several independent variables that examines the residual discrimination prior to deriving
the function (Klecka, 1980).
21
Discriminant functions 6 and 7 are excluded from the table because there was no statistical significance
between these functions and any of the dependent variable groups (see Table 8). Stars (*) indicate the
largest absolute correlation between that variable and any discriminant function.
22
Hair et al. (2010) offer 0.4 as a threshold for interpreting discriminant loadings with variables below the
threshold deemed less important to the describing the associated discriminant function. Table 4 shows all
variables meeting or exceeding this threshold, as well as those with the largest absolute correlation with the
discriminant function, even if the loading is below the 0.4 threshold.
23
These variables include the city-MSA ratio of persons living in the same house five years prior, living in
the same house five years prior, share of the population that moved into their house in two or three or more
decades prior, and a negative association with the share of the population that moved into their house in the
previous decade.
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Swanstrom and Webber (2014, p. 28) note St. Louis’ Central Corridor is “generally defined as the area
between downtown and the River West to I-170 bordered on the South by I-64 and on the North by Delmar
and Washington.”
25
The pooled discriminant analysis was also run excluding those variables exhibiting high
multicollinearity. It produced similar results to the final analysis that included all variables regardless of
multicollinearity. Because the primary use of discriminant analysis in this instance was as a tool to
describe and understand the clusters, and because their inclusion did not appear to impact the results of the
DA, I elected to include all variables in the final analysis, regardless of multicollinearity.
26
This process of characterizing transitions may mask fluctuations during the other census decades (1980,
1990, and 2000).
27
Legacy cities are also known as shrinking cities, rust belt cities, and post-industrial cities. They are
generally considered to be cities that lost population over at least 20% of their peak population and whose
economic base is rooted in manufacturing (American Assembly, 2011; Mallach, 2015b; Mallach &
Brachman, 2013).
28
This research focuses specifically on the federal RTC program. State level RTC programs exist in over
thirty states, including the ones that are part of this analysis (Schwartz, 2013). The statewide data is not
analyzed because it was not part of the dataset used for this research and is not publically available.
29
Income-producing uses include commercial, industrial, or rental apartments. Owner-occupied residential
structures and public uses are not eligible for the federal RTC program. Other eligibility requirements of
the RTC include that the building must retain income-producing status for at least five years and the
rehabilitation must be substantial (i.e. greater than $5,000 or exceed the building’s adjusted basis)
(http://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/before-you-apply.htm).
30
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 actually scaled back the RTC program from a 25% credit that was
instituted with the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 and created a 10% credit for non-historic buildings
constructed prior to 1936 (Ryberg-Webster, 2015b).
31
Approximately 30 states offer companion historic tax credit programs that mirror the federal RTC in its
mission to support preservation, but have varying provisions in terms of value of the credit and building
eligibility (Schwartz, 2013). State RTC data are not evaluated as part of this analysis.
32
The comparison made by Rypkema and Wiehagen (1998) is between block groups in historic districts vs.
those not in historic districts. They do not differentiate between block groups with RTC investment and
those without.
33
Although it is publically-funded program, there is limited publically available, disaggregated data on the
RTC projects. NPS provides annual and statistical reports as well as an online database, and supports the
publication of economic impact reports on the RTC program (http://www.nps.gov/tps/taxincentives/reports.htm; http://tps.cr.nps.gov/status/).
34
In their analysis, the authors’ do not distinguish between the historic rehabilitation tax credit (20%) and
the non-historic tax credit (10%) available for buildings placed in service prior to 1936, both of which were
created through the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Their analysis also evaluates the 15% credit that existed from
1981-85 for structures at least 30 years old, the 20% credit (1981-85) for structures that were at least 40
years old, and the 10% credit (1978-81) for nonresidential structures that were at least 20 years old.
35
Much of the gentrification literature focuses on urban contexts that differ greatly from the legacy city
experience including high-growth places with tight housing markets such as New York (Freeman &
Braconi, 2004), Boston (Vigdor, Massey, & Rivlin, 2002), or London (Atkinson, 2000). As Hyra (2015)
points out, there is also potential for cultural and political displacement of minority groups within the
context of neighborhood change, which are relevant concerns in any market context. Historic preservation
practice has often not fully embraced the role of minority cultures in terms of race, gender, ethnicity, or
class (Dubrow, 1998; Kaufman, 2009), yet it is a primary means through which “public memories” and less
celebrated moments of the past can be collectively understood and celebrated (Hayden, 1997).
36
These categories were derived using a combination of hierarchical cluster analysis and discriminant
analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis identities mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive groups
among the pooled dataset and discriminant analysis is used to describe the key characteristics of each of
these groups (i.e. neighborhood types) (Kinahan, 2015- Essay 1).
37
Beyond demolition, other strategies for legacy city neighborhoods include vacant land management (e.g.
land banks, green infrastructure), mothballing abandoned properties for future use, and targeting limited
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resources to specific geographic areas (Accordino & Fasulo, 2013; Schwartz, 2012; Thomson, 2008, 2011,
2012).
38
For example, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the federal agency responsible for
promoting preservation and advising the President and Congress on related matters, commissioned a survey
on the historic preservation in legacy cities (Bertron & Rypkema, 2012) and subsequently published its
own report on the topic (ACHP, 2014). The National Trust for Historic Preservation, the foremost
preservation focused nonprofit, produced a case study on rightsizing in Michigan (Moloney, 2012). In
2014, a national conference, Historic Preservation in America’s Legacy Cities, convened in Cleveland, OH
and brought together practitioners, academics, and nonprofit advocacy groups with a broad range of cosponsors including the ACHP, National Trust, and American Assembly, among others
(http://urban.csuohio.edu/conference/LegacyCityPreservation/). The Action Agenda for Historic
Preservation in Legacy Cities (Bertron, 2015) was the outcome of the convening’s closing workshop.
39
These are the five legacy cities within a larger dataset of federal historic tax credit activity in 12 cities,
which was obtained for research purposes. Other legacy cities are not included in the analysis because their
RTC data are not publically available.
40
The three-year lag assumed within this structure follows related work in the neighborhood effects
literature (Galster, Walker, Hayes, Boxall, & Johnson, 2004). Furthermore, the length of time between the
pretest and posttest reflects the long-term nature of urban revitalization processes (Birch, 2007).
41
RTC investment activity is defined as having at least one project within the census tract boundary with a
Part 3 completion date during the observation periods (i.e. 1998-2007). There are three separate
application dates associated with each RTC project, which correspond to the building eligibility (Part 1),
rehabilitation plan approval (Part 2), and project completion (Part 3). This represents the most conservation
selection of the data and best aligns with the research question which is concerned with neighborhoods
outcomes (rather than early market indicators which would be better represented by Part 1 or Part 2
approvals).
42
The fixed effects, or citywide dummy variables, control for average differences across cities. The
Cleveland tracts are omitted from the model. Thus the average differences are relative to the Cleveland
tracts, which are the weak extreme among the cities because it has the smallest number of total RTC
projects and tracts with RTC investment.
43
Median RTC investments by city: Baltimore: $2,734,688; Cleveland: $4,400,393; Philadelphia:
$9,662,683; Richmond: $5,661,234; St. Louis: $7,699,377. Using citywide medians instead of the
aggregate median would add 4 observations from Baltimore and 3 from Cleveland, while the analysis
would lose 5 Philadelphia and 3 St. Louis tracts (Models 3 and 4) . There would be no change in the
Richmond tracts. Six Philadelphia and St. Louis tracts would be lost from Model 3 and 4
Cleveland/Baltimore tracts would be gained. Three Baltimore tracts would be added and two Philadelphia
tracts lost in Model 4.
44
The average discriminant z-scores are from the cluster-discriminant analysis carried out in Essay 1,
which resulted in 8 cluster groups. The discriminant z-scores are calculated for each observation on each
discriminant function, with similar scores indicating likeness among observations (Hair, 2010). The
discriminant functions help explain the relationship between 43 independent variables (Kinahan, 2015Essay 1) and the dependent variable cluster groups (i.e. neighborhood types). Prior to matching, the
observations were stratified by city and cluster group, thus limiting the potential pool of matches to nontreatment tracts within the same city and cluster group. Treatment tracts were then matched to nontreatment tracts based on the closest absolute value of their average discriminant z-scores, based on the year
2000 census tract observations. In other words, the matching process captures similarity between
observations prior to the RTC treatment. This design control helps parse the direction of causality by
allowing for the attribution of subsequent neighborhood changes to the treatment (i.e. RTC investment)
rather than changes having occurred previously and the investment following because of those changes. A
standard matching process of one treatment observation and one comparison observation was the primary
matching approach (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). In cases where a non-treatment tract was the best
match for more than one treatment tract, it was assigned to the treatment tract with the smallest difference
in absolute value of the average discriminant z-score. The remaining treatment tracts were then matched to
their next closest non-treatment tract following the same steps. In cases where there were more treatment
tracts than non-treatment tracts in a particular cluster (Richmond and St. Louis) all non-treatment tracts
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were included in the comparison group. These instances explain some the size discrepancies among the
treatment and comparison groups.
45
Signs are produced by subtracting value for matched tracts from RTC tract.
46
This data from NPS includes 12 cities. No full dataset of RTC activity is publically available. NPS does
maintain a searchable database that offers project addresses and approval dates
(http://tpsdev.cr.nps.gov/status/results.cfm). The data are also self-reported by project applicants meaning
errors or reporting bias may be present. However, there is no incentive to under-report and there are
penalties for over-reporting costs. Final values are also certified by an accountant, though instances of
fraud do exist (Harris, 2011).
47
The NCDB standardizes Census data based on the 2010 census tract geographic boundaries, ensuring
spatial continuity over the period of analysis.
48
The income groups are defined as follows: very low-income: 30% or less than the citywide median
household income; low-income: 31-50% of citywide median household income; moderate income: 51-80%
of citywide median household income; middle income: 81-120% of citywide median household income;
upper-income: 121% or greater than the citywide median household income (HUD, 2015). When zero was
reported for a tract’s median housing and median rent values, the citywide median was imputed. The
regressions were run with both the original zero values and the imputed data and the imputation did not
impact the significance of the results.
49
If an RTC project is rehabilitating or creating new housing, they must be rental units (to maintain
income-producing status) for five years after which they can be converted to for-sale units. Median
housing value was included as a dependent variable because the time period analyzed exceeds this five year
cutoff (1998-2007) and because there may be housing value changes in surrounding properties (e.g. new
construction, non-historic renovation projects) that could be indirectly impacted by RTC projects. The
analysis cannot measure this directly, but can provide a sense as to whether values are changing in ways
that are similar to other tracts without RTC investment. It should also be noted that adding rehabilitated
non-residential or vacant buildings to the neighborhood housing stock, particularly high value units, will
increase median rents/values even if the rents/values of the pre-existing dwellings remain the same. In
other words, it is possible to see an increase in median rents without displacement.
50
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards are intended to guide the rehabilitation process and ensure the
long-term preservation of the building (http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm).
The number of units could be limited due to restrictions on the removal or alteration of interior features that
contribute to the historic significance of the building. For instance, a project involving the rehabilitation of
a former school building might be required to restore and reuse (rather than replace) the existing classroom
doors, affecting the configuration and number of units resulting from the project; such a restriction that
would not necessarily exist with a non-historic renovation or demolition and new construction.
51
Chapter 2 allows neighborhoods to change type in any given decade. For this section of the research, the
analysis uses the tract’s type in 2000 as an approximate indicator of the broader neighborhood conditions
prior to the projects taking place, or when developers chose to undertake projects.
52
The share of housing stock 50 years or older is a proxy for the number of buildings potentially eligible to
use the RTC because, generally, buildings listed on the National Register of Historic Places must be 50
years or older. This is an admittedly rough proxy because owner-occupied homes are not eligible for the
federal RTC and this count excludes non-residential buildings. The share of housing stock is sourced
from the Census 2000 data in the Geolytics’ Neighborhood Change Database.
53
City specific tables can be found in the Appendix (Tables 7B-F).
54
It should also be noted that census tracts are not necessarily indicative of sub-housing market boundaries.
In other words, while the census tract is Highly Distressed, the area where the RTC activity is occurring
may be part of a viable downtown market that does not necessarily coincide with the census tract
boundaries.
55
Similar to the RTC, Missouri has a state LIHTC program that can be paired with the federal tax credit, as
well as the state and federal RTC programs. The Neighborhood Preservation Tax Credit is offered only at
the state level and is designed to support the rehabilitation or construction of owner-occupied homes in
qualified areas of the state
(https://ded.mo.gov/BCS%20Programs/BCSProgramDetails.aspx?BCSProgramID=67).
56
The Bonferroni correction increases the significance level to p<.003 based on the fifteen dependent
variables in the analysis.
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Occupations captured in this variable include: computer and mathematical; architecture and engineering;
life, physical, and social science; community and social services; legal; education, training, and library;
arts, design, entertainment, sports, and media; healthcare practitioners (Census 2000; ACS 2006-2010).
58
Chapter 2 showed Highly Distressed neighborhoods were significantly associated with lower levels of
educational attainment.
59
As others have noted (Cortright & Mahmoudi, 2014; Landis, 2016) entrenched poverty and long-term
decline are likely far greater issues in these neighborhoods.
60
This is particularly relevant for projects occurring within National Register Historic Districts (NR) that
do not overlap with local historic districts. For projects within local and NR historic districts, there would
likely be a body/commission reviewing the project for compliance with the local historic preservation
ordinance, but this does not necessarily translate to coordination with other planning and community
development efforts in the neighborhood.
61
Historic resources are buildings listed on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
62
In this study, the neighborhood corresponds to the census tract. As Figure 1 shows, the census tract
boundaries – tract 1211 Grand Center/Midtown Alley and tract 1232/Lafayette Square – roughly align with
locally defined neighborhood areas. This is the time period covered by the NPS historic tax credit dataset.
63
Chapter 2 develops a legacy city neighborhood typology across five cities (Baltimore, Cleveland,
Philadelphia, Richmond, and St. Louis) and five census decades (1970-2010) using hierarchical cluster
analysis and discriminant analysis. The classifications are based on the universe of census tracts in the five
cities across all decades, thus the labels of “stable” and “highly distressed” are a relative descriptor of the
census tract, compared to the other tracts in the dataset.
64
The MRTC went into effect in 1998 (Schweich, 2014).
65
This number is based on the author’s calculations from a dataset provided by the Technical Preservation
Services Division of the National Parks Service. The data were obtained for research purposes and are not
otherwise publicly available.
66
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 ‘‘focused on amending amortization and depreciation rules to encourage
rehabilitation instead of replacement of historic structures” (ACHP, 1983, p. 7). The Revenue Act of 1978
created a 10% tax credit for all buildings at least 20 years old, whether historic or not. The Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 established 15% credit for nonresidential buildings at least thirty years old, a
20% credit for nonresidential buildings at least forty years old, and a 25% credit for certified historic
structures. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 scaled back the 1981 credits to the current structure that offers a
20% credit for certified historic structures and a 10% credit for non-historic buildings constructed prior to
1936. See Ryberg-Webster (2015b) for further analysis.
67
Income-producing uses include commercial, industrial, or rental apartments. Owner-occupied residential
structures and public uses are not eligible for the federal RTC program. The threshold for a substantial
rehabilitation is greater than $5,000 or more than the building’s adjusted basis.
(http://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/before-you-apply.htm).
68
Owner-occupied buildings are not eligible for the federal RTC. State-level RTC programs are often
model on the federal program, but also vary in terms of eligible buildings types, tax credit amount, and the
processes used to convert the credits into equity.
69
The Missouri program is “certificated,” which allows the applicant to assign the credits to anyone with
Missouri income tax liability. In essence the applicant can sell the credits they receive for cash to use as
equity in the project. The federal RTC program requires this process be “syndicated,” meaning if the
applicant does not have enough tax liability to claim the credit, an outside investor with the tax liability
must be included in the ownership structure of the building to claim the credits. These outside investors
usually provide the applicant with equity roughly equivalent to the tax credit.
70
By contrast, historic districts, which are more widely studied in the urban preservation literature, can be
more a more passive form of preservation. In particular, National Register historic districts are honorific
and, unlike most local historic districts, are not tied to local preservation ordinances.
71
See Appendix for list of interviewees.
72
See Appendix for copies of interview protocols.
73
“Median house value for all owner-occupied units=$159,700 (2012 dollars)/ median household
income=$54,109 (2012 dollars)” (Swanstrom & Webber, 2014, p. 28 n 13).
74
Using a neighborhood vitality index comprised of per capita income, percentage of population not in
poverty, and percentage of occupied housing units, Swanstrom and Webber (p. 8) define a rebound
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neighborhood as “as any census tract that moved up at least 10 percentile points in the rankings from 19902000 or 2000-2010.”
75
RTC credits are usually syndicated/transferred for between $0.95 to $1.10, depending on the particulars
of the project and investor (http://www.cityscapecapital.com/htctaxcreditsyndication.php). For more
information on qualified rehabilitation expenditures see https://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives/beforeapply/qualified-expenses.htm.
76
It should be noted the report was prepared for the Missouri Growth Association and funded by seven propreservation organizations.
77
The Lafayette Square Restoration Committee sponsored and produced the plan with input from residents
and business owners. Professor John Hoal of Washington University facilitated the planning process and
neighborhood residents wrote the final document. The St. Louis City Council officially adopted by in
2001.
78
For instance, Messenger (2016) reports on the denial of a demolition permit for a developer seeking to
tear down one of the last former industrial buildings yet to be rehabilitated in Lafayette Square. There was
strong opposition from the local alderwoman, the Lafayette Square Restoration Committee, and residents.
79
The role of the City’s Cultural Resources Office vastly differs based on whether an RTC project occurs
in neighborhoods designated as both local and National Register historic districts, versus those that are in
only National Register historic districts, where the city has “no role at all. Sometimes we don’t even know
that they’re going on” (B. Bradley, personal communication, September 2015). Future research should
further explore whether there are systemic differences in outcomes (e.g. neighborhood satisfaction,
compatibility with comprehensive/neighborhood plans) with projects that occur in local and National
Register vs. National Register only districts.
80
Two of the 81 net new units were reported as affordable.
81
While within the 1232 census tract boundaries, this project is within what is locally identified as the
Soulard neighborhood, east of interstate 55. This project was also supported by the Section 8 Substantial
Rehabilitation program, a form of “project-based” Section 8 rental assistance
(http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/housing/mfh/rfp/s8bkinfo).
82
Also included in the group were the Soulard and Forest Park Southeast neighborhood.
83
This neighborhood centrifugal pattern parallels citywide patterns of investment in historic buildings,
emanating from the downtown core outward (Ryberg-Webster, 2015a).
84
The Western Wire production facility was a functioning factory, which the family-owned business sold
after moving to a more modernized facility in a St. Louis suburb.
85
Concerns over gentrification, however, were not voiced by most interviewees.
86
Ihnen (2013) describes these areas as “roughly the size of Lafayette Square and dominated by subsidized
housing.”
87
This sense of the neighborhood isolation is at least partially facilitated by physical barriers, particularly
Interstates 44 to the south and 64 to the north, as well as Jefferson Avenue to the west and Truman Parkway
to the east, which creates clear edges that insulate Lafayette Square but also contribute to the sense of place
that is palpable within the neighborhood.
88
See endnote 2 and Chapter 2 for further explanation of the neighborhood typology. According to the
neighborhood typology from Chapter, this tract was among the Competitive, Educated, & Struggling types
in 1970 and 1980 and the Collapsed Urban Core type in 1990 and 2010. In, 2000 it was classified in the
Highly Bifurcated type.
89
The remainder of the GC neighborhood is part of tract 1193, where several key projects noted by
interviewees are located.
90
This building is located in the adjacent census tract (1193), which contains the remainder of the GC
neighborhood not within the boundaries of 1211.
91
While this is certainly not evidence of direct causality, it is further for support the narrative arc developed
through the interviews. It is also important to note that at least one federal historic tax credit investment
occurred in Grand Center prior to the rehabilitation of the Continental (e.g. the Fox Theatre in the early
1980s (Trampe, 2003), but it was beyond the scope of this inquiry to identify all other RTC projects not
accounted for in the NPS dataset. However, the interviews highlighted the importance of the RTC and
MRTC as dual layers of financing.
92
See http://midtownalley.com/ for additional information.
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Despite several attempts, the author was unable to interview Jassen Johnson for this research. Many of
the other interviewees discussed his prominent role in Midtown Alley and the analysis of his impact was
gleaned through their accounts as well as several newspaper and magazine articles that include first-person
interviews with Johnson. These secondary sources are cited throughout the section, as appropriate.
94
This estimate is based on the author’s calculation of Census 2000, ACS 2006-2010 5-year estimates, and
the NPS RTC dataset. Census 2000 reports 879 total housing units in tract 1211 and ACS reports 1006
units for 2006-2010, an increase of 127 units. The NPS RTC dataset shows 81 net new housing units from
federal RTC projects in tract 1211, or 63.8%.
95
The Local Business District is a business improvement district, operating through a tax levied on
properties extending from downtown to Midtown.
96
Many discussed the inclusion of SLU’s new basketball arena in the neighborhood tax increment
financing (TIF) district, a controversial decision because of the university’s religious ties, but that the
Missouri Supreme Court deemed allowable (Gay, 2006).
97
Based on the author’s estimations, it appears that about half of GCI’s 44-member Board of Directors
belongs to entities without a local real estate presence in the neighborhood
(http://www.grandcenter.org/board-of-directors).
98
The 3010 Apartments project, which was partially financed by both RTCs and LIHTCs, was awarded the
2015 National Trust/HUD Secretary’s Award for Excellence in Historic Preservation
(http://stlsalvationarmy.org/2015/11/3010-apartments-win-2015-national-historic-preservation-award/).
99
The Neighborhood Preservation Tax Credit is a statewide incentive program designed to support the
rehabilitation or construction of owner-occupied homes in qualified areas of the state
(https://ded.mo.gov/BCS%20Programs/BCSProgramDetails.aspx?BCSProgramID=67).
100
For instance, as Galster (2012, p. 100) explains: “Consumers evaluate neighborhood attributes
relatively. This provides the vehicle by which changes elsewhere in the metropolitan area can lead to
changes in the given neighborhood, as decision-makers alter flows of resources based on new, relativistic
evaluations of attributes. This implies that the prime origins of a particular neighborhood changing are
located outside that neighborhood.”
101
Additional archival research is needed to fully understand the details of this change process, but is
beyond the scope of this inquiry.
102
As a nonprofit institution, SLU itself was not directly eligible for the RTC or MRTC, but did participate
in RTC projects (Continental-Life, Hotel Ignacio, West Locust Lofts) as a financial partner, as previously
noted.
103
By 2010, only eight other census tracts in St. Louis had a smaller population than the GC/MA
neighborhood (tract 1211) (author’s calculations).
104
Admittedly, homeowners also make investments to increase their property values, a decision rooted in
economic rather than cultural values.
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A. List of Interviewees
Interviewee

Affiliation/Position

Prupose of Interview Means of Identification

Stephen Acree

Expert on community and
Executive Director/President, Rise neighborhood
Recommended by Todd
Community Development
development in St. Louis Swanstrom

Tom Pickel

Executive Director, DeSales
Community Housing Corp

Expert on community and
neighborhood
Recommended by Todd
development in St. Louis Swanstrom

Dale Ruthsatz

Director, City of St. Louis Cultural Expert on historic
Resource Office
preservation in St. Louis
Use of RTCs at 3547
President, Owen Development
Olive Street
Use of RTCs at 3331
The Lawrence Group
Locust St
Director and Architectural
Historian, Preservation Research Expert on historic
Office
preservation in St. Louis
Director of Commercial
Development, St. Louis
Expert on real estate
Development Corporation
development in St. Louis

Brian Davies

Market Manager, Great Southern
Bank

Betsy Bradley
Steve Trampe
Steve Smith

Michael Allen

Executive Director, Landmarks
Association of St. Louis
Historic Preservation consultant,
Karen Bode Baxter, Preservation
Karen Bode Baxter Specialist
E. Desmond Lee Endowed
Professor in Community
Todd Swanstrom Collaboration and Public Policy
Andrew Weil

Recommended by Vince
Schoemehl
Recommended by Vince
Schoemehl
Recommended by Vince
Schoemehl
Background research,
contacted directly
Recommended by
Michael Allen

Expert on community
Recommended by
devleopment in St. Louis Michael Allen
Expert on historic
Recommended by
preservation in St. Louis Carolyn Hewes Toft
Expert on historic
Recommended by
preservation in St. Louis Carolyn Hewes Toft
National expert on urban Background research,
politics and public policy contacted directly

Eric McMahon

Senior Project Manager, ND
Consulting Group

Expert on real estate
Recommended by Ken
development in St. Louis Nuernberger

Sarah Coffin

Associate Professor, Center for
Sustainability, Department of
Public Policy Studies, Saint Louis
University

Expert on neighborhood
development and historic Background research,
preservation in St. Louis contacted directly

Pete Rothschild

Owner/President at Rothschild
Development Ltd.

Expert on real estate
development and historic Recommended by Sarah
preservation in St. Louis Coffin

Eric Friedman

Expert on real estate
President, Friedman Development development and historic Recommended by Sarah
Group
preservation in St. Louis Coffin

Note: Three additional intervieews asked for their identity to remain anonymous.
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B. Interview Protocol #1: Real estate developers

1. What was your first experience with federal historic tax credits?
a. How many historic rehabilitation tax credit projects have you completed?
b. When and where did these projects take place?
2. Thinking specifically about [insert building], tell me a little about the history of this
project.
a. Why did you choose to undertake this rehabilitation?
b. Was there something unique about this building that drew you to this project?
c. Was there something unique about the neighborhood that drew you to this
project?
d. What other partners and organizations were instrumental to completing this
project?
[neighborhood organizations, CDCs, other community development or
historic preservation organizations]
e. Were there any challenges in completing the project? If so, can you describe
those?
[from the RTC requirements/application, local regulations (zoning, building
codes)]
3. Why did you opt to pursue historic tax credits?
a. Did you use state historic tax credits in addition to the federal credit?
b. What were the pros and cons of using the historic tax credits?
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c. How likely would you have been to complete this project without historic tax
credits?
d. How would this project have been different without the historic tax credit
funding?
4. Thinking of the neighborhood where this project occurred:
a. Had you worked on other projects/investments in this neighborhood before?
b. Are you continuing to work on real estate projects in this neighborhood (or do
you plan to in the future)?
c. How do you think this project impacted the neighborhood?
d. Generally speaking (beyond this building), what impact do you think historic
tax credits have had on the neighborhood?
e. Have historic tax credit projects resulted in any negative outcomes for this
neighborhood? If so, describe.
5. Are there any other interesting stories you can share about the rehabilitation of this
building?
6. Is there anything else that you would like to add or that you think I should know
about this project and/or historic preservation in this neighborhood?
7. Thinking about some of the outcomes of this project:
a. Were you able to lease residential/commercial units as expected?
b. Were you able to attract the types of businesses that you hoped for?
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C. Interview Protocol #2: Neighborhood/community development organizations,
public sector officials
1. Describe your involvement with historic tax credit projects in [neighborhood].
[Midtown, Covenant Blu-Grand Center, Jeff Vanderlou and Lafayette Sq.,
Peabody Darst Webbe, Soulard, McKinley Heights]
a. Have you been involved with any historic tax credit projects elsewhere in
St. Louis?
b. What do you know about these projects/nhoods?
2. What are the benefits of historic tax credit projects in this/these neighborhood(s)?
3. What are the drawbacks of historic tax credit projects in this/these
neighborhood(s)?
4. How have historic tax credit projects contributed to changes in these
neighborhoods?
[physically, socially, economically, culturally, etc.]
5. My study focuses on projects that occurred from around 2000 through about
2010. Can you describe the condition of these neighborhoods prior to 2000?
a. Do you know of historic rehabilitation projects that occurred in the 1980s
or 1990s?
b. Were there other projects in the 1980s or 1990s that stand out in your
mind? Describe.
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6. Thinking specifically of the past fifteen years (since 2000), do you think the
recent historic rehabilitation projects have catalyzed other neighborhood
investments? If so, describe.
7. What is the vision or broader community development goals for this
neighborhood?
a. Do you think that historic tax credits support/promote/work towards those
goals?
b. Do you think that historic tax credits could better support those goals? If
so, how?
c. What are the pressing development challenges for this neighborhood?
d. Are there major planning/development efforts underway in the
neighborhood? Other major projects?
8. Would you like to see changes or improvements to the historic tax credit program
at the state or federal levels? If so, describe.
9. Is there anything else that you would like to add or that you think I should know
about historic tax credit projects in this neighborhood, St. Louis, or just in
general?
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D. Interview Protocol #3: Historic preservation consultants
1. What was your first experience with federal historic tax credits?
a. How many historic rehabilitation tax credit projects have you completed?
b. When and where did these projects take place?
2. Thinking specifically about [insert building], tell me a little about the history of this
project.
a. Why did you choose to undertake this rehabilitation?
b. Was there something unique about this building that drew you to this project?
c. Was there something unique about the neighborhood that drew you to this
project?
d. What other partners and organizations were instrumental to completing this
project?
[neighborhood organizations, CDCs, other community development or
historic preservation organizations]
e. Were there any challenges in completing the project? If so, can you describe
those?
[from the RTC requirements/application, local regulations (zoning, building
codes)]
3. How have historic tax credit projects contributed to changes in these neighborhoods?
[physically, socially, economically, culturally, etc.]
4. My study focuses on projects that occurred from around 2000 through about 2010.
Can you describe the condition of these neighborhoods prior to 2000?
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a. Do you know of historic rehabilitation projects that occurred in the 1980s
or 1990s?
b. Were there other projects in the 1980s or 1990s that stand out in your
mind? Describe.
5. Thinking specifically of the past fifteen years (since 2000), do you think the recent
historic rehabilitation projects have catalyzed other neighborhood investments? If so,
describe.
6. What are the benefits of historic tax credit projects in this/these neighborhood(s)?
7. What are the drawbacks of historic tax credit projects in this/these neighborhood(s)?
8. Would you like to see changes or improvements to the historic tax credit program at
the state or federal levels? If so, describe.
9. Is there anything else that you would like to add or that you think I should know
about historic tax credit projects in this neighborhood, St. Louis, or just in general?
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